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Zusammenfassung 
Nach dem Einfang thermischer Neutronen wurde unter Verwendung metallischer 
74se-und 76se-Targets in Jülich das hochenergetische (n,y)-Spektrum mit einem 
Paarspektrometer gemessen. In Grenoble wurde die y-Strahlung von Targets aus 
74sePb und 76sePb in der Nähe des Reaktorkerns mit einem Paarspektrometer unter-
sucht zur Ermittlung primärer Übergänge. Niederenergetische y-Linien wurden 
gleichzeitig mit sehr hoher Auflösung mit den Kristallspektrometern registriert. 
Mit dem Kotlversionselektronenspektrometer BILL wur~en die intensivsten (n,e-)-
Linien bestimmt. 
Mit Hilfe der gewonnenen Daten wurden mit hoher Energiegenauigkeit die Niveau-
schemata von 75- 78se und von 75As konstruiert. Für einige Zustände wurden Jrr-
Zuordnungen getroffen, für andere wurden Mehrdeutigkeiten beseitigt. 
Die 75se(n,y)-Reaktion wurde über den suksessiven Neutroneneinfang bei Bestrah-
lung des 74se Targets im Hochflußreaktor erstmals beobachtet. Der Wirkungs-
querschnitt der 75se(n,y)-Reaktion ergibt sich daraus zu ~ 300±100 b. 
Die Verwendung der SePb-Targets erlaubt auch eine Untersuchung der natürlichen 
der Pb K-Röntgenlinien. Diese Breiten weichen etwas von den 
theoretisch erwarteten ab. 
Ein Vergleich der (n,y)-Stärken mit den entsprechenden spektroskopischen Fak-
toren der (d,p)-Reaktionen weist auf einen erheblichen Unterschied der Einfang-
h . . 74s d 76s h' mec an1smen 1n e un e 1n. 
Eine Betrachtung der 75- 77se-Niveauschemata und der Termschemata der Nachbar-
kerne und ihr Vergleich mit den vorliegenden Kernstrukturmodellen zeigt, daß 
die derzeitigen Theorien noch nicht in der Lage sind, die Eigenschaften der 
Zustände mit niedrigen Spins und geringer Anregungsenergie in den neutronen-
armen Se-Kernen befriedigend zu beschreiben. 
I dedicate this thesis 
to my mother, 
who passed away 
at the age of thirty-eight. 
She hoped me to be a physisist. 
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Abstract . 
Slow-neutron capture y-ray spectroscopy was carried out with metallic targets 
of 74se and 76se at Jülich 9 where the high-energy (n,y) spectrum was measured 
with a pair spectrometer 9 and at Grenoble, where 74sePb and 76sePb alloy tar-
gets were exposed in high neutron flux regions for pair spectroscopy of the 
primary (n 9y) lines 9 for low-energy (n,y) spectroscopy with the high-resolu-
tion curved crystal spectrometers9 and for (n,e-)-measurements with the con-
version-electron spectrometer BILL. 
Gamma-decay schemes were constructed and very precise energies were obtained 
for 75 - 78se and for 75As. For several states new Jn assignments could be made 
and for others ambiguities could be resolved. 
The 75se(n,y) reaction was observed for the first time due to successive neu-
tron capture in 74se in the high flux reactor at Grenoble. The cross section 
' 
of this reaction was found to be ~ 300±100 b. 
The SePb targets have also allowed a study of the K X-ray widths of Pb. These 
widths showsmall deviations from theoretical values. 
Comparison of the primary (n,y) transition strengths and the corresponding 
(d,p)-spectroscopic factors have revealed a significant difference in the 
neutron capture mechanisms for 74se(n,y) and 76se(n,y). 
The comparisons of the 75 - 77se level schemes with those of neighbouring nuclei 
and with the predictions of various nuclear models show that present theories 
are not yet able to describe the structures of the low-spin states in the 
neutron deficient Se isotopes satisfactorily. 
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1. I nt roducti on 
The selenium isotopes (Z=34) show many different nuclear excitation modes. The 
heavy even mass isotopes ( 76 •78 •80 •82se) have typical vibrational spectra, 
i.e. a 2~ level and the o;, 2;, 4~ 2-phonon triplet. Further the low-lying 
negative parity states in odd mass nuclei seem to follow well the picture, 
where the (p112 )-
1
-state is coupled to a vibrational core /Sh61,Ki63/. On the 
other hand, considerable anharmonicities are seen in the light even mass 
isotopes ( 72 •74se), where a very low-lying o;-level occurs. In addition to 
these phenomena the strange behaviour of positive parity states arising from 
the (vg912 )n configuration (see Fig. 1.1) in the odd-mass isotopes (very low-
lying 5/2+, 7/2+ states; anomalaus coupling 
states, ACS) is not well understood theoretically. 
Similar phenomena arealso found in Ge-isotopes. 
Thus studies in this region are of interest and 
® 
g9/2 
pl/2 
fs12 
p3/2 
® 
Fig. 1.1 
experiments should provide the data to help the 
theoretical understanding. 
The three nuclei 75se, 76se, and 77se, which 
are mainly studied in the present work, are just 
lying in this interesting region. Many different 
experimental approaches have been made for these 
nuclei: particle transfer reactions, ß-decay 
studies, in-beam y-spectroscopies, (n,y) 
spectroscopies (except 76Se), etc., which will be 
individually referred to in the following 
chapters. 
Shell-model orbitals which are 
relevant for neutrons as well 
as for protons in Se-isotopes. Studies of high spin states by in-beam y-spec-
troscopy have revealed rotational-like structures 
even in Se-isotopes ( as for even mass Se-isotopes see /Ah81, He74, Pi78, We80/, 
and as for odd mass nuclei see /Be76, Ze76b, Ze75, Sa76a, Ze76a/). 
However, the low-lying low spin states in this region often show very complex 
structure (see for example /He74, Ku75, Li75, Na78/). Therefore, the structure 
of these states should not be discussed only on the basis of the in-beam studies 
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alone, but also results should be used from the (n,y), (p,ny), and particle 
transfer reactions, and ß-decay, which are suitable for studies of low-spin 
states. 
The slow neutron capture reaction is very well suited for the study of low-spin 
states and has the advantage that most of the low-lying low spin states can be 
excited in many cases due to complexity of y-decay process after neutron capture. 
In addition, spin- and parity assignment in this reaction is largely facilitated 
by the fact that the spin and parity of the neutron capture state are quite well 
defined. For example in the case of an even-even target only Jrr = 1/2+ is possible 
for an s-wave capture state. This is because in the low energy region of incident 
neutrons, only the s-wave is relevant in the capture process (see Fig. 1.2). 
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Fig. 1.2 
A hypothetical neutron capture cross section 
calculated in a manner similar to that of 
Cameron et al ./Ca63/ using the parameters 
given in the figure. 
The 74se(n,-(), 76se(n,y) 
reactions have been previously 
investigated (thermal neutron 
capture) /Ru70, Ak73a, Kn71, 
Ra71, Br79, En81/. However, 
identification of high energy 
y-rays in the 74se(n,y) reaction 
was rather limited. Further the 
low energy part of those y-
spectra of both reactions is so 
complex that it requires measure-
ments with improved resolution. 
The 75se(n,y) reaction, which 
76 
enables the study of Se, was 
for the first time observed in 
the present work due to the high 
neutron flux at the HFR/Grenoble. 
This reaction will be briefly 
discussed in chapter 2.6. 
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As will be shown in the next chapter, in the present work five instruments of 
three different types of detectors were exploited for the investigation of the 
(n,y) reactions, and they are the following: 
curved crystal spectrometers GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 for precision measurement 
of low energy y-lines. 
s-spectrometer BILL for conversion electron measurements. 
- two pair spectrometers in Jülich and Grenoble. 
These instruments coverdifferent energy regions (see Fig. 1.3), providing an 
almost complete set of not too weak y-rays of the (n,y) reaction. 
PAIR II 
GAMS 2/3 II II 
II III GAMS1 
II II BILL 
10 keV 100 keV 1 MeV 10MeV 
Fig. 1.3 
Energy region which is effectively investigated 
by various instruments. The performance of BILL 
is much higher than shown in this figure, but is 
limited due to low conversion coefficients in 
Se-isotopes (Z=34). 
75 
- preci se energi es of y- rays from 78se and As 
- Pb K-X ray natural widths 
We give in the present work 
information about three nuclei 
75se, 76se, and 77se using the 
data extracted from the present 
experiments. We also discuss 
some systematics of the structures 
of Se-isotopes, together with 
other neighbouring nuclei. 
In addition, some information 
has been obtained on 
- neutron separation energies of four Se-isotopes (A=75,76,77,78). 
These results are shown and discussed in chapter 4. 
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2. Experiments 
In the present work three different types of measurements were carried out: 
- a measurement of low energy y-rays (~ 2 MeV) with the use of the 
curved crystal spectrometers GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 /Ko80b/ 
- a measurement of conversion electrons with the ß-spectrometer BILL /Ma78/ 
- a measurement of high energy y-rays (from 2 MeV up to the neutron 
binding energy) with the use of pair spectrometers. 
The measurement with a pair spectrometer was performed both ut the High-Flux 
Reactor (HFR) of the Institute Laue-Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble and at the 
research reactor FRJ-2 (DIDO) of the Kernforschungsanlage (KFA) in Jülich. 
The other experiments were all performed at the HFR/Grenoble. In Jülich, the 
external target geometry with low neutron flux (cv 108 n/s-cm2) was exploited, 
whereas in Grenoble the internal target geometry was used with very high neutron 
flux (5x1o14 n/s·cm2) at the target position of GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3. 
If the experimental conditions are optimized (source strength, solid angle of 
the detector, etc. ), both pair spectrometers placed in Jülich and in Grenoble 
show comparable performance. However, the essential difference between the 
experimental conditions for both pair spectrometers was that in Grenoble one 
can often observe the double neutron capture reaction due to the high neutron 
flux. This process is unobservable in Jülich. Since it was expected from the 
(n,y) cross sections of Se-isotopes that the double neutron capture reaction 
74 76 
on Se and Se would occur, it was clear that the comparison of two spectra 
taken in Jülich and in Grenoble would clarify the existence of any y-rays from 
this double neutron capture reaction. The observation of these double capture 
y-rays was facilitated by the odd-even mass difference, i.e. the neutron binding 
energies of the odd-A nucleus and the e-e nucleus, which are formed through the 
single neutron and the double neutron capture in the present case, differ by 
cv 3 MeV. Such detailswill be further discussed in chapter 2.6. 
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On the other hand, it is possible to distinguish the low energy double neutron 
capture y-rays already in a single measurement in Grenoble due to the excellent 
resolution of the curved crystal spectrometers GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3. For details 
see § 2.6. 
In this chapter the GAMS 1, GAMS 2/3, BILL, and the two pair spectrometers 
(Jülich, Grenoble) are briefly described. 
- 10 -
2.1 The curved crystal spectrometers GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 
There are three types of crystal spectrometers, i.e. flat, DuMond, and Cauchois 
crystal spectrometers (Fig. 2.1) 
SOURCE CRYSTAL 
J ~ 
s 
SOUR CE CRYSTAL 
s 
"' 
..........._ 
_./" 
SOUR CE CRYSTAL 
! ! ----
1/\ \ 
~" 
s 0"'- / ........____ __ 
( a) fl a t c rys ta l 
spectrometer 
( b) DuMond curved 
crystal spectrometer 
( c) Cauchois curved 
crys ta l s pectrometer 
Fig. 2.1 
Three types of 
crystal diffraction 
s pe ct rome te rs 
S: y-source 
Q: diffraction crystal 
8: diffraction angle 
D: photon detector 
S1 : y-source at 8=0° 
All of these geometries make use of Bragg reflection, where the wave length is 
determined by the grating constant of the crystals and the 11 Bragg angle 11 : 
nA = 2d sin8 (n = 1,2,3,4,5, ... diffraction order) 
A: wave length of incident photon 
d: spacing of lattice planes 
8: Bragg diffraction angle 
( eq. 2. 1) 
hc 
or, with Ey = ~: 
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2d sin0 
hc 
n 
= Ey 
h: Pl anck cons tant 
c: velocity of light 
Ey: incident photon energy, 
from which follows for the diffraction line width: 
2d 2 liEy = - E y cos0 1'10 
nhc 
eq. 2 .la 
eq. 2.lb 
cos0 is a very slow-varying function and the angular width of the line 1'10 is 
almost constant and depends on the target shape, the source-crystal geometry 
and the crystal structure /SuOO, Kn79, Ko80b/. The width l:IEy can thus be 
expressed approximately by 
const. liEy "'---n eq. 2 .lc 
In the case of the single flat crystal spectrometers a relatively small y-source 
and small slits and/or thin slices of the crystal have tobe used in order to 
obtain good energy resolution, while in the case of a double flat crystal 
spectrometer a large source is adopted for an increase in luminosity /Kn79/. 
The geometries of DuMond and Cauchois spectrometers are just reversed beam 
geometries with the difference that in the DuMond geometry a thin y-source is 
used tagether with an extended detector, whereas the Cauchois spectrometer needs 
a broad y-source (large quantities of target material) and a slit in front of 
the detector or a photoplate. 
The curved crystal spectrometers GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 /Bö76, Ko80b/ use the 
DuMond geometry /Du47/. The thin sources needed are especially well suited for 
an internal target geometry and for studies that require enriched material. 
With this internal target geometry one can exploit the high neutron flux near 
the reactor core, thus providing a very strong y-source. This strong y-source 
also compensates for the relatively low luminosity of crystal spectrometers. 
A general and detailed description of crystal diffraction spectrometers is 
given elsewhere /Su , Ka79/. 
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The GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 spectrometers use crystals of different thickness 
(4 mm and 13 mm respectively). The total detection efficiency of a DuMond 
type spectrometer res ults from the fo 11 owi ng factors: 
- y-ray self-absorption in the target 
- attenuation of the y-ray beam on its way from the target to the detector 
- reflect·ivity of the crystal 
- transmission loss due to the Soller collimators 
- detection efficiency of the Nai detectors. 
The beam tube (H6-H7, see Fig. 2.2) is filled with He-gas. However, the 
attenuation by this He-gas is negligible. 
When taking into account reflectivity and absorption the total efficiencies 
of GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 have broad maxima at ~ 200 keV and ~ 400 keV, respectively. 
The two crystal spectrometers are complementary in view of efficiency in 
different energy regions. 
The focal lengths of GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 are 5.8 m and 24m, respectively. In 
the energy range where the crystal reflectivity is not saturated and proportional 
to the crystal thickness, one can establish the following relation for the 
sens iti vity: 
I a: t·S/X- 2 
I: observed y-intensity 
S: area of crystal 
t: distance between the target and the crystal 
t: crys ta 1 th i ckness 
eq. 2.2 
With the values of t and S given in Table 2.1, one can see that I is nearly 
equal for GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 in the energy range where the crystal reflectivity 
is not saturated. 
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In the DuMond geometry, a target movement has to be taken into account. Close 
to the reactor core at the source position an ambient temperature of ~ 300 °C 
is observed due to ß- and y-heating and hence the sources move with an amplitude 
of ~ 0.1 mm, which generally corresponds to the resolution obtained with the 
crystals used. This difficulty has been overcome by introducing the "control 
crystal" in the case of GAMS 1 and the "parallel operation" of GAMS 2 and GAMS 3 
/Ko80b/. 
Fig. 2.2 shows the whole experimental arrangement of the GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 
systems at the high flux reactor of the ILL. 
2<m 
Fig. 2.2 Bent Crystal Gamma-Ray Spectrometers at the Through-Tube H6-H7 
The measuring systems of GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 are briefly discussed in ref. 
/Ko80b/. 
GAMS 1 uses a control crystal system which. corrects for the target movement 
(Fig. 2.3 and 2.2). An independent y-ray detection system using a second 
crystal observes one specific strong y- (or X-ray) line. In the present 
a Pb X-ray was used for this purpose. The source movement (Fig. 2.3) is recorded 
for each measuring point and used later for correction of the y-ray peak 
positions (using the peak-fit program (chapter 2.5)). After the correction of 
the target movement, the reproducilibity of the peak position of the same line 
is ~ 0.033". 
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Fig. 2.3 Control Crystal System of GAMS 1 (Figure taken from /Ko80b/). 
The high energy precision of GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 is achieved by measuring 
the diffraction angles with an interferometer system. The arrangement for GAMS 1 
is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
rotat1on unit 
...... -J------ ........ 
' 
' M1\ 
\ 
I 
I 
photo 
trans1s tors 
1-----~~..-----@ 
Fig. 2.4 
GAMS 1 i nterferometer sys tem 
(Figure taken from /Ko80b/). 
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The length of one light path is changed as a function of 
L-L0 = 40 (sin(e+~) - sin~) eq. 2.3 
L-L0 is related to the number of interference maxima and minima observed 
(N-N0 ; N0 corresponds to 8=0). Using the relation L-L0 = ~ 1 (N-N0 ) where ~t is 
the wave length of He-Ne laser (~ 1 = 632.8 nm) the following expression is 
obtai ned 
With eq. 2.1a we find 
N = N0 + ~O (sin(8+~) - sin~) 
t 
eq. 2.4 
eq. 2. 4a 
2d ~ In eq. 2.4a the terms hc' ~ and 4 ~ are the characteristical constants of the 
spectrometer. Actually, ~ and N0 are determined by a least-squaresfit using 
ca. 15 prominent y-lines measured in different orders of diffraction ( n = 1,2, 
3,4,5, ... 8). A small change of ~ is not sensitive to this least-squares fit; 
therefore it is always fixed. The term ~~ is the proportional constant to 
calculate the y-ray energy. In the present work this termwas determined using 
the well-known Pb X-ray energy /La77/. 
In the case of GAMS 2/3 an interferometer with better precision was needed due 
to the higher angular resolution (M rv 111 was achieved in the present experiment 
of the 74se(n,y) reaction). Fig. 2.5 shows the arrangement of the interferometer 
for GAMS 2/3. In this arrangement the difference of the light path L1-L0 caused 
by the rotation of the diffraction crystal 8 is given as follows: 
L-L = 40 sin8 and N-N0 = 
40 sine 
0 ~t eq. 2.5 
With eq. 2.1a one obtaines 
eq. 2.5a 
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r----------ID=20cm----------< 
quartz 
plate 
t diHraction cr~stal 
- +-- r - "'--'---'--" 
Fig. 2.5 Interferometer System for GAMS 2/3 
If the alignment of the two prisms in Fig. 2.5 is not perfect, non-linear 
terms of (N-N0 ) should be added to eq. 2.5a. Practically, for the data 
evaluation a third order polynomial in (N-N0 ) was used 
1 2d I.Q, 3 
Ey = nhc 40 L a (N-No)m 
m=1 m 
eq. 2. 5b 
The coefficients am and N0 are again fitted with a least-squares fit program 
in a similar manneras for GAMS 1. The proportional constant ~~ ~~ is again 
experimentally determined using a well-known y-ray (for example, y-lines already 
determined by GAMS 1 or any standard y-rays). 
As will be shown later in chapter 3.1, in the process of data analysis, the 
effect caused by the target movement is cancelled out by the parallel operation 
of GAMS 2 and GAMS 3. The target movement causes the same amount of shift of 
interferometer steps 6N. The numbers of interferometer steps of GAMS 2 and GAMS 3 
a re changed to be 
GAMS 2: NHN 
or 
GAMS 3: N-6N 
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The numbers NG 2 and NG 3 are therefore added 
Actually the diffraction angle is measured by 2N and the evaluation of eq. 2.5b 
is done by using 2N in place of N. 
The spectrometers GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 are independently controlled by CAMAC 
systems based on PDPll computers (Fig. 2.6). The data are taken point by point 
at different diffraction angles as mentioned before. 
Fig. 2.6 
In the present work the measuring 
time for one point was ~ 40 sec 
in the case of GAMS 1 and ~ 2 min 
in the case of GAMS 2/3. The 
measuring time is controlled by 
the accumulated counts in a 3He 
neutron detector, which counts the 
neutrons scattered from the target 
and is situated behind the source 
changer on the G 2/3 side (see 
Fig. 2.2). 
Pulse counting system and CAMAC of GAMS 1 and 
GAMS 2/3 (Figure taken from /Ko80b/). After crystal diffraction the 
y-rays are detected by the Nai-
scintillation counters. The electronic pulses, after passing the linear amplifier, 
are fed to six single channel analyser-discriminators (SCA-discriminator). The SCA-
discriminators numbered as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in Fig. 2.6 analyse the y-ray pulses 
of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th order of diffraction from the crystal respectively. 
The 6th SCA-discriminator accepts the pulses of the total spectrum. The peaks of 
different orders of diffractions in the pulse height distributions change their 
positions during the experiment due to the change of crystal diffraction angle. 
The windows of each numbered SCA-discriminator follow automatically this peak 
pos i t i on s h ift. 
15000r 
10000t 
18500 
5th order 
3rd order 
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19000 19500 
interferometric step number 
Fig. 2.7 Part of a spectrum in the 76se(n,y) reaction taken with GAMS 1 
spectrometer 
.l!l 
c 
:J 
8 
Figs. 2.7 and 2.8 show a part of a spectrum taken by GAMS 1 and GAMS 2 in the 
measurement of the 76se(n,y) reaction~respectively. The resolution is ~ 16 eV 
at 100 keV y-energy in the 3rd order diffraction in Fig. 2.7 and ~ 100eV(FWHM) 
at 500 keV y-energy in the 3rd order diffraction in Fig. 2.8 The resolution of 
GAMS 1 and GAMS 2 found in the measurement of the 74se(n,y) reaction is 
schematically depicted in Fig. 2.9, which is clearly showing the superiority of 
the crystal spectrometer over the semiconductor detectors in the energy range 
of Ey < 2 MeV. 
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----- Fig. 2.9 
GAMS 2 
GAMS 1 
1 MeV 10 MeV 
GAMS 2/3 
Resolution of GAMS 1 and GAMS 2 
found in the 74se(n,y) reaction. 
Fig. 2.10 
Detection limits for y-rays in 
76 the measurement of the Se(n,y) 
reaction. 
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Fig. 2.10 gives the detection limit for y-rays by GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3. One can 
see in this figure that a dynamic range of GAMS system is more than 104. 
In the present study the strongest y-ray was observed up to 8th order diffraction. 
However data are shown only up to 5th order. 
A quick comparison of the outlines of the curved crystal spectrometer GAMS 1 
and GAMS 2/3 is given in Table 2.1 /Ko80b/. 
Table 2.1 Data characteristic for the curved crystal spectrometers 
Typical energy range (keV) 
Radius of curvature (m) 
Angular range (deg.) 
Diffraction crystal and lattice plane 
Reflection orders (recorded in parallel) 
Product energy x Bragg angle (keV) 
Geometrical low-energy limit (keV) 
Crys ta l th i ckness ( mm) 
Crystal window 
Angular step interval (") 
GAMS 1 
30-400 
5.8 
-0.5 to 12a) 
qua rtz, 110 
n == 1-5 
'V2.52 x n 
12 x n 
4 
38 mm 0 
'V0,46 
GAMS 2/3 
200-1500 
24 
-0.1 to 4.5 
quartz, 110 
n == 1-5 
'V2.52 x n 
32 x n 
13 
60 mm x 60 mm 
0.16 
a) The spectrometer GAMS 1 can be moved on rails towards the reactor in order 
to fulfill the focusing condition at large angles of reflection. 
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2.2 The s-spectrometer BILL 
The ß-spectrometer BILL is a double focusing electron-spectrometer based on 
iron core magnets (Fig. 2.11)/Ma78/. It is mainly used for conversion electron 
Th b 1 1 . h . d L1 p 8 X 10-5 spectroscopy. e est e ectron momentum reso ut1on ac 1eve was p- = 
at 300 keV. This resolution and the high energy precision of BILL are superior 
to GAMS 1~ GAMS 2/3 and any semiconductor detectors in the energy range 
above 700 keV /Ma78/. However~ due to the high background and the low conversion 
coefficient of selenium (Z=34) electron lines were observed only up to 
500-600 keV (Fig. 1.3). 
The target is irradiated at the source position where the thermal neutron flux 
is 3 x 1014 n/cm 2·s. Conversion electrons emitted from the target fly through 
the vacuum tube (~ 10-5 torr)~ pass two energy-analyzing magnets (Fig. 2.11)~ 
and are counted by the multi-wire proportional counter (5-wire detector was 
used in the present work). 
The automated point-by-point measurement according to the electron energy is 
accomplished by the CAMAC system based on the PDP11 computer. The measuring 
time of each point (~ 30 sec/point in the present work) is controlled by the 
integral counts of neutrons~ which are scattered from the target and detected 
by the BF3 counter. The change of the fields of two magnets corresponding to 
the electron energy is accomplished by specially designed stabilizers /Ma78/ 
under the control of CAMAC system. A detailed description of BILL and of the 
data analysis is given in the works of Jeuch /Je76/ and Braumandl /Br79b/. Data 
taken by PDP11 computer are transferred to the PDP10 central computer using a 
DEC tape~ for off-line data analysis. 
A portion of the spectrum taken 1n the present work is shown in Fig. 2.12. 
Intensity calibration of the electron lines is performed together with the 
calculation of conversion coefficients (see chapter 3.2) using the measured 
detection efficiency which is given in eq. 2.6 : 
Efficiency = Min(1.0~ 0.278x(Ee-10.5) 0· 27 ) eq. 2.6 
IQhl lil:m 1<1 liiiMil 
ll!lllilltmllf 
lillu!ri . 
Iift BF3 monitor 
system 
Im niDl flr lllim 
l!lmml 
tube for 
source 
changing 
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Fig. 2.11 A schematic diagram of the s-spectrometer BILL 
at the HFR/Grenoble (Fig. taken from /Ma78/) 
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Energy calibration is performed by the least-squares method using a polynomial 
n . 
function f(x) = .E a.x 1 , where x is the peak position which is measured as the 
1 =0 1 
Bp-value in the case of BILL. The standRrd variance covariance matrix method 
was used for minimizing the x-square to determine the coefficients ai /Br79a/. 
Calibrated y-ray energies from GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 were used as reference 
energies in the present work. 
The sensitivity is strongly dependent on the target and the measuring time. In 
the present work a thin target fabricated by evaporation of targetmaterial onto 
an Al-foil was used (chapter 2.4). 
5 
4 -
(/) 
....... 
149.27 keV(K) 
Gonversion Electron Lines of 
the 161.92 keV E3-Transition 
c 3 
:::1 I 0 u 
160.27 keV(L1) 
I \ 
160.47keV(L2+L3) 
1 - ./ .. / 161.7keV(M) 
1- --- :,·. I ______________ __./ ·----/·--------l 
2 -
0 ~----------,,-----------------------.,----------------------~ 
2600 2800 
channel number 
3000 
Fig. 2.12 Part of a spectrum taken with the s-spectrometer BILL 
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2.3 The pair spectrometers in Jülich andin Grenoble 
Pair spectrometers are assembled systems of three detection crystals to reduce the 
background radiation and to extend the dynamic range of the detection system (see 
Fig. 2.16 and 2.17) 
y-rays with energy of more than 1.022 MeV (2mec2, me=electron mass) can be detected 
by pair formation (e+ + e-). If the y-rays enter the central (main) crystal (Ge(Li) 
or pure Ge etc.), a positron created by pair formation makes a positronium after 
slowing down. Most of the positronium (99.7%) decay into 2 photons of about same 
energy (~ 0.511MeV). A detailed description of the positronium is given in /He57/. 
These 2 photons are emitted in opposite directions, and one of them or both of them 
can be detected by Nai(Tl)- scintillators, i .e. part of the energy escapes from the 
central crystal. The rest (Ey-2mec2) of the energy Ey of the incident photon is 
absorbed by the main crystal. 
By the singles measurement of high energy y-rays using any detectors one usually 
observes three y-lines which corresrond to the 11 full energy 11 peak (100% of the 
incident energy is absorbed), the 11 Single escape 11 peak (one annihilation photon 
(0.511MeV) has escaped) and the 11 double escape 11 peak (both of annihilation photons 
have escaped). The operation as a pair spectrometer eliminates the full energy peak 
and the single escape peak using a coincidence technique (see Fig. 2.16 and 2.17). 
The energy resolution 6E of a pair spectrometer is that of the main crystal, and 
is roughly given by the following equation, 
eq. 2. 7 
where 6EN is the contribution from the electronic circuit, and E is the energy of 
incident photon. The calculation with experimental data using eq. 2.7 is donein 
the peak-fit routine (§ 3.3). 
The energy calibration of the detection systemwas done by using the known y-lines 
. 14 1 12 from the react1ons, N(n,y), H(n,y) and C(n,y) as will be described in§ 3.3. 
The intensity calibration was done by using the intensities of y-rays from the 
14 
N(n,y) reaction /Th68/. The efficiency curve of a pair spectrometer can also 
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be calculated theoretically /En80/, and good agreement between the theoretical and 
experimental values is obtained for incident y-energies of > 2 MeV. However in the 
~ 
present work the whole energy region which provides an extensive set of data 
(1.6MeV - neutron binding energy) was calibrated experimentally as mentioned above 
(§ 3.3). 
In summary, the good points of the pair spectrometer are as follows ; 
- Background is reduced (large peak-to-Compton ratio) 
- The complexity of a singles spectrum in the (n,y) reaction is largely 
lightened (elimination of full energy and single escape peaks). 
- The width of a double escape peak is narrower than full energy and single 
escape y-lines (See eq. 2.7. The single escape y-line is more broadened 
due to the inexactly same energy of two annihilation photons), thus 
providing better resolution. 
2.3.1 The pair spectrometer in Jülich 
The Jülich pair spectrometer is installed at the research reactor FRJ-2 (OIOO). 
A 50cm3 true coaxial Ge(Li)-detector, which was carefully selected to show very 
good resolution especially for high energy y-rays (tested by the 7.5MeV doublet 
56 of the Fe(n,y) reaction), is used as the central crystal. Very good resolution 
(4.2keV(FWHM) at 6MeV) was observed with this system (see Fig. 2.13). 
Fig. 2.14 shows the neutron beam geometry, Thermalized neutrons are scattered 
from a graphite block close to the core up into the target position. The neutron 
beam passes through several collimators and a Bi-single crystal which filtersout 
neutrons of higher energies than thermal and which strongly absorbs scattered 
0 
y-rays. The average wave length of the extracted neutron beam is \ = 2.9 A (as for 
the neutron energy spectrum see ref./Ba71/). The FRJ-2(0!00) reactor is normally 
operated at 23 MW thermal power. The neutron beam flux at the target position 
was~ 108 n/cm2·s. The end of the neutron beam tubewas filled with constantly 
flowing He-gas in order to avoid back ground y-rays from the 14N(n,y) reaction. 
The targetwas placed in the middle of a small beam tube which had two coaxial 
walls, an internal 1 mm graphite wall and an external Aluminum wall(0.3mm thick 
close to the target position, otherwise thicker), Neutrons scattered by the 
target are absorbed by 6Li0-powder which is placed into the space between the 
two walls. Further, the pair spectrometer is covered with 1 cm thick B4C-
plastic toblock stray-neutrons. The pair spectrometer unit is well shielded 
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from the background y-rays by surrounding with 400 Pb-blocks of 5x10x20 cm. 
Both Nai(Tl)-crystals have the same size of 911 <j>x5 11 • Four 311 photomultiplier tubes 
are attached to each Nai(Tl)-crystal, and operated in parallel. 
The logical coincidence circuit adopted for the Jülich pair spectrometer(Fig. 2.16) 
is a little different from that of the Grenoble pair spectrometer(Fig. 2"17). 
While the Grenoble pair spectrometer does coincidence once (1xtriple coincidence), 
the Jülich pair spectrometer performs coincidence twice (2xtriple coincidence). 
Analyser 
Fig. 2.16 
Schematic diagram of the 
electronic circuit adopted 
for the Jülich pair spect-
rometer 
As a pulse counting system the Jülich pair spectrometer is more reliable to 
reject pulses of randam coincidences. However in Grenoble the background y-rays 
from the surrounding materials of the detector are practically zero, and only the 
y-rays from the beam tube are observed. Thus the total performances of the two 
pair spectrometers are not so different. 
2.3.2 The pair spectrometer in Grenoble 
The Grenoble pair spectrometer uses a planar Ge(Li)-central crystal placed between 
two 611 <)> x 411 Nai(Tl )-crystals (Figo 2.17). 
~ 30 -
6"c/J X 4" 
Nai(Tl) 
3- fold 
( 5~1 keV) wmdow 
Fig. 2.17 
The pair spectrometer 
in Grenoble 
The target used is common with the GAMS spectrometers and placed near the reactor 
core (internal geometry). The same y-ray beam tube with the GAMS spectrometers is 
used for the Grenoble pair spectrometer, which is situated behind the GAMS 1 
spectrometer (see Fig. 2.2). The pair spectrometer is operated when the 
Nai-detector and its surrounding shielding-material of GAMSl do not block the 
y-rays from the target. 
Figo 2.13 shows also a portion of y-ray energy spectrum taken with the Grenoble 
pair spectrometer. The resolution observed in this spectrum was 7.0 keV(FWHM) 
at 6 MeV. 
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2.4 Targets 
In the present work two Selcnium isotopes were used as targets for the 
investigation of the (n,y) reactions, i. e. ~~Se and ~~Se. Both selenium 
isotopes were delivered in a form of metal powder. The i~se-metal powder 
was supplied by U.S.S.R. and the ~~Se-metal powder by the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory/U.S.A. The enrichments of both Se-isotopes specified in their 
certificates are the following: 
I Natural Seleniuml 
Isotope 74Se 76Se 77se 78Se 80Se 82Se 
Abundance(%) 0.9 9.0 7.5 23,5 50.0 9.0 
(n,y)-cross t 51. 8±1. 2 85±7 42±4 0.4±0.4 0.610±0.045 0.045±0.003 section(barns) 
Contribution to the 4.0 65.6 27.0 0.8 2.6 0.04 (n,y) reaction(%) 
74 
32Se enriched metal powder 
Isotope 74Se 76Se 77se 78Se 80Se 82se 
Abundance(%) 98.85±0,1 1.11 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 
Contribution to the 98.2 1.8 <0.016 -4 -4 -5 (n,y) reaction(%) <1.5x10 2.3x10 1.7x10 
76 
32Se enriched metal powder 
Isotope 74Se 76Se 77se 78Se 80Se 82se 
Abundance(%) 0.14±0.1 96.88±0.1 0.85±0.02 0,99±0.05 0.95±0.03 0.18±0.01 
Contribution to the 0.09 99,46 0,43 0.005 0.007 (n,y) reaction(%) 
t Ref./Mu73/ 
Table 2.2 Camparisan of Natural Selenium and the enriched isotopes 
(Natural Selenium was not used for the experiment) 
0.0001 
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For the measurements in Jülich the enriched Selenium metal powder was used with-
out special treatment or processing of the powder, since the external geometry is 
exploited (no serious y- and s-heating in the target). In contrast the experiments 
in Grenoble are done adopting the internal geometry. Temperature as high as ~ 300°C 
in the GAMS target position and ~ 250°C in the BILL target position /Bö79,Sc79a, 
Ma81/ do not permit the use of metallic Se-targets, because Se-metal melts at 217°C 
and boils at 685°C in a atmospheric pressure, while Se02 sublimates at ~ 315°C. 
Further this problern might be more serious in vacuum at the BILL-target position 
and in low pressure (3 Torr He-gas) at the GAMS-target position. Therefore a 
special treatmentwas required for the targets used in Grenoble. The use of Sele-
nium in the form of Pb-Se(S0%-50%) binary alloy was thought to bebest suited to 
overcome this problern from the following reasons, 
- High melting temperature of ~ 1076°C /Ha58/. 
Low neutron capture cross section of Pb (cry = 0.17b,natural Pb) 
and the very simple y-ray energy spectrum from the Pb(n,y) reaction 
(practically only one y-line could be observed, see Fig. 2.26) /Ma72/. 
74 76 . 74 The Se- and Se-enr1ched metal powder were transformed into the Pb Se- and 
Pb 76se-alloy respectively, and those alloys were again ground into powder for the 
use as GAMS- and BILL-targets. 
In the following sections the shape of the targets used in Grenoble andin Jülich 
are described. 
2.4.1 Target for the experiments with the GAMS crystal spectrometers and the 
Grenoble pair spectrometer 
The targets used in GAMS- and pair spectrometer experiments consist of three basic 
materials: target powder, Al-wrapping foil and carbon holder. The targets are 
prepared in the following order, 
1. wrap the target powder with thin Al-foil(0.025mm thick and 6.7mg/cm2) 
2. press the wrapped target 
3. sandwich with two graphite holders (see Fig. 2.19) 
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After pressing the target material (powder) packed in a highly pure 
aluminium (99.99 %) foil has a size of 50 mm (length) x 4 mm (width). 
The total thickness was rv 0.15 mm and depends also on the quantity of 
target powder. The thickness of the part of target powder was rv 0.08 mm 
for both Pb 74se- and Pb 76se-targets. The actual and effective thickness 
of the part of target powder can be later calculated using a Y -ray 1 ine 
wi dth in the y -ray energy spectrum taken with the GAMSl and GAMS 2/3 
crystal spectrometers. 
;:S0.08mm 
Target Powder 
cross section A 
Fig. 2.18 Target used in the experiments wtth GAMS- and pair spectrometer 
in Grenoble. 
The quantity of Pb 74se powder 1'n the experiment of the 74se(n;y) reaction 
was 75 mg, and 43.2 mg Pb 76se powder was used for the experiment of the 
76
se(n,y) reaction. 
The target shown in Fig. 2.18 is sandwiched by two graphite holders (Fig. 
2.19). This target is transferred to the irradiating position by the source 
changer from the side of GAMS 2/3 (Fig. 2.2). 
A 1 umi num rod 
-·-
I t<" 6.4 -
i 7 -
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Fig. 2.19 A graphite target holder 
used in the experiments with GAMS 
and pair spectrometer in Grenoble 
The total y-ray spectrum does, therefore, contafn not only the Y-rays from 
the {n,y) reaction of the target sample but also the y-rays from the target 
holder and the wrapping material of the target powder. 
However, as one can easily see from this target shape, the y-lines arising 
from the Al{n,y) and C(n,Y) reactions can be very easily distinguished from 
the other (n,y) reactions. These y-rays have always very broad line widths 
and the y-lines from the Al{n,y) reaction are strongly asymmetric in the 
spectrum taken with GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 crystal spectrometers (see also § 3). 
The effect of the y-ray self absorption in the target is not negligible in 
the lower energy. The y-ray attenuation by this self absorption was corrected 
by the following coefficient assuming an i'sotropic distribution of the target 
powder in the target. 
In the case of a binary alloy of PbSe the mass attenuation coefficient is 
the average of two mass attenuation coefficients of Pb and Se, and this averaged 
attenuation coefficient i's given as 
)Javerage = ;UPbMPb +t«seMse 
/?~Pb +Mse 
eq. 2. 8 
whereJ"Pb andJUse are the mass attenuation constants of Pb and Se,respectively 
and}1pb an~Se are the atomic weights of the elements Pb and Se,respectively. 
( seealso Fig. 2018) 
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Target 
Powder 
density 
mass attenuation coefficient 
Gamma rays from the small slice dx suffer 
an attenuation of 
e-pj~pdx 
This must be averaged 
target region, 
over the whole 
J;p e -;.t J~ p dx 
(
In the case of isotropic) 
distribution of powder 
FigG 2o20 Calculation of the coefficient of the y-ray self attenuation 
Actually inhomogeneity of target powder distribution and other targetmaterial 
affect the attenuation coefficient calculated above. Therefore, the value of 
~ was used as a parameter to provide the best result (best fit) in the 
intensity calibration procedure (§ 3.1). 
2.4.2 Target for the experiments with the ß-spectrometer BILL 
There are two methods to prepare targets for the measurements with BILL spectro-
meter, i. e. the evaporation method and the precipitation method. The precipi-
tation method provides stronger electron sources, but generally worse energy 
resolution in the low energy region (,;:, 500 keV). In the present work the 
evaporation method was used. 
Target material (Pb 74se or Pb 76se) was evaporated onto a extraordinarily thin 
Al-foil (<v0.22 mg/cm2). The size of the foil is about 14 cm x 4 cm and the 
evaporated area is 11 cm x 2 cm (Figo 2.21). For the target of the experiment 
on the 74se(n,y) reaction 12.9 mg of Pb 74se was evaporated onto the Al-foil 
and 5.0 mg of Pb 76se for the experiment on the 76se(n,y) reaction. 
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Fig. 2.21 Target made by evaporation for the measurements with BILL 
This target is fixed in the graphite target holder (see /8181/) and brought 
down to the irradiating position through a vacuum tube using the source carrier 
system (see Fig. 2.11). 
The observed background electrons and undesired electron lines were the 
following 
- electrons observed as smooth continuous background which originates in 
the ß--decay of 28Al after neutron carture in 27Al 
- external conversion electrons of y-rays from the Zr(n,y) reaction by Pb 
(Pb Se target). The y-rays of the Zr(n,y) reaction come from the wall of 
zircalloy tube (see Fig. 2.11) 
- external conversion electrons of y-rays from the Se(n,y) reaction by Pb 
(Pb Se target) 
Elimination of the external conversion lines and the contaminant lines 
were achieved during the procedure of data analysis. 
2.4.3 Target for the experiments with the Jülich pair spectrometer 
For the measurements with the Jülich pair spectrometer four different 
. 74 76 targets were prepared, 1. e. two targets of Se and Semetal powder 
74 76 . for the Se(n,y) and Se(n,y) react1ons respectively, and two targets 
for the y-ray energy calibration of these two reactions. 
In the case of the targets for the 74se(n,y) and 76se(n,y) reactions metal 
powder of 74se ( ~ 60 mg) and 76 se ( ~ 50 mg) were enclosed in thin mylar 
foil, then these are fixed to a graphite rod and suspended from the middle 
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of the targetholder (see Fig. 2.22). The clearly observed contaminant y-rays 
were only from the Cl(n,Y) reaction (§3). These Y-rays were later identified 
as contamination of the outer surface of mylar foil and the graphite rod 
because the same target powder was used for the experiment in Grenoble and 
there were found much less contaminant y-lines. 
GRAPHITE 
TARGET 
POWDER 
~ 5mm 
Fig. 2.22 Target and Target holder for the measurements with 
the pair spectrometer in Jülich (see also§ 2.3.1) 
For the energy calibration measurements ca. j- ~ of the selenium metal 
powder used in the above mentioned 74se(n,y) and 76se(n,y)-measurements was 
irradiated tagether with urea which was packed in a small 
(see the left figure in Fig. 2.22). The y-rays from the 
reactions were used for the energy calibration (§ 3.3). 
graphi te box 
1 14 H(n,Y) and N(n,Y) 
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2.5 Summary of all the experiments carried out in Jülich and in Grenoble 
Three types of measurements were performed in different lengths of periods, 
with different targets and under different conditions using the GAMS, BILL and 
pair spectrometers. Table 2.4 (see next page) summarizes all experiments done 
in Jülich and in Grenoble, and shows a quick review of them. 
In addition, an experiment for the detection efficiency calibration of the 
Grenoble pair spectrometer was done by C. Hofmeyr in Feb. 1980 using a target 
of Melamine + Aluminum (§ 3.3) 
Below the additional informations on the resolutions of the GAMS spectrometers 
are given, 
174Se(n,y)l 4,8 X 10-6x 2 GAMS 1 f',[ = Ey(keV) keV 
n 
1, 9 X -6 2 Gl-lf·1S 2 f',[ = 10 x Ey(keV) keV 
n 
2,0 X 10-6x 2 GAMS 3 f',[ = Ey(keV) keV 
n 
76 7,9 X 10-6x 2 Se(n,y) GAMS 1 1',[ = Ey(keV) keV 
n 
GAMS 2 f',[ = 2,3 X 10-
6x Ey(keV~ 2 keV 
n 
2o9 X -6 2 GAMS 3 f',[ = 10 x Ey(keV) keV 
n 
Table 2.3 Energy resolution(FWHM) of GAMS spectrometers observed 
74 76 . in the Se(n,y) and Se(n,y) react1ons. 
Target Instrument Resolution Total measuring Term of experiment Spectra code (FWHM) time name 
Pb 74se GAMS 1, 2/3 2.8 steps(GAMS 1)a) 22 days Jan. 1980 C4 
Pb74se BILL 0.2 keV at 160 keV 16 days(2 runs) March 1980 B4 
Pb74se Pair(Grenoble) 7"2 keV at 6 MeV 5 days(3 runs)b) Jan. 1980 PG4 74
se(cao50mg) Pair(Jülich) 5.5 keV at 6 MeV "' 100 hoursc) Nov. 1979 PJ4 74
se + Urea Pair(Jülich) 5.3 keV at 6 MeV 63 hours Nov. 1979 PC4 
Pb 76se GAMS 1, 2/3 4.6 steps(GAMS 1)a) 40 days July-Aug" 1979 C6 
Pb76se BILL 002 keV at 160 keV 16 days(2 runs) Sep. 1979 B6 
Pb 76se Pair(Grenoble) 7.0 keV at 6 MeV 2 days July-Aug. 1979d) PG6 
76 Pair(Jülich) 4.2 keV at 6 MeV 70 hours Oct. 1979 PJ6 Se(ca.60mg) 
76 Se + Urea Pair(Jülich) 4. 2 keV at 6 ~·1eV 71 hours Oct. 1979 PC6 
a) 1 step=2 interferometer step number "' 1" angular resolution "' 0.2 keV at 484 keV of 2nd order reflection 
b) See §2.6. Only the 3rd spectrum is partly analysed(1.5 MeV - 3 MeV and 5.1 MeV- 11.2 MeV)" 
The measuring time of 3rd spectrum is ca.70 hours. 
c) System stopped because of current shutdown. 
d) This spectrum was anlysed but the results are not quoted in the present work, because the pair 
spectrum taken in Jülich has shown much better quality. 
Table 2.4 List of experiments performed in the present work 
w 
1.0 
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2.6 Double neutron capture in the 74se nucleus 
The product nucleus after single neutron capture in 74se has a half life of 
ca. 120days and decays to 75As by electron capture. No evidence for the neutron 
capture reaction on this s-unstable 75se has been reported until now. However, 
one might expect that this reaction would occur for the following reasons, 
1. From the systematics of the thermal neutron capture cross section er, 
one may conclude that the 75se nucleus also has a cross section of the 
order of er= 10 - 100 b . 
Isotope 
Cross 
section(b) 
51.8 ? 85 42 '~>0.5 ? 0.61 0.045 
Table 2.5 Cross sections of selenium isotopes (Data from /Mu73/) 
2. Even with a small neutron cross section of 75se one might observe the 
y-rays from the neutron capture in 75se rather clearly, due to the high 
resolution and high sensitivity of the GAMS crystal spectrometers, and 
in the pair spectrum due to the fact that the neutron binding energy of 
76se is about 3 MeV higher than that of 75se (see Fig. 2.23 and 2.24). 
So even if these y-rays are very weak, they might be identified clearly 
in the low energy region by the GAMS spectrometers and with very low 
background in the high energy region above the neutron binding energy 
of 75se by the pair spectrometer. 
In order to clarify these things the related reactions are shown in the schema-
tic diagram given in Fig. 2.23. 
N1 N2 N3 
745 (n.~) 75Se41 (n.~) 76SeL,2 (n, ~) 77SeL,3 (n,"b') ~ 78Set.L, 34 eL.o () =51.8 b r;=? () =85 b () =42 b 
(}, 
' t IS2 ilj ·r,,, 2 o-ININ g.>- ~\-.l ..5 ~ ~1-' ..5 U 8 II II II Q.l .-IN ~ ""i' II ll 
Q) "0 p \-.l I .-IN N 
02.. p p 
7sA (n,f) 76ÄSt.3 33 5L,2 (J=5b 
N4 
6i. 
N5 
Fig. 2.23 Flow chart of the reactions which are relevant to the 75 se(n,y) 
process following the 74se(n,y) reaction in Grenoble (as for 
1~1· ... Ns, t1"1 .... <r5 and 1:'1 ... ·"ts see text) 
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The reason why the high energy y-rays may be seen in the experiment is shown 
in Fig. 2.24. 
74Se 
ln.rlJ, 
75Se 
7 1 75As ln,r 
'"·"1 76Se y 
76A: '"'i 
77Se 
ln,rl J, 
78Se 
Al 
208pb 
36CI 
6 
Nucleus 
I 8.03 
aE.C. = 0. 86 MeV 
I 11.15 
I 7.33 
I 7.42 
I 10.50 
I 7.73 
I 7.37 
I 8.58 
I I I I I I 
8 10 12 MeV 
Neutron Separation Energy 
Fig. 2.24 
Neutron binding energies 
of relevant nuclei in the 
experiment on the 74se(n,y) 
reaction. The binding 
energy in 76se was predic-
ted by the model calcu-
lation of Wapstra et al. 
/Wa77 I. 
The y-rays after neutron capture in 77se may be understood as double capture in 
76s ( · t · · · t §2 4) th h · h b 1 t 78s e 1so op1c 1mpun y, see . . Anyway e y-rays w 1c e ong o e are 
expected tobe not so strong as will be discussed later and their energy spectrum 
is simple in the high energy region. So these y-rays do not obstruct the obser-
vation of the y-rays from the 75se(n,y) reaction. Consequently one can easily 
see in Fig. 2.24 that above 8 MeV almost only the y-rays from the 75se(n,y) reac-
tion may be expected. This idea proved to be true and is clearly demonstarted 
in Fig. 2.25 - 2.27. The effect of the binding-energy-difference which enables 
the easy identification of the double capture y-rays was already observed in the 
experiment on the 76se(n,y) reaction (see Fig. 2.13). 
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Fig. 2.25 High energy portians of the spectra of the 74se(n,y) reaction 
taken in Jülich and in Grenoble. The middle spectrum is after 
one week neutron irradiation at the target position and the 
bottarn one is after four weeks irradiation. 
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The identification of the y-rays afterdouble neutron capture in 74se as well as 
the y-rays after E.C.-decay of 75se is further facilitated because of their 
intensities growing with time. Actually this time-growing intensity has played 
a crucial role in identifying low energy y-rays in the spectrum taken by the GAMS 
spectrometers. In order to clarify this situation and to help the later calcu-
lation of the thermal neutron capture cross section of 75se - until now this was 
unknown - , the change of the intensities of the y-rays are calculated and shown 
in the following. 
As shown in Fig. 2.23, for simplicity , the quantities of 74se, 75se, 76se, 75 As 
and 76As are symbolized as N1, N2, N3, N4 and N5, respectively. The mean lives 75 76 
of Se and As are replaced by 1:1 and Tz· We get the following conditions 
for N1, N2, N3, N4 and N5, 
dN 1 
-er11>N1 = 
dt 
eq. 2.9 
dN 2 
cr1</> N1 - ( (J'21J + ~1 )·Nz = dt eq. 2.10 
dN3 (j2 rp N2 - ~3 rjJ N3 + _1_ ·N5 = 
dt 7:2 
eq. 2.11 
dN4 1 
- 64 fD N4 = -Nz 
dt -r-1 
eq. 2.12 
dN 5 ~4 9S N4 1 . N5 = dt 'rz eq. 2.13 
Neutron flux at the target position of HFR/Grenoble 
= 5.5 x 10 14 n/cm2·s (GAMS spectrometer) 
The reaction rate Rd of the 75se(n,y) reaction or the double neutron capture 
in 74se is defined as Rd = cr2 ~N2 , and the reaction rate Rs of the electron 
capture decay of 75se is given as Rs = (1!1:1)·N2, thus providing an important 
relationship between Rd and Rs, 
eq. 2.14 
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Eq. 2.14 was used to calculate ()2 (§ 4.2). In order to evaluate the time-evolu-
tion of Rd and Rs the eq. 2.9 and 2.10 should be solved, and the results are, 
eq. 2.9a 
( exp( - (JzC/> - ~1 )t - exp( - (5"1 rjJ t ) } 
eq. 2 .10a 
where N0 is the initial quantity of N1 at t=O. 
· h · f 2.9a and 2.10a the reaction rateRd was calculated Us1ng t e express1ons o eq. 
for the 74se target, and for several other nuclei (Fig. 2.28). 
159Tb <e- Target Nucleus 
0.4 l 
Fig. 2.28 
z. .c 
·:;: ·;:; 
0.3 ?"Se fj n Ratio of the (n,y)- and a a 
<lJ Q) (n,y)2-reaction rates. 
'- L.. 
:J :J The capture section 
-
..... cross Cl. Q. 
a a of 75se was assumed to u u 0.2 
c c <1'= 300barns (§ 4.2). 0 0 
.::, .l:; 133Cs :J :J 
<lJ Q) 
c c 
<lJ Q) 169Tm Li Öl 0.1 
:J .!; 
0 Ul 
u 
0. 
0 10 15 20 25 
days 
neutron irradiation time 
The actual evaluation of equations 2.9- 2.13 was done by the computerprogram 
11 BURNUP 11 /Na75/. 
As can be easily seen in Fio. 2.28, the intensities of y-rays from the 75se(n,y) 
reaction and the electron capture decay of 75se increase almost linearly with 
time duration during the experiment with the GAMS crystal spectrometer and the 
pair spectrometer at the HFR/Grenoble. This enables the easy identification of 
theses y-rays from the other y-rays of the single neutron capture reaction. 
be 
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The eq. 2.14 will be used for the estimation of the cross section of the 
75se(n,y)reaction (§ 4.2). In order to make the situation of the experiment 
in Grenoble clearer, an (n,y)-cross section equivalent to the h~1f life of 
75
se (!"1/2 = 119.76 ± 0.05 days/Sc80b/) is calculated with, 
ln 2 
Tl 
2 
0.69315 = ~2 x 5.5 x 1014 (cm-2.s-1) 
119, 76x24x3600 V' 
-22 2 ()2 = 1.22 x 10 cm eq. 2.15 
120 days of half life + 122 barns of (n,y) cross section 
One can estimate with eq. 2.10a and 2.14, whether the observation of the neutron 
capture reaction in other s-unstable nuclei is possible or not. This kind of 
experi ment provi des much more prec i se determi na t i on of neutron bind i ng energy and 
neutron capture cross section, which will contribute to the calculation of atomic 
mass formula and to astrophysics, respectively. Astrophysics needs precise neutron 
capture cross sections of neutron-rich, neutron-deficient and s-unstable nuclei 
in order to calculate the origin of elements. 
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3. Data Analysis 
The three instruments GAMS, BILL and pair spectrometer have differer't 
measuring systems and different characteristics (resolution, efficiency, 
energy, response, peak line shape, etc.). Thus these three instruments have 
their own data evaluation systems. Each evaluation system has many 
processes and programs, which are grouped into two major processes. 
1. Spectrum analysis 
- peak fit 
- intensity calibration 
- energy calibration 
2. Data check 
- impurity Y-lines 
- spurious peaks 
In this chapter the outlines of each data evaluation system are discussed. 
3.1 Evaluation of data taken with the curved crystal spectrometers GAMS 1 
and GAMS 2/3 
The process of data analysis of GAMS spectrometers is rather complex. 
Fig. 3.1 shows a schematic diagram of the flow of the data analysis procedure" 
For peak-fitting (FITSP, FITL5) a simple Gaussian is used to define the 
peak shape. If the reflections have strange shapes or if they are close 
doublets, peak-fitting was carefully done. One can always quite easily 
differentiate , if a peak is a doublet or only strange shaped using the 
following procedures, 
- compare peak with other higher order of reflection 
- compare the peak shapes of GAMS 1, GAMS 2 and GAMS 3 and see whether 
the y-peak is commonly found in the spectrum (see Fig. 3.2, 3.3). 
In the higher order of reflection the resolution is much better. If a y-line 
is a doublet, it changes its shape or it is resolved into single peaks. There 
are two types of asymmetrical peak shape (even for individual y-lines) arising 
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off-line 
data transfN 
PDP\1+ PDPIO 
NO 
plot spectrum 
automatic peak fit 
manual peakfit 
check fitted peak 
spurious peak, 
peak number 
GAMS 2/3; N1 + N2 
check 
shift 
inter-
ferometric 
function 
calculation 
of r-enegy 
intensity 
calibration 
spurious 
peak 
comparison of '1"-energies 
of GAMS! and GAMS2/3 
final energy 
calibration 
averaging of data of 
GAMS I and GAMS 2/3 
Fig. 3.1 A schematic diagram of the data 
handling procedure. Program names are 
written in capital letters. 
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from two different origins, i. e. the target shape and the target movement. 
lf the asymmetrical peak-shape originates in the target shape, all peaks are 
asymmetrical and the peak shape of GAMS 3 is just a mirrored peak-shape of 
GAMS 2 (see Figo 3.2). However, in the present work the asymmetry arising 
from the target shape was very small and single peaks are well fitted by a 
simple Gaussian. 
GAMS2 GAMS3 
/\ ~ Fig. 3.2 Vl 1- 8 Peak asymmetry due z 8 ::> 
HIGHER ll ORDER 0 to the target shape. u 
/\ ~ 
8 8 
INTERFEROMETRIC STEP NUMBER 
If the asymmetry comes from the target movement the shape is time-dependent 
and one will not see such an asymmetry in the other orders of diffraction or 
in neighboring peaks. The y-ray peaks having this kind of asymmetry are often 
accompanied by a strange interferometer step number. Such erroneous points 
are easily found in the energy averaging procedure of different orders, and 
they are then discarded (program ENEFT and 11 data check 11 ). 
There exist in the spectra the following impurity y-lines and spurious-
peaks which are easily found in the peak-fit routine before going into the 
next procedure of determining the interferometric function. 
- y-lines from the Al(n,y) reaction 
- y-line from the 12c(n,y) reaction (Ey=l262keV) 
- spurious peaks from Compton scattering of higher energy y-rays 
(see Fig. 3.4) 
- spurious peaks from pile-up effect of lower energy y-rays 
(see Fig. 3.4) 
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GAMS2 GAMS3 
/\ A Fig. 3.3 8 A doublet which looks 8 
(/) 
HIGHER V, ORDER like an asymmetric peak t-z 
::> in low reflection order. 0 u N\ AA 
8 8 
INTERFEROMETRIC STEP NUMBER 
The Y-lines from the Al(n,Y) reaction are readily identified from broad and 
asymmetrical peak shape (see also§ 2.1), and their energies are well known 
/To78,Sc80a/. The 1262 keV Y-ray and the 511 keV annihilation Y-ray have 
very broad peak width and they are thus easily recognized. Spurious peaks 
from Campton scattering and pile·-up peaks occur at the same interferometer 
step number as the original Y-rays (Fig. 3.4). 
5th order 
4th order 
pile-up--... J... 3rd order 
pile-up -'1> A_ 2nd order 
~ 3:!if~p~--z 
::> 
0 
u 1st order 
5th order 
pile-up-}l 4th order 
pile-up ..._",_ 3rd order 
INTERFEROMETRIC STEP NUMBER 
5th order 
4th order 
3rd order 
8 
Fig. 3.4 
Sketch of the spectrum 
taken with the GAMS 
spectrometers, when there 
are strong peaks in the 
spectrum. The peak-width 
of a pile-up spurious 
peak is narrower than its 
original y-ray. 
In order to distinguish the Campton peak clearly, one should look into another 
diffraction order. For example, a peak in the second order which has 100% 
intensity originating from Campton scattering of a high energy y-ray does not 
appear in the third order of diffraction. A pile-up spurious peak is much easier 
to identify, because this peak has a narrower line width than the other y-peaks 
due to the fact that pile-up is strong only in the maximum region of one y-line. 
Further identification and elimination of spurious peak is donein the procedure 
of energy averaging of different diffraction orders. Afterelimination of spu-
rious peaks and identification of doublets, positions of fitted y-peaks are again 
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drawn in the spectrum (REPLOT) and checked visually. All in all, peak-fitting 
was done without fixing the line-width. This is because the line-width changes 
slightly from time to time due to source movement and the line-widths of higher 
orders are slightly narrower than those of lower orders due to the crystal effect 
/Ko80b/. Only in case of a very close doublet the line-width is fixed at the 
most appropriate value found in the peak-fitting of neighboring y-lines. 
After data-checking as discussed above, some fifteen strong y-rays (~ several 
tens of y-lines in different orders in the spectrum) are selected to determine 
the interferometric function (eq. 2.4a or 2.5b) with the program INT1 and INT23. 
Then energies of y-rays are roughly calculated by the program ENEFTS using this 
interferometric function. This does not mean that the calculated energy is not 
precise, but that only the absolute value is uncertain. The energies for one 
y-ray determined in different orders of reflection are grouped by the program 
ENEFTS and averaged by the program FINAL to define the representative energy-
value for this y-ray. By use of these tabulated y-rays one can easily identify 
spurious peaks. 
In the experiments with the GAMS spectrometers every 1 - 2 days the spectrum data 
are transfered to a DEC tape, so the whole spectrum is divided into some ten 
data files. Sometimes one finds small systematic differences of .interferometric 
steps between two successive data files. In such a case the difference is correc-
ted by the program SHIFT, and again a new interferometric function is found (low-
est X2-value). Several trial calculations of the interferometric function are 
performed. When the overlap between two spectrum data contains many common 
Y- peaks, the program PICUP1 is applied to calculate the mean difference between 
two different data files. 
As sta~dard for the energy calibration of GAMS 1 the well-known energies of Pb-
X-rays /La77/ (see § 4.6) were used as is discussed in§ 2.1. The y-energies of 
GAMS 2/3 are calibrated by the y-rays common in GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3 (program 
CALIB + FINAL) after comparing their energy differences with the help of the 
program COLLEC. After the energy calibration of GAMS 1 and GAMS 2/3, both re-
sults are averaged and mixed by the program AVEGAM, and the final Y-ray energies 
are obtained. 
The program ENEFTS also performs the intensity calibration. The total efficiency 
curves for each order are included in this program. The self absorption coeffi-
cients (see § 2.4.1) were calculated by the interpolation using the input data 
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set of the empirical f'.P L-value, which is calculated by use of well-known JL 
(eq. 2.5) /Ve73/ and the previous experimental data /Ra7l,Ak73a/. The averaged 
intensity of GAMS l-and GAMS 2/3-data is again calculated by the program AVEGAM. 
The final output from the program AVEGAM is used for the next step : the con-
struction of decay scheme (§ 5.1). 
3.2 Data evaluation of the s-spectrometer BILL 
The minicomputer used for the measuring system of BILL is similar to that used 
for GAMS 1, and again data taken with BILL are transfered to the central computer 
PDPlO. Fig. 3.5 shows the data analysis procedure. 
off-line 
data Iranster 
to PDPIO 
plot 
spectrum 
manual 
peakfit 
energy 
calibration 
calculalion 
of conversion 
coefficient 
Peak Energy ------- 100 keV 
......... ······ 
························· 
~ 2keV 
.... 
... 
Log Bp 
Fig. 3.5 
Flow of data analysis of the 
s-spectrometer BILL. The system 
adopted in the present work is 
slightly different from the 
standard routine (see text). 
""' 80000 cts 
Peak Energy ~ 275 keV I 
"-..J 60000 cts •••••• •• 
····················· 
· .... 
tE:cl(-- ~2keV >I 
Fig. 3.6 Comparison of peak shapes between low energy and high energy 
electron 1ines. Data are taken from the 76Se(n,e-)-experiment 
in the present work. 
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The line-shape of electron-peaks found in the spectrum are always asymmetrical. 
This is due to the energy loss of electrons in the target and internal or exter-
nal excitation of atoms. The existence of a long low energy tail, which is near-
ly of the same length for low energy (~ SOkeV) and for relatively high energy 
(~ 300keV),implies the importance of an atomic process of inelastic electron-
atom collision (Fig. 3.6). 
The peak-fit program BIFIT defines the peak-shape of an electron line combining 
three different functions /Eg68/, 
shape : Gaussian + exponential decay curve x inversed Gaussian 
2 4ln2 f(x) = H·exp(-(x-x0 ) • ~) G 
1 n2 + H·S·exp(-(x-x0+GG)· ----)• 
A 
2 ln2 (1-exp(-(x-x0 ) • ::z )) 
GG 
eq. 3.1 
x0 defined peak position 
The meaning of each parameter is schematically shown in Fig. 3.7. 
Ee=30.921 keV 
G .:::4.95 
s =0. 61 
A =18.3 
GG =6.39 
S.lf 
2 
GG 
Hlz 
BP 
Fig. 3.7 
Example of the peak-shape 
observed in the experiment 
with BILL. All characters 
written in the figure are 
the parameters which define 
the peak-shape (see text). 
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All parameters are slowly varying function of energy (ßp or momentum) and 
depend on the target (see /Br79b/). As the variations of these parameters 
according to energy are well defined by a suitable function, one can use ano-
ther semiautomatic peak-fit program SFIT fixing each parameter in order to speed 
up the data evaluation. However in the present work only a few conversion 
electron lines were observed, so peak-fitting was done peak by peak with appro-
priate variation of the parameters. 
After peak-fitting, energy calibration was achieved with the use of the program 
ENCAL with a second order polynomial, i .e. f(x) = ±_ aixi , as stated in§ 2.2. 
i=O 
Calibrated y-energies of the GAMS spectrometers serve as reference energies. 
In the experiment with BILL absolute intensities of electron lines are not 
obtained experimentally. Absolute electron intensities are determined empiri-
cally by the program TABLE using theoretical conversion coefficients of known 
transitions of pure multipolarities (E2 or E3) and their y-ray intensities from 
the GAMS-measurements. Then the program TABLE determines the conversion coeffi-
cients for other electron lines simultaneously. The program TABLE also calcu-
lates the corresponding theoretical conversion coefficients using the subroutine 
written by Hagerand Seltzer /Ha68/. By comparing both the experimental and 
theoretical conversion coefficients the multipolarities of transitions are deduced. 
3.3 Evaluation of data taken with the pair spectrometers in Jülich 
and in Grenoble 
Both data taken in Jülich and in Grenoble were analysed and evaluated in Grenoble. 
Fig. 3.8 shows a schematic diagram of data evaluation procedure. 
GRENOBLE JÜLICH 
BKDATA 4KDATA 
I I 
I I 
L-----------J I 
I 
off-line 
data t ransfer 
to PDPIO 
plot 
spectrum 
peak fit, calc. 
of rough r-energy 
relative intensity 
calibration 
r-enerfly 
calibrat1on 
final intensity 
calibration 
Fig. 3.8 
Flow of data evaluation for the 
pair spectrometers in Jülich 
and in Grenoble. 
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The peak-fit program GSFIT8, which is originally developed in Karlsruhe and is 
adapted to the Grenoble computer with little improvement, defines a peak-shape 
with Gaussian + tail. The tail-shape is defined by the following function, 
f(x) = ( Co + c1x + c2xz ) • exp(- Xo;;- 5) 6: Gaussian peak width 
x0 : peak position 
The energy dependence of the coefficients c. as 
1 
well as the Gaussian shape para-
meters are determined beforehand using several Y-lines, which are singlets and 
well isolated from other Y-lines in the relevant spectrum. The tail can either 
be on the high energy side or on the low energy side. In the present work the 
low energy tail was adopted. The background shape can be approximated either 
by straight line or an exponential curve. A simple straight line was suffi-
cient for our purposes. 
Apparent impurity y-lines, which are from the Cl(n,y) reaction in the Jülich-
spectrum and from the Al(n,y) and Pb(n,Y) reactions (see Figs. 2.25- 2.27), 
are checked during the work of peak-fitting using the data of refs./Ba67,St78/. 
The program EGCALI contains a function defining the relative efficiency curve 
of the pair spectrometer. This function was calculated individually for both 
pair spectrometers using the following expressions, 
Jülich pair spectrometer : 
n -i g ( E) = L a i E • • • • • • • • • eq. 3. 2 
i=O 
Grenoble pair spectrometer 
n . 
f:(E) = exp( L. ai(logE) 1 ) •••• eq. 3.3 
i=O 
Both functions eq. 3.2 and 3.3 provide quite similar results. As for the physi-
cal meaning of these formulas, one should refer to the theory of pair formation 
/He57,Da54,0v68/. The intensities of the y-lines from the 14N(n,y) reaction 
which was investigated by Thomas et al ./Th67/ were used for the calibration 
lines. The data of the 14N(n,y) reaction are compiled by Ajzenberg-Selove /Aj76/ 
and the results by three investigators on this reaction are compared there. 
The data of Thomas et al. provided the smoothest curve of relative detection 
efficiency in the present work (see also the discussion in § 4.3.1). 
A standard least-squares method was used to determine the coefficients ai of 
eqs. 3.2 and 3.3. The best-fit was obtained with n = 4,5 for eq. 3.2 and 
n = 2 for eq. 3.3, respectively. 
Energy calibration was done with the program ENCAL2, which isauniversal least-
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squares-fit program for polynomial functions and was developed in the present 
work. Normally in the routine of energy calibration, the position error (chan-
nel error) of a reference line coming from the peak-fit process is transfered 
to the energy and is quadratically added in the error of reference energy. 
Then the X2 is defined using the residuum calculated from the reference energy 
and the fitted energy. However the program ENCAL2 can handle the errors of 
reference energy and the channel error independently. ENCAL2 also performs 
standard calculation and further can choose any combinations of polynomials. 
The best-fit function was chosen from both the normal and special method of 
ENCAL2. For both methods of curve-fitting the standard variance-covariance 
matrixwas exploited to minimize the ~ 2 (the principal algorithm is shown 
in § 5.1). In the present case the third order polynomial has provided the 
best-fit for both the Jülich-data and Grenoble-data. 
x : channel number 
The error of a y-line calibrated by the eq. 3.4 is defined by quadratic addi-
tion of position error ~x (channel error) transfered to energy by the coeffi-
cient a1 in eq. 3.4 and calibration error ~c calculated by variance-covariance 
matrix (error matrix), 
eq. 3.5 
In order to calculate the coefficients ai in eq. 3.4, the y-energies of the 
reactions 14N(n,y) /Gr80/, 1H(n,y) /Gr78/ and 12c(n,y) /Gr78,Wa80/ were used 
for reference y-energies, which are shown in Table 3.1 in the next page. 
The y-ray energies in the 74 se(n,Y) and 76se(n,Y) reactions investigated with 
the Jülich pair spectrometer are calibrated by the mixed target method (§ 2.5) 
using the y-rays in Table 3.1. The accuracy of y-energies from the 14N(n,Y) 
reaction /Gr80/ was also demonstrated in the report of Kennett et al ./Ke81/. 
The energies of several prominent y-lines from the GAMS-measurement were also 
used for the energy calibration, when there was an overlap region between the 
GAMS- and pair-data (Fig. 3.9) 
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Ey(keV) L'IEy(eV) Origin 
1884.820 47 14N(n,y) a) 
2223.247 16 1H(n,y) b) 
3531.964 87 14N(n,y) a) 
3677.748 57 14N(n,y) a) 
3683.921 23 12C(n,y) c) 
4508.665 110 14N(n,y) a) 
4945.319 20 12C(n,y) d) 
5269.122 35 14N(n,y) a) 
5297.795 35 14N(n,y) a) 
5533.401 35 14N(n,y) a) 
5562.073 35 14N(n,y) a) a) ref./Gr80/ 14~l( ) a) 6322.474 60 1 n, y b) ref./Gr78/ 
7288.980 90 14N(n,y) a) c) ref ./Wa80/ 
8310.218 104 14N(n,y) a) d) reL /Gr78/ 
Table 3.1 Reference y-energies adopted for the energy calibration 
of the data taken with the Jülich pair spectrometer 
Jülich-data 
calibration of prominent y-rays 
in the spectrum taken with 
mixed(Se+Urea) target by the 
reference y-energies(Table 3.1) 
calibration of all the y-rays 
in the spectrum taken with 
Se-target using the above 
calibrated strong y-lines 
Grenoble-data 
data of GAMS crystal 
spectrometer 
calibration of all the y-rays 
in the spectrum taken with 
Pb-Se target using the 
calibrated y-linAs from 
the Jülich experiment 
Fig. 3o9 Energy calibration of the pair spectrometer 
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The data taken in Grenoble could be calibrated by the data taken in Jülich. 
However for the y-rays with energies higher than 8.1 MeV in the experiment with 
the 74se-target (see § 2.5), there were no good reference y-rays. In this case 
the energies of two weak y-rays (9884keV and 9189keV) from the 77se(n,y) re-
action /Br79a/ with a small correction (in that work previous data of the 
14N(n,y) reaction were used) were taken, though naturally the energy errors 
provided by the error matrix for very high energy y-rays (< 10MeV) are not 
rv 
very sma 11 • 
3.4 Absolute intensity calibration 
The absolute y-ray intensity calibration (per 100 neutrons captured) is oft~n 
difficult to perform with the desired accuracy. In the present work absolute 
y-ray intensities are given using results of previous experiments. However 
one should always aim at a self-consistent solution. In this section methods 
to obtain the absolute intensity calibration are described, and the problems 
accompanying each method are discussed. 
There exist three methods to perform absolute intensity calibration based on 
decay schemes, 
1) ~ Ii (primary transition) = 100 
2) L Ii•Ei (all transitions) = 100·Q 
i 
3) ~ Ii (ground state transition) = 100 
i 
I . 1 
Q 
transition intensity/100n 
neutron binding energy(=Bn) 
E· 1 
eq. 3.6. a 
eq. 3.6.b 
eq. 3. 6. c 
transition energy 
Principally, consistence of the absolute y-ray intensities calculated by 
these three methods implies that the 11 exact 11 absolute intensity calibration 
was accomplished. However all these three methods have the same difficulty 
"all y-rays cannot be found 11 • One can easily see this fact from the Table 3.2 
(next page). 
The y-rays found for the firsttime in the present work have all weak intensities. 
However, quite many unfound weak lines yield a considerable difference for the 
absolute intensity calibration. It is needless to say that the relative y-ray 
intensity must be always calibrated from low energy to high energy, when one 
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Gross results from the analysis of the y-spectra 
reaction number of identified y-rays 
Present Previous 
74 Se(n,y) cao 1400 149 a) 
76 Se(n,y) ca. 1300 334 b) 
76 Se(n,y) 236 c) (pair spectrum) ca. 670 
a) ref./Ak73a/ b) ref./Ra71/ c) ref./Br79a/ 
Table 3.2 Comparison of numbers of identified y-rays 
with the previous experiments(data from §4) 
wants to adopt any method in eq. 3.6. 
After construction of the decay scheme as far as possible, the 3rd method 
(eq. 3.6.c) provides the most reliable intensity calibration because most of the 
intensities, even of weak transitions with high and intermediate energies which 
are not detectable in the spectrum, are accumulated by the low energy transitions 
between low-lying states. 
Besides the three methods shown above there is another method to obtain absolute 
~-intensities. The mixed-target method determines the y-intensities in compari-
son with the well-known (n,y)-cross section and the well-known absolute y-inten-
sities of the mixed sample. In order to apply this method one must know the 
contents and the composition of the target precisely, and further the neutron 
flux should be homogeneaus everywhere in the target. This can be easily per-
formed with the internal target geometry. However in Grenoble, no experiment 
especially prepared for this purposewas carried out. Several y-lines from 
the Al(n,y) reaction were too weak to provide reasonable intensity normalization. 
In conclusion the y-ray intensities were normalized to the previous experiments. 
No self-consistent y-ray absolute intensity calibration wasdonein the present 
work. 
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4. Results of spectrum analysis 
In§ 2 and §3 the experimental procedure was described, and so far the following 
overall results were obtained (Table 4.1). 
Reaction 
74 75 Se(n,y) Se 
74se(n,e-) 
74 Se(n,y) 
74 Se(n,y) 
75 176 Se(n,y 1 Se 
75se(n,e-) 
75 Se(n,y) 
75 75 Se ( E. C . , y) As 
75 Se ( E 0 C. , e- ) 
76 77 Se(n,y) Se 
76 Se(n,e-) 
76 Se(n,y) 
Instrument Energy range 
1•1eV 
GAMS 1, 2/3 0.05 - 1.80 
BILL 0.10 - 0.80 
Pair(Jülich) 1.91 - 8.03 
Pair(Grenoble) 1.53 - 3.02 
GAMS 1, 2/3 
BILL 
Pair(Grenoble) 
GAMS 1, 2/3 
BILL 
GAMS 1, 2/3 
BILL 
Pair(Jülich) 
5.12 - 8.03 
0.43 - 1.80 
0.55 
5.12 - 11.15 
0.06 - 0.40 
0.10 - 0.30 
0.05 - 2.42 
0 0 04 - 0. 76 
1.62-7.42 
t including subshell lines 
Number of Spectra 
identified code name 
y-or e-lines 
ca. 600 
24t 
ca 0 750 
ca. 400 
ca. 50 
1 
ca. 50 
9 
7 
ca. 700 
40t 
ca o 6 70 
C4 
B4 
PJ4 
PG4 
C4 
B4 
PG4 
C4 
B4 
C4 
ß6 
PJ6 
Table 4.1 Review of the results of the spectrum analysiso The complete data 
lists C4, PJ4, PG4, C6, and PJ6 are given elsewhere/To82/. 
Also the level schemes of 75As and 78se are shown here. They were much more 
precisely determined in the present work and they are very simple due tosmall 
numbers of observed y- rays. 
4.1 Results of the experiments on the 74se(n,y) and 74se(n,e-) reactions 
The primary Y-rays which populate the levels up to 2 MeV excitation energy are 
shown in Table 4.2. The remaining lines are tabulated separately elsewhere /To82/. 
In the low energy region only the strong y-rays which are commonly seen in the 
spectra taken with the GAMS and BILL spectrometers are shown in Table 4.3. The 
full list C4 is given elsewhere. Low energy y-rays so far placed in the decay 
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scheme are contained in Fig. 5.2. (p.93) 
The absolute y-intensity calibration of primary transitions as well as low energy 
transitions is based on the experiment by Akhmed et al ./Ak73a/. However, the 
intensities shown in /Ak73a/ seemed to be overestimated, so that the intensities 
in the present work were first reduced by an amount of 30%, and then the reduced 
values were again revised after further investigation of the decay scheme. Recent-
ly nearly the same y-intensity reduction compared to the intensity of Akhmed et 
al. has been reported independently by Engler et al ./En81/. 
4.1.1 Primary y-rays observed by the pair spectrometer 
lll Table 4.2 shown are the primary y-rays 74 in the Se(n,y) reaction (next page). 
The recoil energies from the y-emission, Eyr, is calculated from the following 
equation and added to the y-energy in Table 4.2 to obtain the transition energies. 
=~ 
2Mc2 
Ey y-ray energy M Mass of product nucleus 
The ground state E2 transition from the capture state (Jrr=1/2+ ~ Jrr=5/2+, 
Ey=8027keV) has been observed in the present work for the first time. 
eq. 4. 1 
Another E2 primary transition of Ey = 7998.6 keV /Ak73a,He75,Ek81/ has been also 
confirmed. 
The very close doublet y-line at 7.74 MeV has been identified from its large 
asymmetric peak-shape in the spectrum. This doublet was expected to be observed 
since Agarwal et al ./Ag73,Ag74/ had proposed low-lying levels at 286.6 keV (Jrr= 
3/2-) and at 293.1 keV (Jrr=1/2-). 
4.1.2 Strong low energy transitions in 75se 
In Table 4.3 are shown the strong low energy transitions which are found common-
ly by the GAMS and BILL spectrometers (see the page after next). 
The self absorption correction in the GAMS-measurements was done by the data of 
the previous (n,y)-experiment /Ak73a/. 
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E (trans. energy) ly Populating level 
in keV /1000n Ex in keV JTI a) 
8027.61(34) 0.70(4) 0. 5/2+ 
7741.0(11) 9.1(29) 286.6 3/2 
7734.55(28) 250.(13) 293.1 ( 1/2) 
7461.6(8) 0.32(9) 
7 441. 6 3 ( 16 ) 5.02(25) 585.9 (3/2) 
7417.(2) 0.71(22) 610.7 1/2+ 
7399.03(16) 2.31(21) 628.4 5/2+ 
7187.9(5) 0.037(5) 839.9 3/2+ 
7167.95(19) 3.57(21) 859.5 3/2 
7132.35(14) 2.24(11) 895.3 1/2-,3/2 
7065.00(11) 7.76(39) 962.6 3/2 
7007 .09(11) 13.8(7) 1020.5 
6882.99(20) 0.63(5) 1144.5 
6843 . 44 ( 11) 2.54(13) 1184.2 
6829.05(9) 8.0(4) 1198.5 
6782.4(8) 0.19(5) 1245.2 
6594.77(34) 0.423(35) 1432.4 
6450.9(7) 0.26(6) 
6438.10(7) 27.3(14) 1589.5 
6424.8(10) 0.27(5) 
6374.80(8) 2.35(27) 1652.9 
6360.5(7) 0.17(4) 
6354.57(27) 0.74(7) 
6257.19(22) 0.491(28) 
6225.55(7) 12.7(6) 1802.0 
6216.89(8) 4.50(23) 1810.7 
6132.61(7) 3.89(20) 1894.9 
6084.25(9) 4.47(22) 1943.3 
6069.25(14) 1. 27 ( 7) 1958.3 
6054.8(6) 0.178(39) 
6041.56(7) 3.52(19) 1986.2 
a) Data taken from ref./Ek81/. See §5.2 for further information. 
Table 4.2 Primary y-rays in the 74se(n,y) reaction 
TABLE 4.3 CONVERSION ELECTRON LINES IN THE 74SE(N,y) REACTION 
THE FIRST FOUR COLUMNS ARE GAMMA-RAY DATA 
* 
E (trans.) 
KEV 
ERROR Iy ERROR Ee 
KEV 
ERROR Ie ERROR SHELL CONVERSION ERROR MULTIPOL. 
KEV /10(ZN % KEV /100N % COEFF. % & COMMENTS 
839.887 
733.898 
610.714 
608.701 
516.044 
484.214 
431 .653 
427.885 
377.386 
319.766 
299.377 
292.844 
286.572 
236.075 
229.178 
141.315 
133.041 
112.388 
0-006 
0-004 
0-003 
0-002 
0-002 
0-003 
0-002 
0-002 
0.002 
0.002 
0-002 
0-002 
0-004 
0.003 
0.002 
0-001 
e .001 
0-001 
3.66 
3.82 
5.99 
2.05 
2.78 
0.58 
1 • 90 
2.88 
2. 41 
0.53 
0.64 
5.76 
53.54 
0.44 
0.38 
4.00 
0.089 
5.97 
4. 
4. 
6. 
6. 
1 1 • 
5 . 
4. 
5 • 
5 • 
5 • 
7. 
5 . 
1 0. 
1 1 • 
1 3 • 
8 • 
1 4. 
8. 
827.25 
721 .25 
598.(2)76 
5 96.08 
503.371 
471.59 
418.981 
415.200 
364.713 
307.12 
286.71 
280.182 
291.188 
273.914 
284.922 
223.466 
216.62 
128.656 
139.68 
12e·.378 
99.729 
110.730 
110.920 
112.153 
0-05 
0-07 
0-018 
0.04 
0.017 
0-03 
0.023 
0-021 
0-011 
0-03 
0.03 
0.011 
0-015 
0.005 
0-006 
0.016 
0-04 
0.003 
0.03 
0-005 
0.002 
0.003 
0 .01 3 
0-007 
1 .58E-3 
1 .68E-3 
7.14E-3 
2.0E-3 
4.40E-3 
2.1E-3 
4.06E-3 
2.98E-3 
7.01E-3 
2.76E-3 
3.33E-3 
3.14E-2 
3.89E-3 
1 .88E-1 
1. 79E-2 
5.17E-3 
4.3E-3 
2.02E-1 
2.19E-2 
3.50E-2 
7.32E-1 
8.63E-1 
1 .37E-2 
1 .66E-2 
1 3. K 
1 3. K 
1 2. K 
26. K 
10. K 
20. K 
10. K 
1 2. K 
10. K 
1 2. K 
1 5 • K 
5 • K 
9. L 1 
3. K 
4. L 1 
14. K 
20. K 
2. K 
5 • L 1 
8. K 
2. K 
6. L 1 
14. L2+L3 
6. M TOTA.L 
4.32E-4 
4.42E-4 
1.19E-3 
9.6E-4 
1 .58E-3 
3.7E-3 
2.15E-3 
1 .03E-4 
2.90E-3 
5.25E-3 
5.17E-3 
5.44E-3 
6. 7 6 E -4 
3.50E-3 
3.35 E-4 
1.19E-2 
1.14E-2 
5.06E-2 
5.49E-3 
3.95E-1 
1 .23E-1 
1 .45E-2 
2.29E-3 
2.79E-3 
ELECTRON BINDING ENERGIES IN EV : K=12657.8,L1=1653.9,L2=1476.2,L3=1435.8, 
TAKEN FROM REF. /la77/ M1=231.5,M2=168 .2,M3=161 .9 
* RECOIL ENERGY IS ADDED 
@ NOT USED FOR THE CALCULATION OF MIXING RATIO 
1 3. 
1 3 • 
1 3. 
27. 
1 5 • 
21 . 
11 • 
1 3. 
11 • 
1 3. 
1 7. 
8. 
11 . 
1 0. 
1 1 • 
1 8 • 
24. 
9. 
1 0. 
1 7. 
8. 
1 0. 
1 6. 
1 0. 
M1 
E1 OR M1 
CE2) 
M1 
M1 (+E2) 
E2(+M3?) 
M1 
E1 
M1 
M1 (+E2,o1=12J.15±12J.14) 
M1 
M1 (+E2) 
E1 
M 1 ( + E 2, t= 12J . 1 2± 0 . 1 4) 
M1 (+E2) 
M1 +E2 
!=0 . 11 ±0 . 0 3 
E2C+M3?) 
M1 +E2 
@ o~=0 . 1 7± 0 . 0 3 
@ 
0> 
+::> 
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The electron energy in Table 4.3 includes the recoil energy. The recoil energy 
from electron emission Er is calculated as following 
Er = 
Ee2 
+ 
Ee·mc2 eq. 4.2 
2Mc2 Mc2 
Ee Electron kinetic energy 
m Electron rest mass 
M Mass of product nucleus 
The second term is the only difference from the case of y-emission, and this 
second term is important from the low energy region (non-relativistic) up to 
intermediate energy region (< 2MeV). 
'V 
4.2 Primary y-rays and low energy y-rays in the 75se(n,y) reaction 
As discussed in § 2.6, this is the reaction which is observed as two successive 
neutron captures in 74se. The absolute y-ray intensity calibration in this reac-
tion is especially difficult because 
- All y-rays are not found in the spectrum, because these y~rays are relative-
ly weak and buried in the complex spectrum of single neutron capture y-rays. 
- The intensities should be calibrated by the absolute y-intensities in the 
74se(n,y) reaction, because the y-ray intensities in the 75se(n,y) reaction 
are related to the 74se(n,y) reaction by eq. 2.6. 
However, after the determination of precise absolute y-intensities in the 74se(n,y) 
reaction, an attempt will be made to obtain the absolute intensities in the 
75
se(n,y) reaction. Here relative intensities are given only for the primary 
y-rays. 
4.2.1 Primary y-rays in the 75se(n,y) reaction 
In the pair spectrum taken in Grenoble there were more than 50 peaks which were 
not found in the Jülich spectrum, and they are believed to belong to the 75se(n,y) 
reaction. In Table 4.4 only the y-rays of energy above 7.74 MeVare shown. 
These y-rays are very clearly seen in the spectrum due to the low background 
(see § 2.6). 
E (trans.) 
in keV 
11153. 7 ( 40) b) 
10595.3(35) b) 
10032.2(16) b) 
9938.3(14) b) 
9465.5(9) b) 
9366.5(10) b) 
9127.9(7) b) 
9028.0(13) 
8724.9(5) 
8640.1(10) 
8484.16(41) 
8342.3(5) 
8337.0(5) 
8293.66(44) 
8284.49(43) 
8265.6(17) 
8243.6(18) 
8234.1(10) 
8205.05(35) 
8185.6(7) 
8176.8(8) 
8145.7(11) 
8084.61(34) 
8048.66(37) 
7892.56(32) 
7962.53(35) 
7934.87(33) 
7885.31(31) 
7858.92(40) 
7803,54(32) 
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ly a) 
1.01(11) 
16.0(9) 
1.22(10) 
4.75(31) 
2.06(14) 
2.07(14) 
2.45(16) 
0.40(10) 
100. ( 5) 
0.61(11) 
11.2(6) 
8.1(9) 
8.0(9) 
3.83(26) 
4.09(27) 
0. 34 ( 11) 
0.47(14) 
0.90(16) 
25.7(13) 
1.77(23) 
2.31(26) 
0.63(14) 
15.7(9) 
5.96(39) 
23.7(12) 
6.5(4) 
8.5(5) 
11.8(6) 
3.48(27) 
10.5(6) 
Populating level 
Ex in keV JTI c) 
0. 
559.4 
1122.3 
1216.1 
1688.9 
1787.6 
2026.0 
2127.3 
2429.1 
2515. 
2670.3 
2812.1 
2817.3 
2860.7 
2869.9 
2888.7 
2910.7 
2920.2 
2950.3 
2968.7 
2977.5 
3008.7 
3069.8 
3105.7 
3161.8 
3191.8 
3219.5 
3269.1 
3295.5 
3350.8 
o+ 
2+ 
o+ 
2+ 
(3+) 
2+ 
4+ 
(2+) 
3 
a) Values relative to the intensity of the 8725 keV line. 
b) Errors calculated in the extrapolation region by the 
error matrix seem to be overestimated. 
c) Data taken from ref./Le78/ and /We80/. See §5.3 for 
further information. 
Table 4.4 The primary y-rays in the 75se(n,y) reaction 
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The spi n and parity of the neutron capture state i s J TI = 2+ or 3+ due to the 
TI + 75 ground state J = 5/2 of the Se nucleus. 
+ two y-rays which populate the two 0 states 
It should be noted that there are 
in 76se. The multipolarities of 
+ + these two y-rays ought tobe E2 (2 ~ 0 ). However, these two E2 transitions 
do not directly mean that the spin and parity of the capture state is 100% 
JTI = 2+ (see § 5.2). 
4.2.2 Low energy y-rays in the 75se(n,y) reaction 
The following y-rays have been identified as candidates for the y-rays which 
belong to the 75se(n,y) reaction (Table 4.5, next page). 
Most of the y-lines clearly identified as arising from the 75se(n,y) reaction 
arealso placed in the decay scheme (Fig. 5.4, p.107). 
An attempt to obtain reliable values of the intensities for these y-rays will be 
made after calculation of more precise y-ray intensities in the 74se(n,y) reac-
tion. However, one can estimate the intensity of the 559 keV transition (2; ~ o;) 
from the y-ray intensities of the 2; ~ o; transitions in the neighbouring nuclei. 
The intensity of this 559 keV transition may be ly(559keV, 2+~ 0+) > 60 (per 100 
'U 
neutron captured). This estimate is used to extract the information about the 
cross section of the 75se(n,y) reaction using eq. 2.i4 with the neutron flux of 
~ = 5.5 x 10 14 n/cm2·s, and the estimated cross sectionar was 
In order to obtain this estimate one needs a value for the intensity of any y-rays 
75 75 from the As nucleus ( Se electron capture decay). Forthis calculation the 
intensity of the 280 keV y-ray from 75As was used (see Fig. 4.1, page after next, 
and see § 4.6). This y-line is seen in the spectrum (Fig. 4.1) in the same inter-
ferometric region as the 559 keV y-line( 76se), so that there any ambiguities 
arising from the time-growing intensities of these y-rays are excluded. 
E (trans.) 
in keV 
339.5641(21)t 
358.0932(24)t 
358.639(5) 
382.900(8)t 
395.660(4)t 
403.089(6)t 
430.6325 ( 27) t 
438.2464(29)t 
456.77(5) 
464.640(21)t 
472.8049(28)t 
540.357(16)t 
548.022(12)t 
559.0939(25)t 
563.1688(28)t 
568.055(11) 
571.490(8) t 
575.298(1l)t 
598.779(6)t 
657.0313(35)t 
665.753(5)t 
695.127(8)t 
697.40(10)t 
72 7. 001 ( 9) t 
7 40. 172 ( 2 5) t 
771.747(8)t 
796.06(6) 
798.82(6)t 
800.49(6)t 
809.817(7)t 
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Placement in the 
decay scheme 
2127 + 1788 
1609 + 1331 
2170 + 1788 
2825 + 2429 
2429 + 2026 
2127 + 1689 
1788 + 1331 
1689 + 1216 
559 + 0 
1122 + 559 
1788 + 1216 
2363 + 1788 
1216 + 559 
1788 + 1122 
2026 + 1331 
2515 + 1689 
2429 + 1689 
1330 + 559 
(2127 + 1216) 
2825 + 2026 
2026 + 1216 
E (trans.) 
in keV 
830.30(14) 
868.12(12)t 
882.23(17)t 
885.846(30) 
954.50(5) 
980.47(10) 
1031.46(10)t 
1058.07(8) 
1129.841 ( 16) t 
114 7. 52 ( 14) 
1159.72(5) 
1212.903(36)t 
1216.096(20)t 
1228.611(38)t 
1283.90(23) 
1285.55(30) 
1286.78(19) 
1332.53(9)t 
1359.10(10) 
1378.70(21) 
1453.61(11) 
1470.62(17) 
1474.36(6) 
1493.99(10) 
1528.96(8) 
1568.02(7)t 
1596.34(23) 
1611.8(4) 
1624.2(6) 
1787.82(26)t 
Placement in the 
decay scheme 
2656 + 1788 
2670 + 1788 
2170 + 1216 
2670 + 1689 
(2363 + 1331) 
1689 + 559 
2429 + 1216 
1216 + 0 
1788 + 559 
2670 + 1216 
2825 + 1331 
2127 + 559 
2170 + 559 
1788 + 0 
t These y-lines are clearly identified tobe from the 75se(n,y) reaction. 
Table 4.5 Low energy y-lines from the 75se(n,y) reaction observed with the 
GAMS spectrometers. The placements of y-transitions are shown 
for those which depopulate the levels up to 2.8 MeV(see Fig.5.4). 
VJ 
1-
z 
:::::> 
0 
u 
10000 t 
1000 
100 
42500 
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IGAMS 1 2nd orderl 
~ !] 3000 
,G'UJ\ 2000 
/ 
interterometric step number 43000 
Fig. 4.1 
Portions of spectra taken 
with the GAMS spectrometer. 
Two y-lines at 279keV and 
559keV were used to calcu-
late the cross section of 
the 75se(n,y) reaction 
(see text). 
4.3 Results of the spectrum analysis of the 76se(n,y) reaction 
Absolute intensity calibration of the y-lines in the pair spectrum as well as 
in the GAMS-spectra of the 76se(n,y) reaction was done using the previous data 
of Rabenstein and Vonach /Ra71/. Present y-ray intensities show excellent agree-
ment with those of /Ra71/. (Table 4.6 , seealso § 3.4). 
Again the complete list of y-rays found in the present study is given elsewhere 
/To82/. Only the primary y-rays which populate the low-lying levels up to 2 MeV 
are shown in§ 4.3.1, and the low energy transitions which are commonly seen in 
the GAMS- and BILL-spectra are shown in § 4.3.2. 
4.3.1 Primary y-transitions in the 76se(n,y) reaction 
In Table 4.6 the list of primary y-rays in the 76se(n,y) reaction is shown tage-
ther with the results of other authors /Ra71,Br79a/. 
Table 4.6 Primary y-rays in the 76 se(n,y) reaction 
Present Rabenstein et al.b) Brewster c) 
Et (error) Iy(error) Populating level Etrans. (error) Iy(error) Etrans. ( error) Iy(error) rans. Jn a) in keV /lOOON Ex in keV in keV /1000N in keV /1000N 
7418.85(22) 55.4(29) 0. 1/2 7418.4(8) 60.4(70) 7418.45(19) 67.8(28) 
< 0.05 7241.9 (20) 1.5(4) 
-7179.85(16) 38.8(20) 239.0 3/2 7179.6(11) 38.6(45) 7179.78(13) 47.9(19) 
6906.7(10) 0.08(3) 
6898.23(17) 0.82(6) 520.6 3/2 6896.0(15) 1.6(3) 6898.43(8) 1.2(1) 
6887.8(12) 0.06(3) 
6601.03(8) 94. ( 5) 817.8 1/2 6600.8(10) 94. ( 13) 6601.17(9) 120.(4) 
6507.32(11) 2.54(15) 911.5 3/2+ 6506.9(12) 2.2(4) 6507.48(9) 3.3(1) '-.J 0 
6413.68(7) 28.3(15) 1005.2 -3/2 6413.1(10) 28. ( 4) 6414.11(10) 37.3(12) 
6291.15(22) 0.76(7) 1128.1 1/2+ 6291.1(15) 5.1(7) 6291.16 ( 11) 1.3(1) 
6231.84 ( 7) 14.9(8) 1187.0 (3/2) 6231.3(15) 15. ( 5) 6232.16(11) 19.1(6) 
6054.84(15) 1.24(10) 1363.9 6052.3(20) 3. ( 1) 6053.76(23) 2.3(1) 
6016.41(7) 15.0(8) 1402.5 3/2± ( 1/2-) 6016.6(13) 14.4(20) 6016.64(12) 21.6(6) 
-6007.22(6) 43.4(22) 1411.6 3/2 6006.7(10) 45. ( 6) 6007.54(12) 58.9(16) 
5930.56(16) 1.11(9) 1488.2 -3/2 5930.6(15) 1.3(4) 5930.65(12) 1.6(1) 
5907.79(9) 3.00(17) 1511.0 (3/2) 5907.2(10) 2.3(6) 5907.72(12) 4.0(1) 
5838.8(10) 0.10(6) 
5810.91(14) 0.99(9) 1607.7 (3/2) 5811.08(12) 1.2(1) 
-5795.69(6) 18.7(10) 1623.1 3/2 5795.0(10) 17.3(40) 5795.44(12) 26.1(7) 
5773.5(7) 0.20(6) 
Table 4.6 Continued 
Present Rabensteinetal .b) Brewster c) 
E trans. ( error) ly(error) Populating level E t ( error) ly(error) Etrans. (error) ly(error) 
J" a) rans. in keV /lOOON Ex in keV in keV jlOOON in keV /1000N 
5717.0(7) 0.23(6) 
5704.15(8) 4.08(23) 1714.7 1/2- '3/2 5704.2(10) 6.9(17) 5703.86(11) 5.6(2) 
5628.9(5) 0.37(8) 
-5601.21(6) 45.8(24) 1817.6 1/2 5600.4(10) 43. (10) 5601.00 ( 11) 64.2(17) 
5588.04(24) 1.64(17) 1830.8 5587.60(11) 2.6(1) 
< 0.1 5527.74(22) 0.4(1) 
5502.68(9) 2.31(14) 1916.0 5502.3(10) 2.8(7) 5502.25(11) 3.3(1) 
5483.6(7) 0.17(5) -.....! 
1---' 
< 0.1 5447 .14( 11) 0.4(1) 
5432.6(5) 0.30(6) 5430.82(11) 0.5(1) 
a) Present data compilation(see §5.4 for further information) 
b) Ref. /Ra 71/ 
c) Ref./Br79a/ 
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Except for weak l ines the agreement between the three measurements is very good. 
The 7242 keV y-ray was found in the report of Rabenstein et al. and in the recent 
paper of Engler et al ./En81/. This y-ray may establish a low-lying level at 176 
keV. However, this y-ray was seen neither in the present ~Iork nor in the report 
of Brewster /Br79a/. Further in the present work no low energy transition which 
establishes the 176 keV level was observed (§ 4.3.2 and ref./To82/). One can easi-
ly see from the energy combination of ~rimary y-rays and their corresponding level 
energies that the energy calibration of the primary transition in the present work 
is excellent. 
The relative y-ray intensities in the present work are in excellent agreement 
with those of Rabensteinetal .. The present relative y-intensities are calibrated 
with the data of the 14N(n,y) reaction which was investigated by Thomas et al. 
/Th68/, while the y-ray intensities of Brewster were calibrated with the data 
of the 14N(n,y) reaction investigated by Bellmann /Be71/. The y-ray intensities 
in the work of Rabensteinetal. were calibrated with the data of the 53cr(n,y) 
reaction studied by Kane et al ./Ka67/. The data of Kane et al. are in excellent 
agreement with the newest compiled data /Ve78a/ as for the relative y-ray inten-
sities (see also§ 3.3). 
4.3.2 Strong low energy transitions in 77se 
The list of strong low energy transitions is shown in Table 4.7 (next page). 
The intensities of low energy y-rays were calibrated relatively as well as abso-
lutely using the data of Rabensteinetal ./Ra71/ (see § 3.1). This intensity 
seemed tobe quite satisfactory, because the calculated conversion coefficients, 
which were normalized to give the best agreement with the theoretical values 
/Ha68/ for the transitions of known pure multipolarities (51keV E1, 126keV E2, 
162keV E3 and 250keV E2), are consistent with the theoretical values. The rela-
tive intensities of electron -lines were obtained with the use of the measured 
detection efficiency curve of BILL (see § 3.2). 
The extracted multipolarities of the transitions are in good agreement with the 
known spins and parities of the levels (see § 5.3). 
The 88 keV transition is once reported to have a multipolarity of E1 with small 
admixture of M2 /Br74/ from the yy- angular distribution measurement, and this 
admixture of M2 has a very much enhanced transition rate (11 s.p.u. < B(M2) < 
214 s.p.u.) /Si80/. This admixture of M2 in E1 was also seen in the present 
T.li.BLE 4.7 CONVERSION ELECTRON LINES IN THE 76SE(N,y) REACTION 
THE FIRST FOUR COLUMNS ARE GAMMA-RAY DATA 
* 
E (trans.) ERROR Iy ERROR Ee ERROR , Ie ERROR SHELL CONVERSION ERROR MULTIPOL. 
KEV K EV /100N ., KEV K EV /100N % COEFF. % & COMMENTS ;. 
755.387 0-003 2.69 5 . 742.68 0.07 1 .5E-3 51 . K ------- --- ( M 1 ) 
645.824 12-002 1 . 43 4. 633.18 0-07 1 .3E-3 27. K 8.9E-4 27. M1 
578.851 0-005 3.30 9. 566.198 0.021 3.65E-3 11 . K 1 .10E-'-3 1 4. M1 
520.632 0-003 1 4. 3 9. 507.972 0-008 1.76E-2 4 . K 1. 24E-3 Hl- M1 
518.973 0.025 1 .56E-3 1 5 . L1 1.10E-4 1 8. 
518.171 0-004 3.26 c; • 505.513 0.013 4.04E-3 8. K 1.24E-3 1 2 . M1 
434c<;9 0-006 1 . 3 4 1 4. 471.895 0.040 2.37E-3 1 2 . K 1.77E-3 1 8. M1 
439. ) 0-005 3.72 1 2 . 426.737 0.007 1.42E-2 5 . K 3.81E-:3 1 3. E2 
-
331.215 (21.001 0. 5 90 5 • 318.526 0.012 3.96E-3 1 2 . 6.71E-3 1 3 . :11. K M1 +E2 o=1 .0±0.5 
303.779 0.005 0.649 5 . 291.116 0.013 3.50E-3 1 0 . K 5.40E-3 1 2. M1 
297.208 0-008 4 . 1 4 5 - 284.549 0-007 2.31E-2 3 . K 5.57E-3 6. M1 (+E2) 
295.541 0.020 3.43E-3 1 6 . L1 8.3E-4 1 7 . o~0 .04±0 .08 
281.633 0-002 1 . 4 9 5 . 268.988 0.015 1 .03E-3 5 . K 6.95E-3 7. M1 (+E2)~9±6xE-2 
249.782 0-002 6. 71 6. 237.120 0-004 1.70E-1 2 . K 2.53E-2 6. E2 
-.....! 
248.140 0.008 1.74E-2 3. L1 2. 60E-3 7. w 
248.362 0.021 3.49E-3 1 8 . L2+L3 5.2E-4 1 9. 
249.546 0.017 3.81E-3 14. M TOTAL 5.7E-4 1 6 . 
238.98'1 0.003 24.3 4. 226.324 0.004 0.260 2. K 1 .02E-2 5 . rv'~ +E2 
237.336 0.005 2.58E-2 2 . L1 1 .06E-3 5 . o=0 .065±0 .023 
237.53 0-06 2.8E-3 51 . L2+L3 -------
238.749 0.012 4.23E-3 10. M TOTAL 1.74E-4 11 . 
231.422 0-001 1 . 53 5 . 218.753 0-006 1 .60E-2 1 1 . K 1 .05E-2 1 3 . M1 (+E2) 
200.448 0-002 3 . 2 6 4. 187.787 0.010 4.74E-2 3. K 1 .46E-2 5 . M1(+E2) 
198.774 0.010 6.77E-3 1 0 . L1 2.08E-3 11 • 
180.743 0.003 0. 41 5 3. 168.086 0.010 7.91E-3 1 4 . K 1.91E-2 1 4. M1 
161.92e e. . 0 01 1 2 . 4 4. 149.266 0.003 9.48 2 . K 0.764 5 . E3 
160.269 0.003 0.890 2 . L1 7.17E-2 5 . 
160.466 0.003 0.691 6- L2 +L3 5.82E-2 7. 
161.696 0-008 0.146 22. M TOTAL 1 .18E-2 22. 
* RECOIL EI\!ERGY IS ADDED 
TABLE 4.7 CONTINUED 
* 
E (TRANS.) ERROR Iy ERROR Ee ERROR Ie ER RO R SHELL CONVERSION ERROR MULTIPOL. 
KEV K EV /100N % KEV KEV I 100N % COEFF. % & COM!"'ENTS 
139.224 0-001 8.97 6. 126.565 0.003 0.942 2 • K 0.105 7 . M1 +E2 
137.571 0.e04 8.40E-2 4. L1 9.36E-3 8. o'-= 0 • 5 5 3 ±0 • 0 4 1 
137.774 0.003 2.22E-2 8. L2+L3 2.48E-3 1 0. 
139.008 0-004 1.72E-2 4 . M TOTAL 1.91E-3 8 • 
125.842 e·.001 1 . 09 4. 113.186 0-002 0.274 2 • K 0.252 5 • E2 
124.179 0.005 3.20E-2 5 . L1 2.94E-2 7. 
124.398 0.009 1.40E-2 1 2 • L 2 +L 3 ·J.32E-2 1 3 • 
87.866 e·.001 3 ;3 11 . 75.203 0.001 0.432 2. K e.130 11 • E1 +M2 
86.205 0.004 4.99E-2 5 • L1 1.51E-2 1 2 . ~0.031 :!:0.010 
86.413 0.013 9.8E-3 1 4 • L2 +L3 2.97E-3 1 8. 
51.361 e .001 0.475 1 0. 38.706 0-002 0.295 3 . K 0.622 11 • E1 (+M2?) 
-.....! 
ELECTRON BINDING ENERGIES IN EV : K=12657.8,L1=1653.9,L2=1476.2,L3=1435.8, ~ 
TAKEl\! FROM REF. /la77/ M1 =231 .5,M2=168 .2,M3=161 .9 
* RECOIL ENERGY IS ADDED 
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work. The conversion coefficient for this transition is considerably large 
compared with the theoretical value. The mixing of M2 is calculated to be 3±1% 
and its corresponding transition probability is B(M2) = 3.4±1.1xl02 s.p.u .. (§ 6.4) 
4.4 Low energy y-rays in the 77se(n,y) reaction and the level energies in 78se 
The y-rays from the 77se(n,y) reaction were observed as double neutron capture 
in 76se, and so far the following y-lines in the spectrum taken with the GAMS 
spectrometers are identified as possibly arising from this reaction (see Table 
4.8, next page). 
Despite of the weak intensities of these y-lines in the present work, the high 
sensitivity of the GAMS spectrometers has resulted in a performance comparable 
with the measurements by a semiconductor detector /Ra71/. 
Three y-lines (1005keV, 1199keV and 1852keV), which were misassigned in the work 
of Rabenstein and were not placed in the decay decay scheme in the study of Brewster 
/Br79a/, were identified to depopulate the level at 2508 keV with spin and parity 
ofJrr=3-. 
· 1 1 1 d f 1 1 1 · 78s · th More prec1se energy-va ues are ca cu ate or severa eve s 1n e us1ng e 
data in Table 4.8, and they are shown in Table 4.9. 
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Table 4.8 Low energy y-rays in the 77se(n,y) reaction 
Present t 
Etrans. (error) 
in keV 
354.735(24) 
497.295(7) 
545.302(12) 
570.905(9) 
613. 7280(29) 
651.576(11) 
687.257(6) 
694.9192(35) 
716.679(43) 
733.92(19) 
778.211(29) 
828.194(13) 
843.22(13) 
884.867(15) 
889.105(12) 
1144. 968( 17) 
1199.39(13) 
1229.16(11) 
1240.142(29) 
Assignment§ 
2682 -->- 2327 
1995 -->- 1499 
1854 -->- 1309 
2898 -->- 2327 
614 -->- 0 
1996 -->- 1309 
1307 -->- 614 
2682 -->- 1854 
1499 -->- 614 
1503 -->- 614 
1759 -->- 614 
2508 -->- 1309 
2538 -->- 1309 
1854 -->- 614 
Rabenstein et al. a) 
Etrans .(error) 
in keV 
355.1(3) 
497.0(10) 
545.37(10) 
ly(error) 
/lOON 
0.2(1) b) 
0.4(2) 
2.0(3) 
575.0(10) < 1.0 
613.78(10) 
651.3(4) 
687.41(20) 
694.82(12) 
64.5(70) 
0.4(2) 
2.1(4) 
13.4(20) 
733.7(3) 0.55(20) 
768.0(10) < 0.3 c) 
828.2(4) 
840.5(5) 
843.1(3) 
884.8(10) 
889.0(10) 
1.0(2) 
0.4(2) c) 
0.5(2) 
4.(1) d) 
1.3(5) d) 
912.0(10) < 0.4 
943.0(10) < 0.3 
958.7(8) 0.15(10) 
1005.(1) < 0.5 
1010.4(8) 0.35(20) 
1019.2(4) 0.3(1) 
1025.6(3) 0.5(1) 
1080.0(3) 0.65(10) 
1145.1(2) 
1199.2(5) 
1230.1(6) 
1240.5(2) 
1293.2(4) 
2.45(20) 
1.0(2) 
0.3(1) 
3.1(3) 
0.8(4) 
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Table 4.8 Continued 
Presentt 
Etrans. ( error) 
in keV 
1308.600(45) 
(1721.12(20)) 
1995.96(34) 
Assignment§ 
1309 -+ 0 
1995 -+ 0 
Rabenstein et al.a) 
Etrans.(error) 
in keV 
1308.5 (2) 
1339.3(3) 
1373.0(10) 
1382.1(4) 
1387.5(5) 
Iy(error) 
/lOON 
9.4(8) 
1.0(2) 
0.5(2) 
1.9(4) 
0.3(2) 
1530.1(3) < 1. 0 
1620.2(5) 0.4(2) c) 
1654.2(7) 0.4(2) 
1672.8(4) 0.5(2) 
1714.1(3) 4.0(5) 
1720. ( 1) < 1. 0 
1744.2(5) 0.4(2) c) 
1791.1(4) 0.8(2) 
1852.0(3) 0.7(3) 
1894.1(5) 0.6(2) 
1924.4(10) 1.5(4) 
1996.0(3) 3.9(5) 
t Due to the low reaction rate of double neutron capture in 76se (cf. §2.6) 
only the strong y-lines were observed. 
§ The assignments of Rabensteinetal ., which agree well with the present 
data, are shown. 
a) Ref./Ra71/ 
b) Intensity is estimated to be much less ( < 0.04 ) in the present work. 
c) Existence is questionable /Ra71/ 
d) The intensity ratio for these two y-lines in the present work is 
1:5 (885keV : 889keV). 
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Low-lyi ng 1 eve 1 Primary transitions and energy-sums in keV 
Present Brewster b) 
Ex in keV J'TT a) Etrans. Energy sum 
0. o+ 10497.55(20) 10497.55(20) 
613. 7278(30) 2+ 9884.11(69) 10497.84(69) 
1308.645(5) 2+ 9189.19(35) 10497.835(35) 
1498.603(9) (0+) 8999.35(31) 10497.95(31) 
1502.833(19) (4+) 
1758.715(24) + 10497.705(27) (0,1,2) 8738.99(27) 
1853.935(13) (2;3+) 
1995.900(7) (2+) 8501.76 ( 25) 10497.66(25) 
Average 10497.72(13) 
X 2 = o. 22 
a) Data taken from Nucl. Data Sheets ref./Si81/. 
b) Ref./Br79/ with small correction (see text). 
c) Ref./En81/. Recoil energy is added. 
t Omitted from the averaging. 
Engler et al.c) 
Etrans. 
10497.76(3) 
9883.87(1) 
9189.08(1) 
8998.76(1) 
8739.13(4) 
8501.80 (1) 
Average 
Energy sum 
10497.76(3) 
10497.60 (1) 
10497.73(1) 
10497.36(1)t 
10497.84(4) 
104 9 7 . 7 0 (1 ) 
10497.7(1) 
x} = o.89 
Table 4.9 Level energies in 78se and the calculation of the neutron 
separation energy 
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4.5 Neutron separation energies in the nuclei 75se, 76se, 77se and 78se 
In the present work more precise values of the neutron separation energies in 
the nuclei 75se, 76se, 77 se and 78se could be deduced after level energy calcu-
lation (§ 5.1). These values are listed in Table 4.10 together with the previ-
ous values for comparison (see next page). 
Generally the agreement between the results by different investigators are reaso-
nably good. Only in the case of the 76se nucleus the present value of 11154.38 
keV is much less than the value from the model calculation by Wapstra and Bos 
/Wa77/. This large difference is not unnatural because the direct determination 
of the neutron binding energy by the 75se(n,y) reaction has never been achieved 
before. Wapstra et al. have calculated the neutron binding energy in 76 se in the 
following manner, 
755 
34 e4, 
765 
34 e42 
Fig. 4.2 
lEC r ß-
Data link which was used to calcu-
late Bn( 76se) by Wapstra et al ./Wa81/. 
75A (n,"l!') 76A 
33 542 33 543 
Using the total binding energies in 75se, 75As, 76As and 76se, they have obtained 
the neutron separation energy Bn in 76se, 
76 75 Bn =total B.E.( Se) -total B.E.( Se) eq. 4.4.1 
Wapstra has pointed out that one of the values in the data link shown above (Fig. 
4.1) might be wrong /Wa81/. It is rather difficult to pointout exactly, which 
reaction energy is possibly incorrect. However by the present examination of 
the previous reports on these reactions, the data of the 75As(n,y) reaction /Jo68, 
Gr69/ are reliable and do not explain the large difference. Thus the value QE.C 
of 75se or Qs- of 76As should be revised. The value of QE.C. of 75se is calcula-
ted in the following way, 
Neutron Seperation Energies in keV 
Nuclei 
75Se 
76Se 
77 Se 
78Se 
208Pb 
Presentt Rabenstein et al.a) Akhmed et al. 
8027.603(19) 8021.3(10) b) 
11154.38 ( 17) 
7418.841(15) 7418.0(8) 
10497.72(13) g) 10497.4(12) 10497.6(12) c) 
10497.7(1) h) 
7367.70(21) 
a) Ref./Ra71/ 
Brewster d) Engler et al.e) Wapstra and Bos f) 
8027.5(4) 8027.7(14) 
11161.7(22) 
7418.97(13) 7418.8(2) 7418.4(8) 
10497.59(14) 10497.8(3) 10496.8(10) 
7367.7(7) i) 
b) Ref./Ak73a/. This value was adjusted to be 8027.4(15) keV by Horen et al ./Ho75/. 
c) Ref./Ak73b/ 
d) Ref./Br79a/ 
e) Ref./En81/ 
f) Ref./Wa77/ 
g) When the data of Brewster are adopted (see Table 4.9). 
h) When the data of Engler et al. are adopted (see Table 4.9). 
i) Original data from ref./Ma72/. 
t Only the errors from the level energy optimization process (§ 5.1) are shown for 75se, 76se and 77se. 
The systematic error due to the absolute energy calibration is estimated from the data listed in 
Table 3.1 as ~ 10-S·Ey and should be included in an absolute energy calibration. 
Table 4.10 Neutronseparation energies reported by various investigators. 
CXJ 
0 
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0( 75se electron capture decay) 
= - 0( 75As(p,n)) + 511.0keV - (M - M ) n p 
0( 75As(p,n)) = -1647.3 ± 0.9 keV 
M = Neutron mass 
n 
Mp = Proton mass 
Mn - Mp = Os(Neutron) + 511.0 
Os(Neutron) = 782.4 keV 
= 1647.3- 782.4 = 864.9 ± 0.9 keV 
eq. 4.4.2 
The 0( 75As(p,n))-value is determined by the measurement of the threshold energy 
of the 75As(p,n) reaction /Jo64,Wa77/. Thus, if OE.C. is incorrect, then 
0( 75se electron capture decay) = 857.7 keV 
and 
o( 75se(p,n)) = -1640.1 keV 
as we have calculated tagether with O-values of the 75As(n,y) reaction and the 
s--decay of 76As /Wa77/ (see Fig. 4.2). 
If the Os- of 76As should be corrected, the adopted value (Os- =2968.6±1.8 keV 
/Wa77/) should be further lowered to Os-= 2961.4 keV. 
The neutron binding energy in 208Pb was obtained from the 7367.57 keV (+ recoil 
energy 0.14 keV) ground state transition, which has almost 100% of all the inten-
sity in the 208Pb(n,y) reaction /Ma72/. The present value agrees quite well 
with that of ref./Ma72/. 
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4.6 Precise level energies in 75As 
In the course of the measurement with the Pb74se target in Grenoble, several 
y-rays, which belong to the 75As nucleus, were observed in the spectra taken 
with the GAMS 1 and 2/3 spectrometers (see § 2.6 and § 4). These y-rays are 
shown in Table 4.11 and the calculated level energies are in Fig. 4.3. 
9/2+ 
5/T 
3/T 
1/T 
Y-Transition Energies 
Present Vylov 1) Nucl. Data 2) Schötzig et al . 3) 
Ey(error) 
in keV 
Ey(error) 
in keV 
Ey(error) Iy(error) 
in keV /100 decay 
400.6406(17) 400.646(8) 400.658(6) 11.56(15) 
303.9090(28) 303.908(10) 303.924(3) 1. 34 ( 2) 
279.5360(39) 279.535(6) 279.538(3) 25.2(4) 
264.6470(12) 264.652(5) 264.656(4) 59.1(8) 
198.5996(10) 198.603(5) 198.596(6) 1.47(3) 
135. 9960 ( 7) 136.000 ( 3) 136.002(3) 59.0(8) 
121.1094(8) 121.117(3) 121.119(3) 17.3(3) 
96.7307(13) 96.734(4) 96.734(2) 3.48(9) 
66.0514(31) 66.050(3) 66.060(7) 1.14(2) 
1) Ref./Vy77/ 
2) Ref./Ek81,He78/ 
3) Ref./Sc80/ 
. 75 Table 4.11 y-rays after electron capture decay of Se 
1 ~~ (')<?> ~'(> 0 
,..,(;:) 0"3 ~ '"' :\~' ~_.'<;> <5:> '~- ~ ro'O· ~~-
00)-1 ~· 
"Oj 
400.6431 (10) 
303.9118 (14) 
279.5336(12) 
264.6473(9) 
198.5995 (11) 
Present 
400.658(2) 
303.924 ( 2) 
279.539 ( 2) 
264.656(3) 
198.596(5) 
Nucl. Data 
Sheets 
0. 0. 
Fig. 4.3 
Decay scheme of 75As. 
Energies shown in the 
figure are transition 
energies. 
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The present values of y-rays are in good agreement with those of Vylov /Vy77/. 
However, there is considerable discrepancy between the present data and the 
values compiled in Nucl. Data Sheets /Ek81/. The difference is more than five 
standard deviations for the level~ at 303.9 keV and at 400.6 keV. 
The precision of the present work is much better than the previously obtained 
with semi-conductor detectors. The present data will provide a new standard 
t f . f 75A se o y-energ1es or s. 
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4.7 Pb X-ray natural energy width from the measurement with the 
GAMS 1 spectrometer. 
The natural width of a X-ray is directly ralated to the life time of the atomic 
level, i .e. atomic transition rate. From measurements of these widths one can 
examine the validity of atomic models. However experimental data on X-ray widths 
are fairly scarce, and for Pb only one report could be found /Ne69/. Further, 
there exist small discrepancy between the previous experimental value of Nelson 
et al ./Ne69/ and the value which was calculated by interpolation with many other 
X-rays of different atoms /Sa76b/. 
Because a Pb-Se alloy targetwas used for the measurements in Grenoble, all K-
X-rays except K-P X-ray were clearly observed. The K-P X-ray was too weak to be 
detectable in the present work ; The K-N~y,,r X-ray was clearly observed; however, 
no satisfactory peak-fit was obtained due to its weak intensity /Sc74/. In this 
section the data evaluation process is shortly presented and the results for the 
observed nine K X-rays (KLm(Ko(1), KL!f.(KD( 2), K~~JL• KMli., KMw, KM 7 , KN;n:, 
KNta, Kün,lf) are shown. 
4.7.1 X-ray data evaluation 
In Fig. 4.4 an example is shown of X-ray lines. Due to the high resolution of the 
GAMS 1 spectrometer, an X-ray has a Lorentzian peak-shape arising from its natural 
width. 
The actual X-ray width in a experimental spectrum has a small component of the 
intrinsic line width or instrumental resolution which is convoluted with the Lo-
rentzian shape. Thus a peak-shape must be described by the following function, 
eq. 4. 3 f (X) " A J: , 4ln2 exp((x-x )2 • csz-) dx' 
~ intrinsic resolution of the detector 
x0 peak position 
r Lorentzian width 
The value of eiwas taken as the representative value of y-line width which was 
calculated by the program FITLS (see § 3.1) assuming a Gaussian peak-shape. 
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Fig. 4.4 X-ray spectra. This figure is taken from the 15 t order diffraction in the spectra taken 
with 76se-Pb target (spectra code name C6, see Table 2.3). The inset figure is taken 
from the 3rd order diffraction and shows y-ray line widths. 
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Using this C), the X-ray peakwas fitted by the program XRAYDB /Ba81/, which 
adopts eq. 4.3 for peak-shape approximation, and the Lorentzian width\' of the 
X-ray was extracted from this fitting (see Fig. 4.5) 
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4.7.2 Results and discussion 
Fig. 4.5 
An example of X-ray 
1 i ne-fit. • shows the 
measurement and c; shows 
the fitted value. 
The final results of K X-ray natural widths are shown in Table 4.12 (next page). 
Adopted instrumental (jwas 6 steps and 7 steps (interferometric step, see Table 
2.4 and § 2.1) for 1st and 2nd order diffractions öf 74se-Pb target, respective-
ly, and were 9.2 steps and 10 steps for 1st and 2nd order diffractions of the 
76se-Pb target, respectively. 
A. considerable discrepancy exists between the experimental values of Nelson et 
al./Ne69/ and the expected values which were calculated by Salem et al ./Sa76/. 
The present data are closer to the values of Salem et al ., and the widths of 
0(1(KLm:) and ß 3(KMtt) X-rays are in good agreement with those of Salem et al .. 
However, present values of o( 2(KLx) and ß1(Kr·1 X-rays are considerably smaller 
than those of Salem et al .. Also the present widths of the KO<X-rays are both 
larger than those semiempirical values of Krause et al ./Kr79/. 
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X-ray width in eV 
Energy of X-ray 1) Present Salem 2 ) Nelson 3 ) Krause 4) 
in keV e t a 1 • e t a 1 • e t a 1 • 
t 87.9 (Ko1rw) 68.3(35) 
87.3600 ( KNut) 72.4(23) 
87.2406(KNn) 64.5(23) 
85.5205(KMy) 63.6(28) 
85.4189(KMw) 56.2(52) 
84.9381(KM![) 67.8(15) 7 2. 2 
84.4503(KMn:) 76.8(23) 74.9 
74.9693(KLm) 69.2(17) 68.3 7 7. 9 66.2 
7 2 . 8 0 4 5 ( K L ][) 73.2(27) 79.0 73.9 66.8 
t 87.8997keV(Küx)-87.9215keV(KO~) doublet 
1) Ref./La77/ 
2) Ref./Sa76b/ 
3) Ref./Ne69/. The uncertainty of each values is ~ ±10%. 
4) Ref,/Kr79/ 
Table 4.12 K X-ray natural width in lead 
Several effects may be considered for broadening of X-ray lines, and the largest 
contribution may arise from multiplet splitting and multiple ionization /Kr79/. 
A nice example of theoretical prediction for such multiplet splitting is given 
by Borchert et al. for Au K~1 X-ray /Bo81/. However, most of the lines in a 
example of Borchert et al. have intensities less than 1% of 11 main 11 
K~1 X-ray line, and mostly they are within 2 eV away from the mainline. This 
effect may explain the small difference between the present experimental value 
and the semiempirical values of Krause et al .. However, the large discrepancy 
seen in the KL~ 2 X-ray should be from other origins, for ex. unaccounted atomic 
processes. In order to help understanding the situation a simple description 
about the X-ray width is given below. 
The natural line width of an X-ray is given, for example, by the following 
equation /Ke74/, 
eq. 4. 4 
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whereP(KD(l, L:m.-+- K) is the natural line width and fl(K), r(LJit) are the total 
level widths of K and L:m:. electrons, respectively. The total level width is de-
composed into three terms (or more ?) rR' f' A and rc' i .e.; 
eq. 4.4.a 
Radiative width rA Auger width 
Coster-Kronig width 
In the case of K-level the width flc does not exist, because the K-shell has no 
subshell. The Coster-Kronig process is not possible for all elements (see for 
example /Bu72/), however in the case of Pb-atom this effect exists. 
As one can easily see from eq. 4.4, in the case of K X-rays the term of f1(K) 
is common for all K X-rays, and the other terms should explain the wide variety 
of line-widths in Table 4.12. Purely theoretical total widths for atomic levels 
are given by Keski-Rahkonen et al ./Ke74/. These predicted level widths show a 
similar trend to experimental X-ray line widths. However there seem to exist 
some small discrepancies. For example the present data show that the width of 
the KMv X-ray i s l arger than the wi dth of the KMwX-ray, whereas the predi cted 
level width of Keski-Rahkonen et al. may indicate a just inversed relation. 
In conclusion, the experimental X-ray widths are still not fully explained theo-
retically, and further detailed study on these kinds of measurements is clearly 
needed. 
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5. Decay schemes and level properties 
The decay schemes and level energies of the nuclei 75se, 76se and 77se are 
based on the y-ray energies presented in§ 4. and ref./To82/. In this chapter 
the method of constructing a decay scheme is described , and then the decay 
schemes and level properties of each nucleus are discussed. 
5.1 Construction of the decay scheme 
For construction of the decay scheme two computer programs LEVEL and RITZ 
were utilized. The program LEVEL/Sc75/ provides possible y-ray placements in 
the level scheme using already known level energies, and then optimizes the 
level energies with the help of the least-squares method including all placed 
y-rays. With the program RITZ one can try to find a new level using the 
Known level energies 
from previous works 
Level energy opti-
mi za t i on by the 
program LEVEL 
If OK! _.r:::J 
-----~ 
Search for new levels 
by the program RITZ 
Fig. 5.1 Flow chart of the process 
of decay scheme construction. 
If there exists no previous 
scheme, one should start 
with the program RITZ. 
RITZ combination principle(energy 
combination). The possible exis-
tence of a new level is searched 
for step by step with a mesh-
search routine in this RITZ 
program. Both programs LEVEL and 
RITZare used in a cyclic way 
(Fig. 5.1) in order to try to 
construct a complete decay scheme. 
The program LEVEL is based on the 
least-squares method using a 
variance-covariance matrix(error 
matrix). This kind of method can be 
commonly used for various optimi-
zations(for ex. curve fitting, see 
§ 3.). In the next page the prin-
ciple algorithms are described of 
the method adopted in the program 
LEVEL. The mathematical verifi-
cation of the following formula 
was given by Mitsunari/Mi80/. 
The most important step in this kind 
of calculation is to obtain a linear-
ized expression of eq. 5.2. 
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First, we define the chi-square X2 of level energy fit, 
Ey .. lJ Transition y-ray energy from level j to level 
Ex; ;th excited level energy(excluding the ground state) 
CfEy· .: Error of transition y-ray energy 
lJ 
Ey; 0 : Ground state transition from ith 
~ · Error of Ey; 0 V Ey; 0 ' 
Ey;j 
excited state 
eq. 5.1 
The summation should be performed for all y-rayso The minimization of )t2 is 
done by the following condition, 
0 = 1, ... , .. , N (N excited levels) eq. 5. 2 
One of the simultaneaus equations defined by eq. 5.2 has the following form, 
= 
E . 2 Ylü 
+ 
+ 2_ __ 1 __ Ey;j _ 2._ 1 
j<i <fE/. j>i <rEY~J· lJ 
eq. 5. 3 
For the excited state i. Summationsare done by the suffix j. 
Performing partial differentiation by Ex; for all the levels like in eq" 5.3, 
the simultaneaus equations defined by eqo 5.2 can be written in a matrix 
formul a, 
.d, _.. 
A E = c 
where A = (A;j)• Aij =Aji = 1 
(T'Ey ~ . 
and A;; = L - 1-
mli (Jc 2 Ey;m 
+ 
lJ 
1 
2 
(JEYio 
(summation by the suffix m) 
eq. 5.4 
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~ 
and, :::: c = 
ExN CN 
Ey;o 1 L. 1 c. = + Ey .. - Ey;j 1 OE/ j<i OE:y~· 1J j>i OE/. 10 1J 1J 
is the vector which contains the level energies Ex1,a .. a,ExN' and the above 
equation can be solved by the matrix inversion, 
(replacing the matrix A-l byR) 
eq. 5. 5 
As can be easily seen from eq. 5.4, the matrix R is also a symmetrical matrix 
and it is often called "Error Matrix". The uncertainty of each level energy liEx; 
is given by the diagonal element of the matrixR., i.e. 
eq. 5. 6 
Sometimes liEx; is multipled with the square root of ;G 2a However in the present 
case one should not apply this procedure, because ;G2 is calculated from all 
y-rays and the total decay scherneo Instead the value of the local reducedX2 , 
which is calculated only from the relevant y-rays and levels, should be used, 
bec~use the influence of y-rays, which are not connected directly or indirectly 
to the relevant level, should be eliminated from the calculationa Then, 
2' 
where '}( is the value calculated vJith the relevant Ny' y-rays and N' levelsa 
Using the above representation one can further calculate the mean value of the 
transition energies Ey;j between two levels Ex; and Exj• and its associated 
error liEy;j, 
or 
Because the values Ex; and Exj are correlated, it cannot be written as 
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The program RITZ finds a new level with the level energy Ex,new , if there are 
more than m (the number of y-lines, an input parameter) y-lines(Eyj), which 
satisfy the following condition, 
IIEx,new- Ex; I - Eyj I < const.JßEx/ + t:,Ey/ eq. 5.8 
where Ex; is the already known level energy and Eyj is the energy of a y-ray 
which is not yet placed in the decay scheme. ßEx; and ßEyj are the associated 
errors of Ex; and Eyj respectively. The constant factor in the right hand side 
of eq. 5,8 is used to relax or strengthen the condition. The value Ex,new is 
changed step by step in order to find a new level which fulfils all conditions 
stated above. If there arealready many levels used as input, then, even with 
the high energy precision of the GAMS spectrometers the program RITZ finds many 
spurious levels. These non-existing levels must be checked and eliminated by 
the investigator with the use of criteria that are not included in the program. 
One should recall that the decay scheme construction in the present study is 
mainly based on the y-ray energy combination. Therefore we cannot exclude with 
100% safety an erroneous placement of a line, which might lead to an incorrect 
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5.2 The level scheme and the level properties of 75se 
Fig. 5.2 shows the y-decay scheme of levels up to 1 MeV in 75se. The precise 
level energies are given in Table 5.1 at the end of this section. 
Assignments of spins and parities of each levels were performed by its y-decay 
mode, the multipolarities of transitions determined in the conversion electron 
measurements, the (n,y)-level population (Fig. 5.3) and the previous results 
which are discussed in §5.2.1. 
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Fig. 5.3 
(n,y)-level population 
for 75se 
Clear evidence of the existence of the levels is nicely demonstrated in the (p,n) 
reaction investigated by Finckh et al ./Fi70/ and in some other neutron transfer 
reactions /Sa73,Sh78,Ba79/. In the next section detailed arguments for each level 
are given. 
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5.2.1 Levels up to 1 MeV excitation energy in 75se 
+ The 5/2 groundstate 
The groundstate spin J=5/2 is established by the measurements of the hyperfine 
structure of oc75se using the microwave method /Aa55/. The parity was determined 
to be n=+ by the various measurements : electron capture decay to the 400.6keV 
5/2+ state in 75As with log ft = 6.1 /Pa66/, angular momentum transfer ln=2 in 
the reactions 76se(d,t) /Sa73/, 74se(d,p) /Sh78/ and 76se(p,d) /Ba79/. 
In the present work, a weak E2 primary y-transition to this state was observed 
for the firsttime (see Table 4.2, and Fig. 2.26, 5.2). 
This ground state is believed to be deformed due to its large electric quadru-
pole moment (+1.0±0.2 barn/Aa55,Fu69/). The small spectroscopic factor in the 
particle transfer reactions mentioned above may also indicate that this state 
is highly collective. 
The magnetic dipole moment is known to have a value of ~= 0.67 ± 0.04JUN /Ca74/. 
The half life of the electron capture decay to 75As is 1:112 = 119.76 ± 0.05 days 
/Sc80b~ 
+ The 112.4 keV 7/2 level 
This level was firstly recognized in the (p,n) and (p,ny) reactions /El58,Lo60, 
Fi70/. The spin and parity of Jn = 7/2+ was proposed /Pa66/ from Q) the high 
log ft- value in the s-decay of 75 Br /Pa66,Co72,Ek81/, (D the short life time 
(latest value ~112 = 0.69±0.12ns /Ag73,Ag74/) and CD the systematics of neigh-
boring nuclei. This Jn-assignment was confirmed by the following experiments: 
- y(e)- measurements in the 75As(p,ny) /La74,Ag74/ and 72Ge(a,ny) reactions 
- measurements of the internal conversion of the 112.4 keV groundstate 
transition /Ag74,Su74,present/. 
In the particle transfer reactions the results arestill ambiguous (ln=3,4) /Sa73/ 
but this level is not well resolved from the close-lying 9/2+ level at 133 keV 
and possibly only weakly excited /Sh78,Ba79/. The present (n,y)-population is 
consistent with J = 7/2 (Fig. 5.3). 
The (E2/M1)-mixing ratio of the 112.4 keV transition is found tobe 82 = 0.17±0.03 
in the present work, which is in good agreement with that of Sugimitsu et al. 
/Su74/ (o 2 = 0.12±0.04), supporting the smaller value of ö of sanderson et al. 
/Sa76a,Kr74/ (o = +0.25 or +2.1). 
A primary y-transition (Ey=7909keV, Iy=0.20/100n) to this level has been reported 
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in the previous (n,y)-study /Ak73a/. The present work shows no trace of this 
primary transition (sensitivity of present work at this energy ; Iy >0,002/lOOn). 
With the present mixing ratio and the half life given above, the reduced tran-
sition rate of the 112.4 keV y-ray is calculated to be 
B(M1) = (2.0 ± 0.4) x 10- 2 W.u. and B(E2) = (3.4 ± 0.9) x 102 W.u .. 
+ The 133.0 keV 9/2 level 
+ Due to the large spin difference between the 1/2 neutron capture state and this 
level, the population of this level in the (n,y)-reaction is very weak. In the 
previous (n,Y)-studies of the 75se nucleus, no lines were reported concerning this 
9/2+ level /Ru70,Ak73a/. However the high sensitivity of GAMS 1,2/3 enabled the 
identification of several y-rays in connection with this level (Fig. 5.2). 
The spin and parity J'IT = 9/2+ is well established through studies of the particle 
transfer reactions (ln=4,LSa73,Sh78,Ba79/) and the conversion electron measure-
ment of the E2 ground state transition /Ag73,Ag74,Su74,present/. 
This level is strongly excited by the particle transfer reactions mentioned 
above. The sum of the spectroscopic factor from the pick-up /Sa73,Ba79/ and the 
stripping /Sh78/ reactians provide a theoretical limit of 10 for the g912 single 
particle state. 
The half l ife of thi.s level was measured to be 'Zi;2 = 5.3 ± 0.6 ns by the (657. 7keV) 
- e-(133.0keV) coincidence. This half life shows that this 133.0 keV E2-ground 
state transition is enhanced (42~11 W.u.) compared with the single-particle 
estimate, as well as well as the 112 keV ground state transition /Ag74/. 
The 286.6 keV, 3/2-- 293.1 keV, l/2- doublet 
Agarwal et.al. /Ag73,Ag74/ have proposed this doublet of levels in order to solve 
the following problems, 
(!}different half lives are reported for the 286.6 keV level 
11;2 = 30.0 ± 0.4 ns /Ri68/ by a pulsed beam method in the 75As(p,ny) 
reaction, and 1.23 ~ 0.15 ns /Ra69/ when gated with 511 keV-annihilation 
photons. 
Coban et al. /Co72/ have shown that the 286 keV y-ray, when gated by the 
511 keV-line, has a time distribution which is a superposition of a shorter 
life time and a longer life time (29.6 ± 3.2 ns). They also showed that 
the 286.6 keV line with shorter life time is coincident with 141.3, 373.4, 
573.4, 573.0, 608.7, 733.9, and 912.0 keV y-rays, and that the component of 
longer life time is coincident with 292.8 and 952.1 keV y-rays. 
(D In total 7 doublet-lines were seen with the same energy difference of 6.5 keV 
/Co72/ namely lines with 579.5-586.0, 852.9-859.4, 1067.6-1073.7, 
1177.8-1184.3,.1238.6-1245.5 and 1554.4-1561.0 keV. 
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@The low-lying JTI=1/2- state, which is commonly seen in the neighbouring nuclei, 
was missing. 
The present results are in agreement with the observation of Agarwal et al .. 
Within the sensitivity of the GAMS spectrometers no y-lines were observed 
with lower energies that would extend the number 7 of the doublets mentioned above. 
A primary y-transition to the 286.6 keV (E =7741.0 keV) level was firstly 
identified because ofthelarge asymmetry of the strong 7734.55 keV-line. 
supporting a close doublet of levels (see table 4.2). 
The spin and parity (JTI=3/2-) of the 286.6 keV level is wel>l established by(D 
the El-multipolarity of the ground sate transition from the measurements of 
convers i on e 1 ectrons /Co72 ,Su74 ,Ag74, present/, and ~ the neutron angular momentum 
transfer ln=l in the 76se(d,t) experiment /Sa73/. Agrawal et al. have proposed 
7T -J =1/2 for the 293.1 keV level from the absence of the ground-state transition. 
The y-ray decay scheme and the multipolarities of the transitions in the present 
work are in agreement with the assumption of JTI=1/2-. In the Nuclear Data Sheets 
/Ek81/, this spin and parity assignment is still in brackets. However, within 
the detection limit (> 0.005) of the GAMS spectrometers the 293.1 keV ground state 
'V 
transition was not found. This means that the allowed El-ground state transition 
is hindered by a factor of more than 6xlo11 compared with the single particle 
estimate, if we assumed JTI=3/2- for the 293.1 keV level. Thus the assignment of 
JTI=3/2- for the 293.1 keV level is very improbable. On the other hand the 
hindrance factor for the M2-ground state transition is ~ 104, which is reasonable 
for JTI =1/2- if one considered that the 6.5 keV M1-transition from the 293.1 keV 
level to the 286.6 keV level (pure ~11 assumed) is already retarded by a factor of'16 
/Ag74/. In the (d,p)-study /Sh78/ the 293.1 keV level is strongly excited (ln=l). 
On the other hand, the (d,t)- and (p,d)-reactions /Sa73,Ba79/ provide evidence 
for strong excitation of the 286.6 keV level. Thesefactsshow that these two 
close-lying levels have rather pure single-particle nature. 
For the half life of the 286.6 keV-level a value of 1.29 ± 0.11 ns is listed 
in Nucl. Data Sheets as an average of two different measurements /Ra69,Ag74/. 
Using this half life, the hindrance factor of the 286.6 keV EI-transition is 
4 calculated tobe 7.8 x 10. 
The 427.9 keV 5/2 level 
This level was seen for the firsttime in the (p,n)- and (p,ny)-reactions /El58, 
Lo10,Pa66,Fi70/, and its spin and parity JTI=5/2- is well establi.shed by the 
following experimental facts, 
75 7T -direct ß-feeding from Br (J =312 ground state) with log ft = 6.22 LRa69, 
Co75,Ek81/ 
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- El-multipolarity of the 427.9 keV ground state transition /Ag74,Su74,present/ 
determined by the conversion electron measurement 
- Ml+E2 (6 2=0.11 + 0.03 present) 141.3 keV transition to the 286,6 keV 3/2- level 
- Presence of 315~5 keV transition to the 112.4 keV 7/2+ level 
- The value of neutron angular momentum ln= 3 for this level /Sa73,Sh78,Ba79/ 
- y(e)-measurements in the (p,ny) reaction /La74/ andin the (a,ny) reaction /Sa76a/ 
The present (E2LM1)-mixing ratio of 141.3 keV transition is in reasonable agree-
ment with the value of Sugimitsu et al. /Su74/ (6 2= 0.09 ~ 0.04) and of Sandersan 
et al ./Sa76a/ (6 = -0.19 ~ 0.10), but it slightly deviates from the value of 
Zell et al. /Ze75,Kr77/ (6 = -0.13 ~ 0.03). 
This level is populated in the particle transfer reactions with a fairly large 
spectroscopic factor /Sa73,Sh78,ßa79/, which is consistent with the assumption 
of a rotational band built on this level /Ze75/. 
The 585.9 keV 3/2 level 
Though only a clean single reaction peak is seen in the spectrum of the (p,n) 
reaction /Fi70/, this level was misassigned as a 579-586 keV doublet as dis-
cussed before in the argument of the 286.6 keV-293.1 keV doublet. 
The spin and parity of this level is uniquely determined tobe Jn=3/2- by: 
Q)ln=l in the (d,t)- /Sa73/, /(d,p)- /Sh78/ and (p,d)-reactions /Pa79/, 
(Vexistence of the ground state transition, Q)(Ml+E2)-multipolarity of the 
292.8 keV transition to the 293.1 keV 1/2- level /Ag73,Ag74,Su74,present/. 
A large E2 admixture has been reported (6 2(E2/M1)= 0.6 ±: 0.3),/Su74/) for the 
29~.8 keV transition. However other investigations and the present work 
show only a small admixture of E2 in M1. 
The 610.7 keV 1/2+ level 
This level and the next 5!2+ level at 628.4 keV are not seen in the ß-decay 
studies of 75Br /Co72,Ho75,Le78,Ek81/, and they are weakly excited by the trans-
fer reactions /Sa73,Sh78,Ba79/. However this level is clearly found in the 
present (n,y)-work as well as in the (p,n)- and (p,ny)-reactions /Pa66,Fi70, 
Ag73,Ag74,Su74/, due to the non-selectivity of these reactions. 
Jn=l/2+ is unambiguouslydetermined by the above mentioned transfer reactions 
(ln=O). The present data are consistent with this spin-parity assignment. 
The 628.4 keV 5/2+ level 
Jn=5/2+ is clearly determined by the following arguments; 
- Transfer reacti.ons are showing ln=2 /Sa73,Sh78,Ba79/ 
- Three depopulating y-rays to the levels ground state + + 5/2 , 112.4 keV 7/2 and 
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+ 133.0 keV 9/2 /Ag73,Ag74,present/ 
- The 516.0 keV transiti.on to the 112.4 keV 7/2+ level has a multipolarity of M1 
(+E2) /Ag74,present/ 
In the reevaluated previous (n,y)-study /Ak73a,Ho75,Ek81/, existence of a primary 
E2 transition to this level was indicated. The present study clearly confirms 
this argument. 
The 664.0 keV 5/2 level 
Like for most of the levels in 75se, the existence of thi.s levelwas cleary 
established by the (p,n) reaction LFi70/ (also /Lo61/). The spin and parity 
Jn=5/2- is unambiguously determined by: 
- log ft = 6.05 in the ß-decay of 75Br /Ra68~Co72,He75,Ek81/ 
-Neutron transfer reaction /Sa73,Sh78,Ba79/, showing ln=3 
- y(e)-measurements /La74,Ag74,Sa76a/ of the 377.4 keV transition to the 
286.6 keV 3/2 level 
- The multipolarity of the 377.4 keV transitions is ~11 /Su74,Ag74,present/ 
- y-decay mode, presence of a transition to the 112.4 keV 7/2+ level 
In the present work five y-rays are found to depopulate this level (see Fig.5.2), 
which, together with the multipolarity of the 377.4 keV transition, alone fix 
the only possible spin and parity Jn=5/2-. 
The 747.7 keV 7/2- (5/2-) level 
The mostprobable spin and parity of this level is Jn=7/2-, which is deduced 
from: 
- The multipolarity of the 319.8 keV transition to the 427.9 keV 5/2 level is 
M1 /Su74,present/, and that of the 461.1 keV transition to the 286.6 keV 3/2 
level is E2 /Ag74/. 
- y(e)-measurement in the 72Ge (a,ny) reaction showed two possible spins 
J = 3/2, 7/2 /Sa76a/. 
- The present study shows that the (n,y)-level population is apparently 
favouring J = 7/2 (see Fig.5.3), 
This level is only weakly excited in the transfer reactions /Sa73, Sh78,Ba79/. 
Sanderson et al. /Sa73/ proposed a ln-value of 1+4. The present data (y-decay 
TI -
mode, (n,y)-population,etc.) strongly favour J =7/2 , but do not completely 
exclude the possibility of Jn=5/2-. 
This level is assigned as a member of a rotational band based on the 5/2 
427.9 keV level /Ze75,Sa76a/. A small spectroscopic factor for this level in the 
transfer reaction is consistent with such an assumption. 
Coban et al. /Co72,Ek81/ have reported a direct ß-feeding (log ft 7.34 in 
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/Ek81/) from the 3/2 ground state of 75Br of this level. It is unlikely that a 
AJ = 2 transition has such a small log ft -value. According to the present y-decay 
scheme two populating y-rays from the levels at 1374.5 keV and 1073.8 keV (not 
shown in Fig.5.2) have already enough intensities (Iy=0.07 and 0.17) to cancel the 
intensity of direct s-feeding. Therefore, the existence of this ß-feeding is ques-
'Tf -tionable. This fact is again favouring J = 7/2 . 
The 777.3 keV 5/2 level 
Sandersan et al. /Sa73/ and Barbopoulos et al. /Ba79/ have shown that the 
transfered angular momentum of picked-up neutrons in the (d,t)- and (p,d)-
reactions feeding this state is ln=3, restricting possible spin and parity 
assignments to J'Tf= 5/2-, 7/2-. The existence of the 484.2 keV transition to 
the 1/2- 293.1 keV level eliminates the possibility of J'Tf=7/2-. The E2 multi-
polarity of the 484.2 keV transition, which is estimated by the measurements of 
conversion electrons {Su74,present/, is consistent with this assignment. The 
(n,y)-level population of this level is also favouring J = 5/2-. 
The log ft -value given in the Nuclear Data Sheet (log ft = 6.73) /Ek81/ should 
be somewhat smaller, because, according to the present decay scheme, 35% more 
intensity is estimated to depopulate this level. This fact is consistent with 
the assumption J'Tf=5/2-. 
The 790.0 keV 7/2(+) (5/2, 9/2) level 
Essentially two depopulating y-rays (Ey = 790.0, 677.6 keV) established this 
level /Su74,Ag74,present/. Another depopulating y-ray (Ey = 657 keV) is also 
reported by several authors /Ak73a,Su74,Ag74,Sa76a/. These investigators have 
given rather different informations on this y-ray, e.g. intensity, coincidence, 
threshold energy (p,n) etc .. This y-ray was expected at 656.950 keV in the present 
work and if it existed, it could be well resolved from the neighbouring strong 
657.031 keV double capture y-line, using the 2nd and 3rd order reflection 
of GAMS 2/3. However, within the sensitivity of GAMS 2/3 (Iy > 0.01) this 
y-ray was not found. 
From the y-ray decay mode the possible spin and parity of this level is J'Tf = 
3/2+, 5/2±, 112t and 9/2*. However, the level population (Fig.5.3) shows 
+ that 3/2 may be excluded and J = 7{2 may be most likely. Further, positive 
parity for this level is more favourable, because the three depopulating 
y-rays in the present work are all populating the low-lying positive parity 
s ta tes. 
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+ The 839.9 keV 3[2 level 
This levelwas proposed 1n the 75As (p,ny)-studies [Su74,Ag74[ based on the energy 
combination and the excitation function of the three depopulating y-rays 211.5 keV, 
229.2 keV and 839.9 keV. In the present work, further, the 727.5 keV y-line is 
found to agree well with the energy difference between this level and the 212.4 keV 
7/2+ level. A level reported at 832 keV in the (p,n) reaction /Fi70/ may be 
identical with this level. 
The spin and parity are unambiguously determined to be Jn=3/2+ in the present 
study by the following results; 
- The four depopulating transitions stated above restriet possible spin-parity 
assignment to Jn=3[2+, 5/2+. 
- The multipolarit1es of the transitions with 211.5, 229.2 and 838.9 keV are 
all M1 /Su74,present/ requiring Jn=3/2+, which is consistent with the (n,y)-
level population. 
The 859.5 keV 3/2 level 
The present y-decay mode of this level is in good agreement with that of s-decay 
study /Co72,Ek81/. Additionally one weak transition (Ey=231.1 keV, Iy=0.03/100n) is 
assigned to depopulate this level in the present study. 
The assignment of the spin and parity Jn= 3/2- is unambiguous from the following 
resul ts; 
1 =1 is obvious in the neutron transfer reactions [Sa73,Sh78,Ba79/. 
n 
- Two depopulating transitions, 859.5 keV /Co72,Ak73a,Ek81,present/ and 231.1 keV 
/present/, to the ground state 5[2+ and the level at 628.4 keV 5/2+ eliminate 
the possibility of Jn=1[2- for this level. 
- The multipolarity of the 431.7 keV transition to the 427.9 keV 5/2 level 
is M1 (+E2) /Su74,Ag74,present[. 
- y(B) measurement of the 431.7 keV transition favours J = 3/2 than J = 1/2 
/Sa76a/. 
A log ft -value of 5.74 /Ek81/ is consistent with Jn=3[2-. 
The 895.3 keV 1/2 (3/2-) level 
Coban et al. /Co72,Ek81/ have reported three depopulating y-rays with 608.7, 
467.4 and 309.3 keV. The log ft -values of 6.22 [Ek81/ may indicate that the 
spin and parity of this level are Jn=(l/2, 3[2, 5/2f. The transfered 
angular momentum ln=1 /Sa73,Sh78,Ba79/ eliminates 5/2-. 
In the present study the 284.6 keV transition, which was misassigned in the 
work of Agarwal et al. /Ag74/, has been additionally assigned to depopulate 
this level. The multipolarity of the 608.7 keV transition has been determined 
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tobe M1, whi.ch i.s consi.stent wi.th the spin and parity assignrnent Jrr=1/2- or 3/t_. 
However, the absence of the ground-state transition leads one to prefer 1/2 
over 3/2-. 
The 953.3 keV (7/2,9/2)+ level 
Agarwal et al./Ag74/ have suggested the existence of this level from the excita-
tion function of the 953.4 keV ground state transition. Sandersan et al ./Sa76a/ 
have reported two possible depopulating y-lines, i.e. the 953.4 keV and 841.1 keV 
transition. 
In the present study this levelwas found by the Ritz combination program (§ 5.1). 
Four transitions, 953.4, 841.1, 819.9 and 176.0 keV, are tentatively assigned to 
depopulate this level. The first three transitions are all populating low-lying 
positive parity states (ground state 5/2+, 112.4keV 7/2+, 133.0keV 9/2+), favouring 
positive parity. The 176.0 keV transition is assumed to populate the 777.3 keV 
5/2 level. If this placement is correct the possibility of Jrr = 9/2+ is elimi-
nated. The (n,y)-level population is somewhat lower than expected for J = 7/2 
(population ~ 0.1, see Fig. 5.3). 
The 962.6 keV 3/2 level 
The neutron transfer reactions /Sa73, Sh78, Ba79/ have shown that the transfered 
angular momentum is ln = 1 restricting the possible spin and parity of this level 
to (1/2, 3/2)-. The y(e)-measurement on the 962.6 keV y-ray favours J = 3/2, and 
+ -its intensity to the 5/2 ground state excludes 1/2 . 
The (p,ny) reactions /Su74, Ag74, Ho75, Ek81/ have shown three depopulating y-rays 
962.6, 676.1 and 534.8 keV , which are all doubly placed in the decay scheme /Ho75/. 
The high resolution of the GAMS 2/3 spectrometer has shown that these three y-lines 
are all close doublets, and all three double assignments have been confirmed. 
Further additional four transitions (669.5, 376.7, 334.2 and 298.7 keV) have been 
assigned to depopulate this level (Fig. 5.2). The 334.2 keV transition which popu-
lates the 628.4 keV 5(2+ level favours Jrr = 3/2- for this level. A y-line of 
energy at 121.8 keV has once been reported to depopulate this level /Su74,also 
Ho75,Ek81/. However this is a misassignment of a y-line of 75As. Within the 
sensitivity of the GAMS spectrometer no other y-line was found at this energy. 
The 1003.8 keV 5/2+ level 
The neutron transfer reactions /Sa73, Sh78, Ba79/ have unambiguously shown a typi-
cal (ln = 2)-pattern, which limits the possible spin and parity for this level to 
(3/2, 5/2)+. 
The (p,ny)-reactions /Su74, Ag74, Ho75, Ek81/ have revealed three depopulating 
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y-lines 1003.8, 891.5 and 870.9 keV (present y-ray energies). The 891.5 keV line 
was found to be a close doublet (891.47- 891.09) in the present work, and the 
891.09 keV y-line was placed to depopulate a higher-lying level(1144.5keV). The 
intensity of this y-line is in good agreement with the result of S-decay studies 
/Lo72, Ho75, Ek81/, where this y-line is the only depopulating transition of this 
level, thus providing no evidence of direct y-feeding to this level from 75 Br. 
Together with an additional y-line of 375.4 keV, in total four transitions to the 
5/2+ ground state, and the levels 7/2+ 112.4keV, 9/2+ 133.0keV and 5/2+ 628.4keV are 
assigned to depopulate this level, and exclude Jn = 3/2+. The (n,y)-level population 
is consistent with the spin Jn= 5/2. 
Ex in keV 
Present 
0. 
112. 388 ( 1) 
133.040 ( 2) 
286. 571 ( 2) 
293.105(2) 
427.885(1) 
585.949(2) 
610.716(2) 
628.431(2) 
663.957(2) 
747.651(3) 
Others a) 
112.27(7) 
132.95(15) 
286.54(6) 
293.07(9) 
427.81(7) 
585.98(9) 
610.87(20) 
628.28(10) 
663.91(9) 
747.47(11) 
777.321(2) 777.29(8) 
789.990(5) 789.74(10) 
839.893(3) 840.15(10) 
859.538(2) 859.47(8) 
895.272(2) 895.41(13) 
9530296(2) 953.6(3) 
962.644(2) 962083(15) 
1003.846(2) 1003.79(8) 
Present Others a) 
7/2+ 
9/2+ 
3/2 
1/2 
5/2 
3/2-
1/2+ 
5/2+ 
5/2 
7/2 
(5/2-) 
5/2 
7/2(+) 
(5/2,9/2) 
3/2+ 
7/2+ 
9/2+ 
3/2 
(1/2) 
5/2 
(3/2) 
1/2+ 
5/2+ 
5/2 
3/2 3/2 
1/2 1/2-,3/2-
(3/2-) 
(7/2,9/zf+) 
3/2 3/2 
5/2+ 5/2+ 
a) Data compiled in Nucl.Data Sheets/Ek81/ 
Table 5.1 Precise energies of levels in 75se up to 1 MeV 
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5.2.2 Levels above 1 MeV 
For the higher-lying levels it is harder to give complete descriptions. There-
fore we list the level energies and the so far proposed possible spins and pari-
ties in Table 5.2 (next page). A few comments will be given about a few levels. 
A direct s-feeding is reported to the level at 1144.5 keV /Co72, Ho75, Ek81/ with 
log ft = 7.0. However, we have shown in the present work that the log ft- value 
for a positive parity state is quite probably very large. So the depopulating y-
line observed in the s-decay study may possibly follow a cascade y-line from 
higher-lying levels, which were not found in that work due to poor statistics. 
The (d,p)-study /Sh78/ has shown a well separated proton peak and a typical 
angular distribution of ln = 0 for the level at 1432.4 keV. 
The y-decay mode of the 1561.0 keV level in the present work provides possible 
spins and parities of J = 5/2±. A direct ß-feeding from 75 Br /Co72, Ho75, Ek81/ 
would prefer a negative parity for this level. 
The 1643.2 keV level is a new level found by the Ritz combination principle. 
The (n,y)-level population is consistent with J = 5/2. 
An improved s-decay study would provide interesting informations on these higher-
lying levels. 
Level energy 
in keV 
1020.5 
1047.2 
1073.8 
1144.5 
1184.2 
119805 
1245.2 
1374.5 
1432.4 
1454.7 
1561.0 
1589.5 
1643.2 
1652.9 
J'TT 
1/2-(3/2-) 
7/2-(5/2-) 
5/2 
3/2+(5/2+) 
(1/2,3/2) 
(1/2,3/2) 
3/2-
(5/2-) 
1/2+ 
( 5/2-) 
5/2 
3/2+(5/2+) 
( (3/2+) ,5/2) 
(3/2+) 
Comments 
ln=1a),No GST 
ln=3b),c),NGLP 
l n=3b) ,GDM 
b) l n=2 , NGP, GDM 
NGP,GDM,NGLP 
NGP,GDM,NGLP 
ln=1a),c) ,GST 
GDM,NGLP 
ln=Oa) 
GDM 
GDM, S 
ln=2a),NGP,GDM,NGLP 
GDM,NGLP 
GDM 
Level energy 
in keV 
1673.3 
1802.0 
1810.7 
1894.9 
1943.3 
1958.3 
198509 
2030.6 
2166.7 
2242.1 
2271.2 
2298.6 
2307.2 
2355.9 
J'TT 
3/2 
(1/2,3/2) 
(3/2-) 
(1/2,3/2) 
( 1/2 ,3/2) 
(3/2+) 
(1/2,3/2) 
( 3/2+) 
(1/2,3/2) 
(3/2+) 
(1/2,3/2) 
( 1/2 ,3/2) 
(1/2,3/2) 
(1/2,3/2) 
Comments 
c) NGP,GDM,(ln=1) 
NGP,GDM 
GDM 
GDM 
GDM 
GDM,NGP 
NGP,GDM 
ln=2a),NGP 
NGP,GDM 
NGP,GDM,ln=0+2a) 
NGP,GDM 
NGP,GDM 
NGP,GD~1 
NGP,GDM 
GST : Groundstate transition is found. 
ß : Direct S-feeding is observed. 
NGLP : Basedon the (n,y)-level population. 
GDM : Based on the y-decay mode. 
a) Ref./Sh78/ b) ReL/Sa73/ 
NGP : Primary transition to this level is observed. 
No : Not seen 0 
c) Ref./Ba79/ d) Ref./Co72/ 
Table 5.2 Prominent levels from 1 MeV to 2.5 MeV in 75se 
o--> 
0 
(J1 
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5.3 The level scheme and level properties of 76se 
The sudden increase of level density at ~ 2.8 MeV excitation energy, which is 
somewhat lower than expected from the calculated gap energies(Table 5.3, below), 
is obvious in Fig. 2.26 and 2.27. 
Nucleus Gap energy 
74 
32Ge42 2ßn = 3.7 MeV 
Table 5.3 
75 
33As42 26n = 2.6 MeV 
Calculated gap energies with 
76 C"" = 3.4 MeV eq. 2.92 fn /Bo69/, using the 34Se42 2ßp 3.4 t·1eV data of Wapstra and Bos /Wa77/. = 
77 2ßn 2.3 MeV 358r42 = 
78 2ßn 3.2 MeV 36Kr42 = 
Therefore, a theoretical interpretation of the levels above this energy is 
quite difficulto We discuss here briefly the levels with energies up to the 
2.429 MeVlevel, which is the well-known 3 octupole state, and only several 
comments will be given about the levels above 2.4 MeV. 
5.3.1 Levels up to 2.4 MeV excitation energy in 76se 
On the next page the level scheme of 76se is shown. Only the y-lines observed 
with the GAMS spectrometers are shown in Fig. 5.4. Groundstate transitions with 
energies above 1.8 MeV can be found in the references/Na73,Na74,Ka80/o 
Precise level energies are given at the end of this chapter. 
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Fig. 5.4 Low-lying levels and low energy 
y-transitions observed through 
double neutron capture using 
74 a Se target 
, 
(~shows a tentative assignment) 
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~2812.1 
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--------2655.8 1H 
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1122.3 o+ 
559.1 2+ 
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+ The o1-groundstate 
Spin and parity Jrr = o+ for the ground state of the even-even 76se establishes the 
E2 character of the primary transition from the neutron capture state (5/2+( 75se) 
+ s-wave = 2+ or 3+), as well as in the case of the primary transition to the 0~ 
1122.3 keV level (see Fig. 2.27, Table 4.4 and Table 5.4). However, this does 
not mean directly that the neutron capture state is only an isolated Jrr= 2+ state. 
As shown in Table 5.4, several primary transitions to the levels with probable 
spin and parity of Jrr= 4+ are seen. This fact may suggest admixture of the 3+-
state in the 2+-capture state, because the E2 primary transitions are quite rare-
ly found (see § 6.1.3) 
76 Because of the vibrational appearance of the level structure of Se, a nearly 
spherical nuclear shape would be expected. On the other hand the in-beam studies 
/Li70,We80/ have revealed a nice rotational-like band based on the ground st~te. 
Actually it is an open question, whether the nuclear shape in this region is 
spherical or deformed. Theoretical calculations give also different results, i .e. 
oblate deformation /Di72,Re79/ and prolate deformation accompanied with more or 
less y-instability /Ta73/. 
+ The 21 559.1 keV level 
The spin and parity Jrr= 2+ is well established by various experiments : Coulomb 
excitations /Mc62,St62,By64,Ba74,Le77/, conversion electron measurements in the 
decay of 76sr /De70,Wy73/, y(e)- or yy(e)-measurements /By64,Na73,Li70,Ba76,We80, 
Ka80/, angular distribution of inelastically scattered particles /Da62,Li65b, 
Ma78,Sa81/ and particle transfer reactions /Ar75,Bo77/. 
The E2 ground state transition is enhanced (B(E2) = 44 W.u./Ba74,Le77/). The 
static quadrupole moment is measured to be -0.34 ± 0.07 eb, which suggests a small 
prolate deformation for this state /Le77/. 
In the present study a relatively strong primary transition was found to populate 
this level (see Table 4.4). 
+ The 02 1122.3 keV level 
The first evidence for the possible existence 
Darcey et al ./Da62/ and Bygrave et al ./By64/. 
of this 0~ level was reported by 
The yy(e) measurements following 
76 
the As decay /Na73,Ba76/ have unambiguously determined the spin to be J = 0. 
The parity has been determined very clearly by the (3He,d)-measurement /Ar75/. 
It is interesting to note that rather poor DWBA-fits were reported both in the 
(p,t) /Bo77/ andin the (p,p 1 ) reactions /Sa81/. 
The high resolving power of the GAMS-spectrometers has clearly separated the 
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563.2 keV y-transition, which populates the 2~ level (559.1keV level), from the 
strong 559.1 keV y-line. This was a long-standing problern for establishing this 
level /Na73/. Because the 563.2 keV y-line is very close to the sfrong 559.1 keV 
y-line in the spectrum taken with a Ge(Li)-detector, and because both these y-
lines have energies very near to the two y-lines in 76Ge (546keV and 563keV), 
which are in coincidence (see for ex. /Le78/ p.257), Morcos et al ./Mo71/ have 
misassigned these y-lines. The present results support the arguments of Nagahara 
/Na73/ and Barcley et al ./Ba76/. 
In the present study a primary transition was found to populate this level. This 
is the second primary E2 transition in this nucleus. 
+ The 22 1216.1 keV level 
Jrr=2+ is well established through Coulomb excitation /Mc62,St62,By64,Ba74/, the 
(n,n'y) reaction /Ni61/, angular distributions of inelastically scattered particles 
/Da62,Li65b,Se81/, conversion electron measurements /Dz70,Wy73/, y(e) and yy(e) 
measurements /Li70,Na73,Ba76,We80,Ka80/, and particle transfer reactions /Ar75, 
Bo77/. Dzhelepov et al. /Dz70/ has reported a fairly large conversion coefficient 
for the 657keV transition,which populates the 2~-state, indicating EO admixture. 
However, the data of Wyckoff et al. /Wy73/ do not show a strong enhancement of 
this conversion coefficient. 
The B(E2)-values of the depopulating transitions of 657keV (2~~2~) and 1216 keV 
+ + . (22~ 01) are reported to be 42.9 W.u. and 1.26 W.u. respect1vely /Ba74/. The 
B(E2, 2~ ~ 2;)/B(E2, 2~ ~ o;)) is evaluated tobe 0.98 /Ba74/, which should be 
compared with values of the vibrational (B(E2) ratio = 2) and rotational model 
(B(E2) ratio =1.33; Alaga's rule). 
+ The 41 1330.8 keV level 
The spin and parity of the last member of the two phonon triplet Jrr= 4+ is well 
established by Coulomb excitation /By64,Ba74/, angular distributions of 
inelastically scattered particles /Da62,Li65b,Sa81/, the conversion electron 
measurement of the 772 keV transition (4~ ~ 2;) /Wy73/, y(e) or yy(e) 
measurements /By64,Li70,We80/, and particle transfer reaction /Ar75,Bo77/. 
The B(E2)-value of the 772 keV transition is found tobe 70.6 W.u., and the 
B(E2) ratio is determined tobe B(E2, 4; ~ 2; )/ B(E2, 2; ~ o;) = 1.61 /Ba74/. 
This ratiolies between the vibrational (B(E2) ratio =2) and the rotational 
( B(E2) ratio = 1.33 ) values. 
lt is very interesting that the (p,p')-reaction provides a farily poor DWBA-
fit for this level /Sa81/, while in the (p,t)-reaction a reasonable fit was 
obtained. 
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+ The (3 1) 1688.9 keV level 
77 This level was proposed by Dzhelepov et al. /Dz69/ in the study of the Br-
decay, and further confirmed by many y-y coincidence measurements /Dz70,La71,. 
Mo71,Mc71,Ii71,Ar72,Na73,Na74,We80,Ka80/. 
Several authors report a ground state transition from this level /La71,Mo71/. 
However,other authors, including the present work (upper limit for the ground 
state transition < 0.2/100n ), show only two depopulating y-lines, with 472.8 
+ + keV ( ~ 22 ) and 1129.8 keV ( ~ 21 ). (one more y-line is found in the present 
work. See below) 
The spin and parity assignment is still ambiguous. The high log ft- value 
( > 10.0 ) in the 76 As-decay (ground state is 2 )/Ii71,At72,Na73,Ka80/ and 
the absence of a transition to 0+-levels indicate JTI = (3,4)+. However a 
direct ß-feeding with log ft = 8.3 in the 76 sr-decay (ground state is 1-) has 
been reported /Na74/, which suggests a spin of J=1,2,3. Nagahara /Na73/ has 
TI + 
concluded that the possible spin and parity are J = 3 based on the y-y(e) 
measurement, which provides J = 1,2,3, and on the high log ft - value in the 
76As-decay mentioned above. Another y-y(e) measurement in the 76As decay /Ka80/ 
has indicated J = 2,3. The spin and parity assignment JTI = 3+ is supported by 
the fact that this level was not excited in the (p,t) /Bo77/ and (p,p') /Sa81/ 
reactions. The y(e) measurement in the decay study of polarized 76As has also 
favored J = 3. However, yy-coincidence measurement from the oriented nuclei 
/We80/ has provided an evidence of J =2,4. 
In the previous (a,2ny)-experiment /Li70/ a 1131 keV transition was placed between 
the 10+ and 8+ states and it was corrected in /We80/ based on the coincidence 
measurement (see also Table 1 in /Ze75/ ). The y(e)-measurements of both 
investigators are in good agreement for this y-line, showing a large positive 
A2 and negative A4. This is compatible with the spin and parity assignment TI + + 
of J = 2 ,4 for this level /Ya68/. The conversion coefficient of this y-line 
is consistent with Ml or E2 /Wy73/. 
In the present work a 358.1 keV line has been clearly identified tobe from the 
75
se(n,y) reaction, and this energy is in excellent agreement w;th the energy 
difference between this level and the 4; 1330.8 keV level. In the spectrum of 
/Na74/ this energy was probably mistyped as 385 keV and did not appear in the 
table and the y-decay scheme. 
A weak 438.2 keV y-line whose intensity could not be well defined due to the 
time-growing nature of the double capture y-line, is tentatively assigned to 
populate this level (Fig. 5.4). This might compensate the small log ft - value 
observed in the 76 Br-decay /Na74/. In the report of /Na74/ this y-line should 
have been masked by a strong y-line of 77 se from the 77 Br-decay. 
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Theoretically one should expect a 3+-level of the three phonon multiplet 
araund this energy. The y-decay mode in /Be76a/ as well as in the present 
work is consistent only with J = 2,3,4. 
+ The 23 1787.6 key level 
The earlier data of y-y(e) and s-decay measurements were compiled in Nucl. Data 
/Ik66b/ and 2(+) was suggested. The spin assignment has been confirmed by the 
y-y(e) measurements /Na73,Ka80/ and the y(e)-measurement in the oriented 76 As-
decay /Ba76/. The parity has been unambiguously determined to be n=+ by the 
(3He,d) reaction /Ar75/. 
The previously reported five depopulating y-lines were all identified due to 
the high sensitivity of GAMS-spectrometer (Fig. 5.4 ). 
This level is very weakly populated in the (p,p 1 ) reaction /Sa81/ and not 
reported in the (p,t) reaction /Bo77/. 
+ The 42 2026.0 keV level 
Darcey et al. /Da62/ proposed this level in the (p,p 1 ) reaction. Lieder et al. 
/Li70/ have proposed Jn= 4+ based on the y(e)-measurement in the (a,2ny) 
reaction. This spin and parity assignment is supported by the high log ft -
value ( >10.7 /Be76/ ) in the 76As-decay /Ii71,Na73,Ka80/, the absence of 
excitation in the 76 Br decay /Na74/, lp = 3 in the (3He,d) reaction, and the 
measurements of the excitation functions and the y-angular distributions in 
the (7Li,2ny)-reaction /We80/. 
In the present study a fairly strong primary transition has been observed, 
while for the 4~-state no primary y-transition has been seen. The recent 
(p,p 1 ) reaction /Sa81/ shows almost no excitation of this level. In the (p,t) 
reaction Jn = (3-,4+) was given to this level /Bo77/. 
+ The (24) 2127.2 keV level 
Darcey et al. /Da62/ have observed this level in the (p,p 1 ) reaction with 
12 MeV protons, while the recent (p,p 1 )-experiment with 65 MeVprotons shows 
only a very weak excitation /Sa81/. 
3 The parity of this level is unambiguously determined to be n=+ by the ( He,d) 
reaction. 
Two depopulating y-lines at 2127 key and 1568 keV,which populate the 0~ and 
2t levels, are observed commonly in the decay studies of 76 Br /Dz69,La70,Na74/ 
and 76As /Na73,Ar72,Ka80/. Further several authors report the 796 keV 
transition populating the 4~-level /Dz69,Mo71,Ar72,Ka80/. The intensities given 
for this 796 keV y-line in these articles arerather different. However, if 
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this transition really depopulates this level, then the only possible spin 
and parity assignment is Jrr = 2+. In the present study a y-line with 796.06 
keV was found , and tentatively assigned to depopulate this level. 
In the present work two additional y-lines at 438.2 keV and 339.6 keV are 
tentatively assigned to depopulate this level. The latter y-line was also 
identified in the (n,n'y) reaction /Be76/. The present results are consistent 
with a spin and parity assignment of Jrr = 2+. 
+ The 03 2170.5 keV level 
This levelwas introduced by Dzhelepov et al. in the study of the 76 Br-decay 
/Dz69/, and the existence was confirmed by y-y coincidence measurements /Ii71, 
Me71,Na73,Ka80/. 
A typical angular distribution for 1=0 in the (p,t) reaction has established 
unambiguous spin and parity Jrr=O+ /Bo77/. Ardouin et al. /Ar75/ have reported 
a possible spin and parity of Jrr=1+,2+,3+ in the (3He,d)-experiment, which 
contradicts the result of the (p,t) reaction. However, the deuteron angular 
distribution in /Ar75/ seems to provide no clear ev~dence of mixing of (ln= 3) 
in ln= 1 or showing rather pure ln= 1 distribution. The ground state spin of the 
target nucleus 75As in the (3He,d) reaction is Jrr = 3/2-. So the pure ln = 1 -
distribution does not disagree with a Jrr = o+ assignment for this level in 
/Bo77 I. 
+ + Two y-transitions at 955 keV (+ 22 ) and at 1612 keV (+ 23 ) are known to 
depopulate this level /Ii71,Na73,Ka80/. These two y-lines possibly exist 
in the present y-spectrum (Table 4.5 ). An apparent double neutron capture 
y-line at 382.9 keV has been tentatively assigned to depopulate this level 
+ (+ 23 ). The 1612 keV y-line is rather strong in the pair spectrum. The 
results of the analysis of the low-energy part of the spectrum codedas 
PG4 ( see Table 4.1) will appear later. Consequently, three y-transitions 
+ + + + to the 21,22,23 states were found and these are in accordance with Jrr = 0 of 
this level. 
This o; level may possibly be understood as a member of the three phonon 
multiplet (0+,2+,3+,4+,6+) together with other neighboring positive parity 
states. 
The 2362.9 keV level 
Nagahara /Na73/ has reported this level based on the fact that the 575.3 keV 
transition is coincident with 1228.6 keV transition in the 76As-decay. This 
was confirmed in the similar measurements by Kauretal. /Ka80/. The level 
found at 2365 keV by Iizawa et al. /Ii71/ is quite probably the same level. 
Additionally, the y-transitions at 1071 keV /Na73,Ka80/ and 1808 keY /Ii71, 
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Na73/ were assigned to depopulate this level. Iizawa et al. have shown evidence 
of coincidence of the 1080 keV transition with the 559 keV transition. 
The 575.3 keV y-line was clearly identified in the present work and the 1031 
keV y-line possibly exists (Table 4.5). At higher energy the sensitivity of 
the GAMS-spectrometer decreases. Thus the presence of the 1808 keV y-line could 
not be confirmed. 
• TI + + + The ass1gnment of J = 2 ,3 ,4 was proposed by Nagahara /Na73/ based on the y-
decay scheme and the log ft - value (=8.4). A higher spin may be favorable 
because no transition to a+ state was observed and because this level is not 
seen in the decay of 76 Br ( ground state i s 1- , and the ground state of 76As 
is 2 ). If this level had a spin of J = 3,4, one would be able to find this 
level in an in-beam study using heavy ions, because the level energy is not too 
high. However this is not clear in the study of the (7Li,2n) reaction /We80/. 
The 31 2429.1 keV level 
Jrr = 3 is well establ ished by the following measurements: angular distribution 
of inelastically scattered particles /Da63,Li65NP,Ma79,Sa81/, the (3He,d) 
reaction /Ar75/, and a y(e)-measurement with oriented nuclei /Ba76/. The 
(p,t) reaction /Bo77/ showed rather poor DWBA fits. The results of the 
(7Li,2n) reaction favour spin and parity of Jrr = 3-. 
A strong primary transition to this level has been observed in the present work 
( see Fig. 2.27 and Table 4.4 ). Kane /Ka73/ has once pointed out,from 
systematics, that an exceptionally strong E1 primary transition to the octupole 
state would occur in the neighborhood of the closed neutron shells. In the 
case of 76se the neutron number is 42, and this is far away from the next 
magic number 50. Thus the strong El primary transition to the 31 state in 
Se might be due to the subshell closure at N=40. 
The E3 transition to the ground state is observed /Na69,Dz69,La70,Ii71,Mo71, 
Mc71,Ar72,Na74,Ba74,Ka80/. The B(E3) has been measured by Coulomb excitation 
/Ba74/ and is known to be 16.6 W.u .. 
In the present work no evidence has been found for the existence of the 
following levels at 1780 keV /Mo?l/, l§§J_ keV /La70,Na73,Ka80/, 204_~_1seV /La70/, 
2080 keV /Ka80/, _20ß8 keV /Ii?l/, 2124 keV /Ka80/, 11_?_8 keV /Ka80/, 2_18;3 __ JeV_ 
/Ka80/, 2347 keV /Ii71,Na73,Bo77,Ka80/,2374 keV /Na74/, and 2389 keV /La70/. 
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5.3.2 Levels above 2.4 MeV in 76se 
As shown in Table 5.4 and Fig. 2.25,2.26,2.27 many new levels have been 
identified in the present work. As mentioned before the levels above ~ 2.8 
MeV may be thought of as two (quasi-)particle states. From the strong 
primary transitions the parities of these levels would be imagined to be 
mostly TI= -. Ardouin et al. /Ar75/ have also reported many negative 
parity states above this energy. However, the level energies are not precisely 
measured by /Ar75/, and thus one can not compare them with the present results. 
In the (p,t) reaction study /Bo77/ few levels were reported. 
Three levels at 2515 keV,2655 keV and 2670 keV which were seen in the decay 
studies of both 76As /Ii71,Mc71,Ar71,Na73,Ka80/ and 76 Br /Dz70,Na74/ have 
been also identified in the present work. 
Possible doublet levels at 2655 keV were reported in the (n,n 1y) reaction 
/Be76/. Theselevels may correspond to the levels at 2655 keV and 266~keV 
in the present work. However, the levels at 2606 keV and ~20 ke1 reported 
there were not seen. 
The 2825 keV level was observed in the (7Li,2n) reaction by Wells et al. /We80/. 
They have reported three depopulating y-lines at 396 keV, 799 keV and 1494 keV, 
and proposed J = 5 based on the y(e) measurements and mainly on the excitation 
functions. Further they suggested TI = - from the systematic studies of 
neighboring nuclei. In the present study these three y-lines, which populate 
+ + the 41,4 2, and 3 levels, have all been identified. 
The levels at 2805 keV, 3009 keV and 3101 keV which were found in the (n,n 1y) 
reaction /Be76a/ have not been identified in this work. The (p,t) reaction 
reported evidence of the 3106 keV level, but gave no spin and parity to this 
level. 
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Level energies in keV Level energies in keV 
Present Others a) Present Others a) - Jn b) 
o.t 
559.094(3)t 
1122.263(4)t 
1216.127(7)t 
1330. 831 ( 8) 
1688.931(5)t 
1787.618(7)t 
2025.950(7)t 
2127.177(6)t 
2170.5(2) 
0. 
559.10(3) 
1122.36(5) 
1216.13(3) 
1330.85(9) 
1689.00(6) 
1787.70(5) 
2025.9(2) 
2127.5(2) 
2170.8(4) 
2362.915(12) 2362.7(3) 
2429.079(21)t 2428.8(2) 
2514.618(9)t 2514.9(4) 
26 51. 8 ( 5) t § 
2655.83(7) 
2669.9(5)t 
2812.1(5)t§ 
2817.3(5)t§ 
2824.8(1) 
2860.7(5)t§ 
2869.5(5)t§ 
2910.7(18)t§ 
2920.7(10)t§ 
2950.5(4)t 
(2968.7(7)t§) 
2655.5(3) 
2658d) 
2669.8(3) 
2807 d) 
2817.0? 
2823.9 
2853 d) 
2862 
2915 d) 
2923( 10) 
2950o5(5) 
o+ 
2+ 
o+ 
2+ 
4+ 
(3+) 
2+ 
4+ 
(2)+ 
o+ c) 
n=+ 
3 
n=+ 
1(-) 
(0+,3-)d) 
(2-) 
4+ d) 
(2+) 
(5-) 
4+ d) 
n=+ 
(2968.7(7)t§) 
2985.2(14)t§ 
3008.7(12)t§ 
3069.80(5)t 
3105.7(4)t§ 
3161.8(4)t§ 
3191.9(4)t§ 
3219.5(4)t§ 
3269.1(4)t§ 
3295.5(4)t§ 
3350.8(4)t§ 
3477.8(16)t§ 
3509.0(5)t§ 
3558o2(5)t§ 
3563.6(7)t§ 
3604.4(3)t§ 
3651.3(4)t§ 
3731.0(10)t§ 
3861. 3 ( 4) t § 
3906.6(4)t§ 
3927.2(16)t§ 
3932.9(4)t§ 
3966.5(6)t§ 
4002.0(3)t§ 
t Primary y-transition to this level is found. 
3001 
3010.0 ? 
3069.8(5) 
3106.5 ? 
3160.1(5) 
319.8 ( 10) 
3216 d) 
3268(10) 
3289 d) 
3351.8(5) 
3475 
3530(10) 
3558(10) 
3565 d) 
3604.1(5) 
3655 d) 
3732 d) 
3861 d) 
3908(10) 
3917d) 
3929.1(7) 
3948 d) 
3955(10) 
3997 
3999d) 
§ Level energy is determined only by the primary y-energyo 
a) Ref./Be76a,Na74,Ar75,We80/ 
b) Ref./Be76a,Ar75,Le78,We80/ 
c) ReL /Bo77 I 
d) Ref./Sa81/ 
Table 5. 4 Level energies up to 4 MeV in 76se 
n=+ 
n=+ 
(4+) d) 
3- d) 
4+ d) 
161.9 12.4 
239.0 24.3 
249.8 6. 7 
11-- 87.9 3.3 E 1 + M 2 
139.2 9.0 
125.8 1.1 
11-- 62.1 0.05 
r+- 51 ,1, 0.5 
1,39.5 
277.5 
200,1, 
189.7 
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5.4 The level scheme and level properties of 77se 
Fig. 5.5 shows the y-decay scheme of levels up to 1 MeV in 77se. 
Assignments of spins and parities of each levels were done in a manner 
similar to the procedure in the case of 75se (see §5.2). 
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5.4.1 Levels up to 1 MeV excitation energy 
Fig.5.6 
(n,y)-level population 
in 77se. A level marked 
K is the one which was 
proposed by Zell et al. 
/Ze76a/ (see text). 
The most precise level energies are given in Table 5.5 at the end of this 
section and compared with other data. 
The 1/2 ground state 
The quadrapole moment Q is measured by microwave spectroscopy /Ge50/ 
tobe practically zero, implying that the spin of this level is J = 1/2. 
with 
The magnetic moment measured by NMR /We53,Wa54/ (jU~ 0.534)WN) is quite close 
to the Schmidt value of a p112 neutron /Ar66/t, which is one of the available 
1 
t 1 2 1 PN p. p1/2 = -z-9N l+ 9N = -3.826 2 
= 0.638ßN ftp3/2 = -1.913 p,N 
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neutrons according to the shell model in this region of nuclei. The spin 
and parity assignment has been confirmed by the 76se(d,p) reaction (ln = 1) 
/Li65a/,measurements of circular polarisation of y-rays following the 
capture of polarized neutron in 76se /Kn71/, and by the 76se(d,p) reaction 
(JTI= 1/2-) /Mo78/. 
The strong primary transition in the (n,y) reaction /Ra71, present/ strongly 
suggests that the multipolarity of this transition is E1, in accordance with 
the spin and parity of the ground state. 
It should be noted that from systematics this ground state corresponds to 
the 293 KeV 1/2 level in 75se. There, the 1/2 level is lying higher than 
the 133.6 KeV 9/2+ level. The p112 neutron is lower than the Fermi level, 
which is lying on the g912 orbit. If one has taken into account the effect 
of stronger pairing for g912 than p112 , then one can explain the 1/2-
ground state of 77se, but the problems in 75se still cannot be solved. 
The 161.9 KeV 7/2+ level 
This level has a half life of T112 = 17.45 s /Si80/. The multipolarity 
of the ground state transition is known to be E3 from the measurements of 
its conversion electron /We62, Sa69/. This multipolarity determines spin 
and parity Jn= 7/2+ of the level. The calculated transition probability of 
the ground state E3 transition is, from the above mentioned half life, 
3.5 x 10-2 (W.u.) (B(E3)). 
In the present study, the conversion coefficient of the 163 KeV E3 transition 
is used for the intensity calibration of the electron-lines tagether with 
the pure E2 transitions with the result of full consistence. 
In the (d,p) and (p,d) reactions /Ma63, Li65a , Mo78, Ba79/ the corresponding 
proton or deuteron peak is not well separated from the strong 175 keV line. 
The 162 KeV 7/2+ level cannot be a single particle state; therefore, this 
level should be only weakly excited by the particle transfer reactions as 
seen in the neighbouring nuclei. 
Lin /Li65b/ has once reported a level at 0.16 MeV, which is excited by the 
inelastic deuteron scattering. However, this is highly unlikely because of 
the large spin difference between this level and the ground state 1/2-. 
Braga et al. /Br74/ have reported a direct feeding of this level in the 
study of the electron capture decay of the 77sr ground state 3/2-. They showed 
that this direct feeding is 0,08% of all the 77sr decay, and has a log ft -value 
of 8.7 (these values are revised to 0.12% and log ft = 8.19, respectively /Si80/) 
However it is unlikely that a direct S-feeding, accompanied by a spin 
difference 6J = 2 and parity change, has such a low log ft -value. In the 
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present study this point was reexamined from this decay scheme (see Fig. 5.5) 
and no evidence for a direct feeding was found. The main reasons for the 
difference between the present and former investigations is that ~raga et al. 
did not place the 662.5 keV transition in the decay scheme because of absence 
of coincidence with the 180.7 keV y-ray, which is a transition between 1005 keV 
level and this level. However,in the present precision y-ray energy measurement, 
there is no other possibility for the 662.5 y-ray than the present placement 
in the decay scheme. It may be possible that in the coincidence measurement 
the 662 keV line was too weak tobe found (see the figures of /Sa69/). 
The 175.3 keV 9/2+ level 
The (d,p) and (p,d) reactions /Ma63, Li65a, Mo78, Ba69/ have provided clear 
evidence for the existence of this level, and shown that this level has a highly 
single particle-like nature. However in y-spectroscopy, no depopulating y-ray 
has been observed. From the decay scheme (see Fig. 5.5) a 13.4 keV transition 
should exist to the 162 keV 7/2+ level. However, this transition energy is too 
low for Observation in the GAMS- and BILL-detection systems. 
The above mentioned particle transfer reactions have shown that the value of 
angular momentum transfer to this level is ln = 4, restricting the possible spin 
and and parity assignment to (7/2,9/2)+. Most of the authors prefer 9/2+ 
because of the large spectroscopic factor. 
In the present investigation, the conversion electron line of the 125.8 keV 
transition from the 301.1 keV 5/2+ state has been determined to have a multi-
polarity of pure E2, which also supports the 9/2+ assignment. Further no tran-
sition from the 5/2 states to this level was observed, which is in accordance 
with J = 9/2+ for this level. The (n,y)-level population is consistent with 
Jn = 9/2+, considering that the population for the 161.9 keV 7/2+ level is ten 
times higher than for this level (see Fig. 5.6). 
. 74 77 The exper1ment of the Ge(a,ny) Se reaction /Ze76/ showed that this leyel is 
the head of a positive parity band. 
The 239.0 keV 3/2 level 
This level is quite well established /Ar67, Ur73, Si80/. In the (n,y) reaction 
the 239 keV ground state transition is the strongest line, and the strong prima-
ry transition to this level clearly establishes this state /Ki53,Ra71,Kn71, 
Br79a, present/. 
A direct s-feeding to this level from the 3/2- ground states of 77 As /Ar71/ and 
77 Br /Ar66, Sa69, Br74/, and the strong Coulomb excitation of this level /Ro62, 
An68/ have shown that its spin and parity are (3/2,5/2)-. The y(e)-measurement 
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/Ro62/ indicated that the spin of this level should be 3/2. This spin and pari-
ty assignment was further confirmed by the following experimental results: 
- Existence of a strong primary transition in the (n,Y) reaction. 
- The M1(+E2) character for the 239 keV transition determined by the conver-
sion electron measurement /Sa68, present/. 
- The Y-ray circular polarization measurement of the primary transition /Kn71/ 
in the (n,Y) reaction has shown that the spin of this level is 3/2. 
- The yy(e)-measurement /Br74/ agrees very well with the assumption of the 
spin of J = 3/2 for this level. 
- Though the corresponding peak to this level in the particle transfer reac-
tions /Ma63, Li65a, Mo78, Ba79/ is not well separated from the close-lying 
249.8 keV 5/2 level, the results of the particle angular distribution analysis 
is consistent with the assumption of two states (ln= 1 and ln= 3). 
The data of the E2/M1-mixing ratio are compiled in /Si80/, showing o=-0.184±0.030. 
The present measurement of conversion electrons has yielded the value of 
I o I= 0.25±0.05. Using this mixing ratio and B(E2)t-value of 0.181±0.013 e2fm2 
/Si80,p.128/ the half life of this level is calculated tobe 50±16ps. Due to the 
different value of c;2, 27±7ps is shown as an average value in the Nucl. Data 
Sheets /Si80/. The present half life is in good agreement with that of Lynch 
et a 1 . ( -z:-112= 48±25ps, pul sed beam method) 
The 249.8 keV 5/2- level 
The close-lying levels at 239.0 and 249.8 keV were firstly identified by the 
Nuclear Data group and Robinson et al./Ro62/. From the presence of Coulomb 
excitation of this level /An68, Ag70/ and the existence of a 87.9 keV y-tran-
sition to the 161.9 keV 7/2+ level, they also proposed Jn = 5/2- as a possible 
spinund parity for this level. Monaro /Mo63/ reported two depopulating y-rays 
249.8 keV and 87.9 keV to the ground state 1/2- and 161.9 keV level, respectively, 
supporting this spin and parity assignment. The more refined measurements with 
a Ge(Li) detector /An68, Sa69, Ag70, Ar71, Ra71, Br74, Ze76a/ have confirmed 
these arguments. 
From the above arguments the multipolarity of the 87.9 keV transition should be 
E1. The present value of the K-conversion coefficient is slightly larger than 
expected forapure E1 transition. This implies that the 87.9 keV transi-
tion has an M2 admixture. This unusual admixture of E1+M2 has already been 
reported in the yy(e)-measurement /Br74/ with c;(M2/[1)=-0.09±0.05. The present 
study yields jc;(M2/E1)1= 0.18±0.03. The conversion coefficient of the 249.8 keV 
ground state transition agrees quite well with the theoretical value for a 
pure E2 transition, which is consistent with the spin and parity 5/2- of this 
1 eve 1 . 
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The half life of this level is reported tobe 9.3±0.4ns /En64/. This yields 
for the partial transition rates for E1 and M2 of 87.9 keV: 1.8±0.8x10-5(w.u.) 
and 3.4±1.1X102(W.u. ). 
The magnetic moment of this level is measured to be~= 1.3~N by the spin rotation 
method /Fu76/. This value is consistent with the Schmidt value ()t= 1.366J'LN) 
for pure f 512 configuration. Further the B(E2)-value of the 250 keV transition, 
which was measured by Coulomb excitation /An68,Ag70/, is not so different from 
the Weisskopf estimates. Thesefacts suggests a rather pure single particle 
configuration for this level. 
The 301.1 keV 5/2+ level 
This level is only weakly excited by both the particle transfer reactions and 
the decay of 77 Br or 77As. Sarantites et al ./Sa74/ have proposed a spin and 
parity of 5/2+ for this level. However, their arguments were based on the (d,p)-
measurements by Lin /Li65a/, which did not provide unambiguous data for this level. 
With Jn = 9/2+ for the 175.3 keV level and the four Y-rays of 139.2 keV, 125.8 
keV and 51.4 keV, which were found to depopulate this 301.1 keV level in the 
(n,Y)-experiment /Ra71, present/, the possible spin and parity for this level 
are restricted to 5/2+ or 7/2- (see Fig. 5.5). Montesturque et al./Mo78/ have 
shown in their study of the 76se(d,p) reaction, that the spin-parity of this 
level is unambiguously Jn = 5/2+, though this level is rather weakly populated. 
In the present study the multipolarities of the 139 keV and 125.8 keV transitions 
have been determined to be M1+E2 and pure E2, respectively, which strongly 
supports the spin and parity assignments 5/2+ for this level. 
The 439.4 KeV 5/2- level 
Through Coulomb excitation /Ro62, An68, Ag70/, it has been shown that 
the B(E2t)-value for this level is large, indicating strong collectivity of 
this level and a possible spin-parity of (3/2-, 5/2-). The y-angular 
distribution measurements in the Coulomb excitation experiments /Ro62, 
Al62/ ha,ve strongly supported the spin-parity of 5/2-. The particle transfer 
reactions /Li65a, Mo78, Ba79/ have shown that the spin-parity of this 
leyel is Jn = 5/2-, 7/2 ( ln = 3). This leads to an unambiguous Jn = 5/2-
assignment for this level. The y-y(e) measurements in the decay study of 
77 Br /Br74/ are in good agreement with this assignment. 
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In the (n,y) studies no primary transition to this level has been found 
/Ra71, present/ , which is consistent with the 5/2- assignment. Four depopulating 
y-rays (See Fig. 5.5) and the pure E2 (439 KeV) transition (See Table 4.7) 
also provide Jrr = 5/2- as the only possible spin-parity for this level. 
It should be noted that the log ft-values in the decay studies of 77As and 
77 Br /Si80/ are quite different only for this level. The log ft - value in 
the decay of 77As is 9.3, whereas in the decay of 77 Br it is 6.86. If the 
origin of the difference is not the experimental error, some physical reasons 
. . . 77 77 
should be g1ven to expla1n the d1fference. The ground states of As and Br 
are both Jrr= 3/2-. However, it is still not clear, whether both 3/2 states 
have similar structures or not. 
The 520.6 KeV 3/2 1 eve 1 
The (d,p)-studies /Mo63, Li65a/ have indicated that the ln-value for this 
state is 1, suggesting spin-parity (1/2-, 3/2-). The y-y(e) angular correlation 
measurement /Br74/ and the (d,p)-reaction have removed the ambiguity and shown 
that this level has Jrr = 3/2-. 
This level is only weakly excited by the inelastic scattering of charged 
particles /Ro62, Au68, Ag70/ . It has been shown that the B(E2)-value of 
the 520.6 KeV transition is in the order of Weisskopf single particle estimates 
/An68, Bo69, Si80/. The sum of spectroscopic factors of the (d,p) /Mo78/ 
and (p,d)-reaction /Ba79/ is 1.65, which is fairly large and indicates 
single particle nature of this state (cf./En67/). 
From the above· arguments one would expect that a rotational band may be 
built on this level. However, this has not yet been found. The spin of this 
state allows an E1 primary transition to occur in the (n,y) reaction /Ra71, 
present/. However, its intensity is very small compared with other El primary 
transitions, affering an example of anticorrelation with (d,p)-spectroscopic 
factor /Mu73/. 
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The 581.0 keV 7/2 level 
Sarantites et al ./Sa69/ have reported evidence for the existence of this level 
in the decay study of 77Br. This level has been further confirmed by the (n,y)-
study /Ra71/, the decay study of 77 Br /Br74/ and a 74Ge(a,ny)-study /Ze76a/. 
'ff -Zell et al. /Ze76a/ have proposed an assignment of J = 7/2 for this level, 
based on the y-decay mode of this level and on the y-angular distribution of 
the 331.2 keV transition. The present investigation supports the arguments of 
Zell et al., and provides the only possible spin-parity assignment of 7/2-
for this level as following: the y-decay mode of this level allows possible 
spin-parity of J'ff= 5/2+ and 7/2- /Br74, Ze76a, Present/. The multipolarity 
of the 331.2 keY transition has been determined to be Ml + E2 by the present 
measurement of the internal conversion, which eliminates the possibility of 
J'ff = 5/2+. Further the systematics of the population of levels in the present 
(n,y)-study (see Fig. 5.6) shows that the population of this level is too 
little for J = 5/2. 
Zell et al. have shown that this level should be a member of the 5/2- (303) 
band /En67 I. 
Braga et al. /Br74/ have reported a direct feeding to this level with a 
log ft-value of 8.6 in the study of electron capture decay of 77Br. However, a 
r&investigation by the present decay scheme shows no evidence for direct feeding 
of this level. The main reason for this isthat the branching ratio for the 
243 keV transition, which populates this level, is nearly three times larger 
in the present work than in /Br74/. 
A very weak 279.8 keV transition, which should have a E1-character, has 
been assigned to depopulate this level in the present work (see the observation 
in /Si 801). 
The 680.1 keV 5/2+ level 
The (d,p) reaction experiments /Ma63, Li65a/ have shown that the possible 
spin-parity for this level is 3/2+ or 5/2+ (ln = 2). The (d,p) reaction 
/Mo78/ clearly determined the spin-parity to be J'ff = 5/2+. The results in 
the present study are in good agreement with J'ff ~ 5/2+, The systematics of 
population of the present 77 se(n,y) reaction shows that the population of this 
level is just on the line for J = 5/2, and that this level is too little 
populated to be assigned as J = 3/2. A very weak y-line at 679.9 keV is 
tentatively assigned to be the ground state transition. From the spin 
sequence this transition should be M2. Considering the transition speed of 
single particle estimate and the branching ratios of this level (see Fig. 5.5), 
the existence of this M2 transition is not so very strange. 
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Excluding this y-line the y-decay mode of this level provides only two possible 
spin-parities, i.e. Jn = 5/2+, 7/2-. The multipolarity of the 518.2 keV 
transition has been measured to be in agreement with the assumption of M1. 
Consequently the present data almost alone provide an only possible spin-parity 
assignment of Jn = 5/2+ for this level. 
A 99.5 keV y-ray was reported to depopulate this level in the previous 
(n,y)-study /Ra71/. However, in the present investigation this line has not 
been found in the spectrum. 
This level is four times more strongly excited than the 301.1keV 5/2+ level 
by the (d,p) reaction /Li65a,Mo78/, which may indicate more mixing of the 
above lying d512 orbital into this 680.1 keV level. 
+ + The 796.1 keV (7/2 , 9/2 ) level 
This level was reported firstly by Zell et al. /Ze76a/ in the 74Ge(a,ny) 
reaction study. They have proposed the spin parity of Jn = 7/2+ based an the 
y-decay mode and the angular distribution of the 495.0 keV Y-ray. Three 
y-rays, 634.2 keV, 620.8 keV and 495.0 keV, which were reported in /Ze76a/, 
have also been found in the present (n,Y) study. They were already found in the 
work of Rabenstein /Ra71/. The population of this level is very weak. The 
systematics of the population would agree with J = 7/2,9/2. 
The 808.2 keV 7/2 level 
Rabenstein et al. /Ra71/ have firstly proposed this level and they have 
tentatively assigned this level as a band member of the ground state /En67/. 
The presence of this band structure has been confirmed by the 74Ge(a,ny) 
reaction /Ze76a/. 
The Y-decay mode of this level in the present study is in perfect agreement 
with that of Rabensteinetal. /Ra71/. However, the intensities of the 
632.8 keV and 558.4 keV transitions are much less than those of /Ra71/. The 
population of this level is consistent with spin of J = 7/2 in the present 
systematics of population. 
The 817.8 keV 1/2 leyel 
The four levels araund this energy, 796 keV, 808 keV, 818 keV and 824 keV 
cannot be resolyed in the particle transfer reactions. However, the good 
agreement with the theoretical angular distribution for ln = 1 /Ma63, Li65a, 
Mo78, Ba79/ may indicate that only the 817.8 keV level has been excited in 
these reactions. This ln-value and the allowed electron capture decay of 
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77 Br to this level (log ft = 5.6 /Br74, Si 80/) have provided the spin-parity 
assignment of (1/2~, 3/2-), By the experiments of y-ray circular polarization 
/Kn71/ and the (d,p) reaction with polarized deuteron /Mo78/ the-spin and 
parity have been unambiguously determined tobe Jrr= 1/2-. 
The y-decay mode in the present study is in good agreement with that in 
/Ra71, Br74/. The strongest primary y-transition to this level in the (n,y) studies 
/Ki53, Ra71, present/ is also consistent with the assumed E1-multipolarity. 
The 824.4 keV 5/2 level 
This level has firstly appeared in the article by Sarantites et al. /Sa69/, 
who have studied the decay of 77 Br. The log ft-value of 5.9 from the decay of 
77 Br /Sa69, Br74, Si80/ indicates an allowed transition, providing possible 
spin-parities of (1/2, 3/2, 5/2) for this level. 
The high sensitivity of GAMS 1, 2/3 has enabled the identification of eight 
y-rays depopulating this level to the levels ground state 1/2-, 161.9 keV 
7/2+, 239.0 keV 3/2-, 249.8 keV 5i2-, 301.1 keV 5/2+, 439.4 keV 5/2-, 520.6 keV 
3/2- and 581.0 keV 7/2-, which are showing that the only possible spin-parity 
for this level is Jrr = 5/2-. The 662.5 keV transition, which decays to the 
161.9 keV 7/2+ level and excludes the possibility of Jrr = 3/2-, is not placed 
in the decay scheme in /Ra71, Br74/, based on the coincidence measurement. 
However, if the spin-parity for this level were Jrr= 3/2-, there could be 
a strong primary y-transition to this level in the (n,y)-reaction, which 
has never been reported /Ra71, Kn71, Br79a, present/. It might be possible 
that in the coincidence measurements the 662.5 keV y-ray was too weak to be 
found. The systematic study of population is consistent with the Jrr = 5/2-
assignment, while for Jrr = 3/2 one might expect three times more population 
of this level. 
The multipolarity of the 303.8 keV transition has been measured to be M1, 
in agreement with the negative parity assignment for this level. 
The 911.5 keV 3/2+ level 
This level was firstly observed in the decay of 77 Br /Sa69/, and has been 
well established /Ra71, Br74/. The presence of a strong primary transition 
in the (n,y) reaction restricts the spin of this level to (1/2, 3/2). The 
y-decay mode of this level clearly establishes the spin-parity of this level 
as Jrr = 3/2+ /Ra71, Br74, present/ (see Fig. 5.5). The 661.7 keV transition, 
which is placed in the present decay scheme to depopulate this level, was 
tentatively doubly assigned in the work of Rabenstein /Ra71/. Present work 
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has shown that this y-line is a multiplet (661.7, 662.5,663.8, ... ), confirming 
the argument of /Ra71/. This level is the firstpositive parity state for 
J = 3/2, however the population of this level is too low, which would indicate 
the need of additional depopulating transitionnot found until now. 
+ + The 947.0 keV (1/2 , 3/2 ) level 
A typical proton angular distri~ution of ln = 0 is obvious in the (d,p)-study 
by Macefield et al. /Ma67/, providing a unique spin-parity assignment of 
Jn = 1/2+ for this level. Because of the higher energy of the incident deuteron 
beam this typical (ln = 0)-pattern is less distinctive in the later (d,p)-
studies /Mo78, Ba79/. 
This level was also found as a isobaric analog state in the 76 Br(p,p) reaction 
/Ba68/, reporting again lp = 0 from the R-matrix analysis of protonangular 
distribution. The observed spectroscopic factor (S = 0.16) in this reaction 
is in reasonable agreement with that in the (d,p)-study by Lin /Li65a/ (S = 0.25), 
but not in good agreement with the value of Montesturque et al. /Mo78/ (S = 0.36). 
However, the (n,y)-studies /Ra71, present/ indicate that Jn = 3/2+ is much 
more favourable. The y-decay mode in the present study agrees with that of 
/Ra71/ excluding the 947.0 keV ground state transition, which was not definitely 
placed in the decay scheme due to the complexity of the y-ray spectrum. 
The placement of the 771.7 keV y-ray as a transition to the 175.3 keV 9/2+ 
level is questionable because of the spin-sequence, and is less accurate 
becau9e of weak intensity. However, the presence of the 785.0 keV transition 
to the 161.9 keV 7/2+ level may strongly support the spin-parity assignment 
of Jn = 3/2+ instead of 1/2+. The conversion coefficient of the 645.8 keV 
transition to the 301.1 keV 5/2+ level, though ICC-data are less reliable 
above 500 keV in this work, prefers the multipolarity of M1, again favouring 
Jn = 3/2+ for this leyel. 
The 1005.2 keV 3/2 level 
Sarantites et al. /Sa68/ haye proposed the spin and parity of Jn = 3/2-, 
based on the allowed electron capture transition from 71 Br (log ft = 5.5, 
/Si80/) and the y-decay mode of this leyel. This spin-parity has been further 
confirmed by the (d,p) reaction /Mo78/. 
The y-decay mode in the present work is ih agreement with that of Rabenstein 
et al. /Ra71/ and Braga et al. /Br74/. The presence of a strong primary 
transition to this level in the (n,y)-reaction /Ra71, present/ is consistent 
with Jn = 3/2-. 
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The B(E2)t yalue ha,s been once measured by Gal 1 perin et al, (B(E2)t = 0.007 ± 
0.003 e2 b2) /Ga70/. They have further deduced the~12 (E2)-value of this 
level to be 23 ps, which is just in the order of the single partitle estimate 
(28 ps). 
Ex in keV 
Present Others a) 
o. 
161.9195(11) 161.97(6) 
175.3033(15) 175.47(9) 
238.9950(13) 238.95(5) 
249.7845(11) 249.70(6) 
301.1449(13) 301.07(7) 
439.445(2) 
520.630(2) 
439.46(7) 
520.60(5) 
581.001(2) 580.92(8) 
680.093(2) 680.0(1) 
796.138(4) 795.9(4) 
808.174(2) 808.42(17) 
817.845(3) 817.81(5) 
824.417(2) 824.40(6) 
911.517(2) 911.50(8) 
946.967(2) 946.98(13) 
1005.168(2) 1005.12(6) 
Present Others a) 
1/2-
7/2+ 7/2+ 
9/2+ 9/2+ 
3/2- 3/2 
5/2- 5/2 
5/2+ 5/2+ 
5/2 5/2 
3/2- 3/2 
7/2- 7/2-
5/2+ 5/2+ 
(7/2,9/d+» (7/2+) 
7/2 (7/2-) 
1/2 1/2 
5/2 (3/2-,5/2 
3/2+ (3/2+) 
(1/2+,3/2+) 1/2+ 
3/2 3/2 
a) Data compiled in Nucl. Data Sheets/Si80/. 
Table 5.5 Precise energies of levels in 77se up to 1 MeV 
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5.4.2 Levels above 1 MeV 
As in the case of 75 se these levels are only briefly discussed together. 
Table 5.6 contains the prominent levels up to ~ 3 MeV. The spin of the 
1411.6 keV level is determined to be J = 3/2 by the measurement of circular 
polarization of the 5007.2 keV primary transition to this level /Kn71/. 
In the present decay scheme a fairly strong y-line of 830.6 keV is placed 
between this level and the 581.0 keV 7/2- level, which provides only 
~ -J = 3/2 for this level. 
The 1817.6 keV level is again unambiguously determined to have J~ = 1/2 
because of the y-ray polarization measurement /Kn71/ and the y-ray decay 
mode. A level at 1.83 MeV with ln = 1 is reported in a (d,p)-measurement 
/Li65a/. We cannot decide if this level corresponds to the 1817.6 keV 
level or to the newly found 1830.8 keV state. 
A primary y-line of 5588.04 keV has been already reported previously /Br79a, 
En81/. The present study has established clearly this 1830.8 keV level. 
The level at 2142.4 keV has been reported to have spin and parity of J~=5/2+ 
/Mo78/. If this assignment is correct a fairly strong (ly= 0.34/100n) primary 
transition (5276.4 keV) to this level should have multipolarity E2. The 
present decay scheme shows that this level is somewhat too mt1ch populated 
for J = 5/2. Thus J~= 3/2+ is preferable. 
Present 
1128.1 
1187.0 
1230.6 
125209 
1367.0 
1402.5 
1411.6 
1488.2 
1511.0 
1607.7 
1623.1 
1714.7 
1817.6 
1830.8 
1916.0 
2142.4 
2213.0 
2248.3 
2264.3 
2320.1 
2340.0 
2392.9 
2456.0 
2492.1 
2853.2 
2891.9 
3040.5 
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Level energies 
Ref./Ra71/ Ref./Br79a/ Ref./Si80/ Jn 
1128.2 
1186.7 
1230.5 
1252.8 
1367.1 
1402.6 
1411.7 
1488.4 
1511.4 
1607.3 
1623.2 
1715.6 
1818.5 
1915.6 
2142.3 
2212.3 
2249.2 
2263.9 
231903 
2339.1 
239207 
2456.6 
2490.6 
2853.6 
2892.1 
1128.1 
1186.7 
1230.6 
1252.8 
1365.8 
1402.5 
1411.6 
1488.3 
1511.2 
1607.9 
1623.4 
1715.1 
1818.2 
1916.5 
2142.9 
2213.1 
2248.7 
2264.1 
231909 
2339.8 
2392.6 
245600 
2491.7 
2853.3 
2891.9 
1128.4 
1186.8 
1230.6 
1252.6 
1367.2 
1402.7 
1411.7 
1488.3 
1511.4 
160705 
1623.3 
1714.9 
1818.4 
1915.9 
2142.4 
2212.1 
2249.2 
2264.0 
2319.7 
233809 
2392.8 
2456.5 
2490.5 
2853.6 
2892.1 
3040.5 
1/2+ 
(3/2) 
5/2 
5/2+ 
3/2(1/2-) 
3/2 
3/2 
(3/2) 
(3/2) 
3/2 
1/2-,3/2 
1/2 
(1/2,3/2) 
(1/2,3/2) 
5/2+ (3/2+) 
(1/2,3/2) 
(1/2,3/2) 
(1/2,3/2) 
(1/2,3/2) 
(1/2,3/2) 
3/2 
(1/2,3/2) 
(1/2,3/2) 
1/2-(3/2-) 
(1/2,3/2) 
(1/2,3/2) 
NGP Primary transition to this level is found. 
Comments 
1 _0 a) ,b) ,c) n-
NGP,GDM 
ln=3 d) ,GDM,NGLP 
l n = 2 a ) ' b ) ' c ) , G DM 
GDM,NGLP,(ln=1)d) 
PGP,GDM 
PGP,GDM 
l n= 1 c), GDM 
NGP,GDM 
NGP,GDM 
PGP,GDM 
ln=1 b)?,d) 
PGP,GDM b) 
l n=1 at 1.83MeV 
NGP, GD~1 
NGP,GDM 
ln=2 b),d~NGP,GDM 
NGP,GDM 
NGP,GDM 
NGP,GDM b) 
ln=2 at 2o29~1eV 
NGP, GD~1 
NGP,GDM 
PGP,GDM 
NGP 
NGP,GDM 
PGP,GDM 
NGP,GDM 
NGP,GDM 
GDM Basedon the y-decay scheme. NGLP : Basedon the (n,y)-level population 
PGP Based on the polarization measurement of primary y-rayso/Kn71/ 
a) Ref./Ma63/ b) Ref./Li65/ c) Refo/Ba69/ d) Ref./Mo78/ 
Table 5.6 Prominent levels above 1 MeV in 77seo Level energies are given in keVo 
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6. Discussion 
In chapters 1 to 5 we have shown two interesting aspects tobe investigated 
by various instruments, i oe. Q) neutron capture and primary transitions, and 
® excitation and structure of low-lying states" In the present work we are 
mainly interested in the low-lying level structures of the Se-isotopes. Only 
a few special factswill be discussed with respect to the first subjecto 
6.1 The neutron capture state and the mechanism of the decay process by 
primary transitions 
6.1.1 The neutron capture state 
The cross sections of light Se-isotopes are considerably larger than the value 
calculated with the use of the formalism of Lane and Lynn /La60,Ly68/, which 
describes the direct potential capture: 
where 
Oly(one primary transition) 
< 
'V 
0.062 
R • {E; 
= 0.22 b 
R = 1.35 x A113 fm 
En= 0.025 eV 
Z = 34 A = 76 
y = k)lR 
eq. 6.1 
Nuclear radius 
Incident neutron energy(average) 
k)l : Neutron wave number corresponding to the 7 MeV 
transition energy (in units of fm-1) 
Therefore , another mechanism is required for the explanation of the neutron 
capture by these nuclei, for ex. resonance (compound) capture. In the case 
of the 74se-target the contribution of the higher lying resonances is estimated 
to be nearly 4/5 of the reported capture cross section 6'"'y = 51.8 barns /Mu73/ 
( see §2o4 ). However, in the case of the 76se-target all the observed 
resonances are far away from thermal energy. In such a case the contribution 
from a bound state must be considered, which can be checked by a measurement 
of the neutron scattering lengtho 
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Koester et al ./Ko80a/ have provided evidence of a strong bound level for the 
765e + n system, but no evidence for the 745e + n system. This large difference 
between 755e and 77 5e would provide a significantly different capture mechanism 
for both nuclei. This will be discussed in the following section. 
In the present study we have observed a fairly large cross section ('V300b) for 
the 755e(n,y) reaction. Though there exist no neutron resonance data for the 
755e-target, it is highly probable that a resonance lies near the thermal energy" 
From a calculation of the energies of single particle states ( see for ex" 
jly68/ p.103 and /Al78/), the 35112 orbital wouTd be the only available state 
for 5-wave neutron capture in this region of nuclei. However, this single 
particle 35 112 state lies somewhat lower ( 2 '\, 3 MeV ) than the zero energy 
( neutron capture state ). Therefore, a capture mechanism which is dependent 
purely on the 35112 orbital, is not possible. 
6.1.2 Cerrelation between the (n,y) and (d,p) strengths 
The (d,p) reaction strongly excites single particle states ( see for ex. /Ki68/). 
Especially in the case of direct neutron capture (see for ex. /Ly68/ p.335), 
the E1 primary transition strengths are expected 
with the (d,p) spectroscopic factors of ln = 1. 
correlation between the (n,y) primary transition 
to have positive correlation 
Therefore a positive 
strengths and the (d,p) 
spectroscopic factors is an indication that the neutron capture state prefers 
to decay to single particle states, hence providing a key to understand the 
structure of the capture state. 
In figures 6.1 and 6"2 are shown the primary transition strengths in the (n,y) 
reaction and the corresponding (d,p)-spectroscopic strengths. The primary 
y-intensities were divided by the traditional Ey3, which is valid also for 
the capture mechanisms through the 11 Valency neutron 11 /Ly68, p.326/ and the 
11 doorway state 11 /Al78/. Other reduction factors of Ey 1 and Ey 5 (for the 
potential capture /Ly68, p.333/ and the giant dipole resonance model /Ax67/ 
respectively) may be considered. However, in the present figures the 
available (d,p)-data up to 1 MeV excitation energy are used, and therefore 
different energy reduction factors do not i nfl uence s i gnifi cantly the 
transition strengths. 
Ex 
(MeV) 
2 
0 
E 
(M 
2 
0 
X 
eV) 
-
-
1-
-
-, 
11 /E~ (tEl) 
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Ex 
(MeV) 
( 
2 
0 
Ex 
MeV) 
2 
0 
Fig. 6.1 
Comparison of the primary 
transition strength in the 
74se(n,y) reaction and the 
(d,p) reaction /Su78/. 
The correlation coeffici-
ent i s p = 0. 99. 
Fig. 6.2 
Comparison of the primary 
transition strength in the 
76se(n,y) reaction and the 
(d,p) reaction /Mo78/. 
The correlation coeffici-
ent is P= -0.30. 
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The correlation coefficient is, calculated by the followi,ng formula 
eq. 6. 2 
xi reduced y-ray transition strength 
-
x average of Xi 
Yi (d,p)-spectroscopic strength 
y average of Yi 
A strikingly different feature between Fig.6.1 and Fig.6.2 is apparent. The 
strong positive correlation in Fig.6.1 is mainly due to the very strong primary 
transition to the 293.1 keV level and correspondingly large (d,p) spectroscopic 
factor. However, the non-statistical nature in Fig.6.l is rather obvious. 
On the contrary in Fig.6.2 no strong correlation is observed, eventually there 
exists slightly negative correlation. This anticorrelation between the primary 
transition strengths in the 76se(n,y) reaction and the corresponding (d,p)-
spectroscopic factors has been pointed out previously by Murzin and Kolomiets 
/Mu73/. They have suggested a possible capture mechanism through a doorway 
state composed of several quasiparticles coupled to phonons. A coupling of 
phonans may reduce the correlation. 
However, such mechanism cannot be applied to the case of the 75se(n,y) reaction 
as mentioned above. On the other hand the direct capture process is not 
applicable either, as is shown in the previous section. 
The strong primary E1 transition to the 293.1 level is also seen in resonance 
capture at 27.1 keV and 293.1 keV /En81/. Therefore, the valency nucleon 
model seems tobe also applicable. However, the Se isotopes arerather far 
away from the 3S size resonance as stated before, and this model explains 
only a few percent of the observed cross section /Ly68, p.346 and En81/. 
Recently the mechanism of slow neutron capture has been further developed by 
Ho et al. /Ho81/. They have proposed a process, where the elastically 
scattered neutron wave from the compound channel is reabsorbed in the region 
outside the nuclear surface, which causes strong transitions to the single 
particle states. Ho et al. have estimated that the contribution of this 
process may reach 20 to 30% at the observed capture cross section in the 
regi on of the 3S si ze resonance ( A "' 50 to 60). The va l i dity of thei r theory 
should be proven by applying it to various nuclei. 
In the present work no effort was made to check the statistical theory of 
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Porter and Th.omas [Po 56/, because of the 1 ow number of pri:ma ry y-1 i. nes of 
well established multipolarity obtained in both the 74se(n,y) and 76se(n,y) 
reactionsa 
6aL3 Primary E2-transitions in the 74se(n,y) and 75se(n,y) reactions 
The observation of E2 primary transitions in (n,y) reactions is rather difficult 
/Ra78/. The previous data were tabulated by Raman /Ra78/ and by Kopecky /Ko81/. 
The latter has reported 24 primary E2 transitions, 
In Table 601 are listed the E2 primary transitions obs.erved in the present work. 
Ey(trans.) Reaction Assignment Intens ity 
in keV /100n 
8027.6 74 Se(n,y) 1/2+ -+ 5/2+ 0.07 
7399.0 74 Se(n,y) 1/2+ -+ 5/2+ 0.23 
11154. 75 2+ o+ 'V 0.1 Se(n,y) -+ 
10032. 75 2+ 0+ 'V 0.1 Se(n,y) -+ 
Table 6.1 E2 primary transitions observed in the present work 
The rareness of E2 primary transitions is also reflected in the empirical 
hindrance factors of y-transitions which were adopted by von Egidy /Eg68/ for 
the statistical calculation of a y-ray spectrumo He has used 100 times larger 
hindrance for the E2 transitions in the energy region of capture states than 
in the ground state regiona 
Because of the insufficient data about E2 primary transitions, and further 
because it i s rather di ffi cult to es timate the quant ity ry in the case of 
thermal neutron capture, it is less meaningful to try to perform a theoretical 
analysis for these transitions at this stageo Based on the argument about 
empirical hindrance factors mentioned above, it is of interest to consider 
the ratio between reduced transition strengths or between intensities of 
transitions. of about the same energies, and to study their mass dependence. 
Our data yield 
Ex<650keV I Ex<650keV 
Iyi (E2) L Iyi (El) 
i 
74 for Se(n,y) 
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6.2 Strange phenomena i_n Se-nuclei and neighbori.ng nuclei, 
Several interesting problems have been already pointed out in the introduction. 
Herewe discuss these problems in greater detail, mainly from the experimental 
viewpoint. Possible theoretical interpretations will be given in later sections. 
6.2.1 Spins and parities of ground states in 75se and 77se 
As pointed out already in 
state ot 75se is 5/2+ and 
1/2 state is lying above 
chapter 5.4, it 
that of 77se is 
+ the 9/2 1 evel. 
is not understood why the ground 
1/2 . Further in 75se the first 
In most theoretical calculations the positive parity level energies are obtained 
relative to for ex. the 9/2+ state and the negative parity level energies are 
determined relative to for ex. the 1/2 state. The level energies of 9/2+ and 
1/2 are adjusted to explain the experimental spectra. However, with this 
method it is rather hard to understand the reversed position of 9/2+ and 1/2 
in 75se and 77se. 
The 5/2+ state can be explained as lowest positive parity state either from 
the Nilsson model /Ni55/ or from other more complicated rotor models /Sa73,. 
He74,He75,La78/. However, these models always predict other low-lying positive 
parity states such as 1/2+ and 3/2+ which are not observed experimentally 
and which do no exist at low excitation energies, because they would have been 
populated strongly in the non-selective (n,y) cascade process and they would 
thus have been observed in the present work. In heavier odd mass Se-isotopes 
( A ~ 77 ) the 5/2+ state is lying always higher than the 9/2+ state. From 
these facts it is rather clear that the simple Nilsson model has difficulty 
in explaining the ground state spin and that a rapid change of parameters 
is required in theoretical calculations. 
6.2.2 Anomalaus positive parity states and N = 41 anomaly 
The anomalaus positive parity states 5/2+,7/2+ Lik66aL in this region of 
nuclei are arising from g912-neutrons. The lowering of the 7/2+ state, which 
is often seen lower than the 9/2-r state in this region, is easily obtained 
from the (g 912 )n.:_
3
- configuration or from the particle-phonon coupling /Bo75, 
p.540/, mainly due to the fact that the 6j symbol has a different sign for 
J = 7/2 /Ki66L (see §6.3.2). However, it is rather difficult to lower the 
J = 5/2 state sufficiently with these models. 
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The ground states of 75se and 77 Kr /No75,Ca79/ are Jn= 5/2+, and in 73Ge the 
5/2+ state ts lytng only 13 keV higher than t~e 9/2+ ground state /Le78/. 
-1: The lowering of the 5/2 state occurs not only for neutron states as shown 
below, 
6,2,3 Anomalaus positive parity states in the nuclei with odd protons and 
even neutrons araund A = 75 
Similar to the cases of odd mass Se and Ge isotopes strange phenomena may be 
occuring also in the odd mass As and Br isotopes. 
The odd mass As isotopes ( Z = 33, see Fig.2,1 ) have always low-lying 9/2+ 
and 5/2+ states tagether (see for ex, Fig,7 in /Ro80/ ), These positive parity 
states have lowest excitation energies ( ~ 0.38 MeV ) at N = 42, and the energy 
di fference between the 9/2+ and the 5/2+ becomes sma ll es t ( ,,, 65 keV ) a t N = 40. 
The sttuation of Br isotopes ( Z = 35) is more complex. The in-beam studies 
75 77 . 77 
on Br /Be76b,Wi79,Kr81,Wi81/ and Br /De74,Mo75/ ( +decay study of Kr 
/No75/ ) have revealed the low-lying positive parity states 5/2+, 7/2+, 9/2+ 
and 3/2+, In 75Br ( N = 40 ) the 5/2+ state is the lowest positive parity 
s tate ( Ex = 132,4 keV ) , Krei ner et a l, /Kr81/ ha ve performed a theoreti ca l 
calculation,where a quasi proton ( ~g912 ) is coupled to a deformed core. They 
could predict the experimental level sequence of positive parity states in 
75Br fairly well. However, their calculation assumes a very large deformation 
( ß = 0.40 ) in order to reproduce the observed level sequence, and with more 
reasonable deformation ( ß ~ 0.30 ) the obtained level spectrum is far from 
satisfaction, Other similar theoretical calculations on 77sr /De74,Sa79/ do 
not explain the level sequence satisfactorily, 
76 6,2,4 Anomalaus ground state of 35Br41 
The ground state of 76 Br has spin and parity of Jn= 1 /Fu69,Pa73a/, As shown 
in Fig.Ll, Jn = 1/2-, 3/2 and 5/2 states are avatlable for negative parity 
states in this region of nuclei, and the ground state of 75sr is 3/2- /Ek80,Ek81/. 
If we adopted only the 9/2+ state (vg 912 ) as positive parity state, we can there-
fore not explain the spin and parity of the 76 Br ground state. The possible 
configurations for the 1- state are 5/2+( 75se) C$)3/2-( 75 Br) or 7/2+( 75se) (8) 
5/2-( 75Br), adopting the low-lying positive parity states 5/2+ and 7/2+ in 75se, 
However, the former configuration is more natural, because the ground state 
of 75se is 5/2+ and that of 75Br, 77 Br, 79Br is 3/2- /Fu76,Le78/, and further, 
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because the ground state spin and pari,ty of 1 + in 78Br and 80Br i_s reas.onably 
- 77 79 . - 77 
well understood by assuming the configuration 1/2 ( Se,· Se)(8)3/2 ( Br, 
79Br) (see also /Pa73a,Ek80/). 
In conclusion, the anomalaus spin and parity 5/2+ of 75se does not seem to be 
affected by adding one proton (76Br)o A similar relation is found between the 
nuclei 77 Kr and 78Rb /Ek78/. 
6.2"5 Very low-lying 0~ state in the nuclei of N = 40 
. . 70 72 74 76 In the nucle1 w1th neutron number 40 (30zn, 32Ge, 34se, 36 Kr /Le78, Ha81/) 
the 0~ states appear with excitation energies lower than in their isotopes. 
The extreme case is 72Ge, where the 0~ state is lower than the 2t state. A 
considerable lowering is also seen in the 70 Ge and 72se ( N = 38)" 
It is interesting to note that the_special lowering of the o; states occurs 
also in the 4oZr and 42Mo nuclei araund A ~ 90 - 100 (see /Le78/ ). Further 
in ~~Tc and 101Tc there exist very low-lying 5/2+ and 7/2+ states. The lower-
ing of 5/2+ and 7/2+ states is not so distinct in 41 Nb" However, these states 
h 1 t . t t. . 99 Nb ave owes exc1 a 1on energy 1n 41 " 
Hamilton et alo /Ha74a,Ha78,Pi81/ have 
different nuclear deformations /St70/, 
or vice versa are encountered. 
+ + proposed that the o1 and o2 states have 
ioeo spherical ot and deformed o; states 
Another interpretation for the lowering of the o; is pairing Vibration /Ha74b/, 
which is also accounted for by the low-lying 0~ in the nuclei araund Z = 40. 
Kumar /Ku78/ has suggested that the shape coexistence may be induced by pairing 
vibration, and further he has pointed out the possibility of a shape transition. 
lf the low-lying 0~ state has a deformed nuclear shape, it can not be expected 
that the (p,t) or (t,p) cross sections for this state are largely enhanced 
araund N ~ 40 /Bo77,Ve78b,Ar78,Re80/, while excluding the o; state most of the 
other levels seem to follow the vibrational model" Asthelarge enhancement 
of the two neutron transfer cross section and the low-lying o; state can be 
nicely explained by including pairing vibration !Sa78,Sa79,We81/, it would be 
of interest to carry out a systematic study with (p,t) and (t,p) reactions for 
Se-isotopes" 
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6.3 Theoretical interpretation of the low-lying leyel structure 
in Se-isotopes and neighbouring nuclei 
In many nuclear models it may be thought to be fundamental to understand the 
structure of e-e nuclei, because the low-lying level structures in these nuclei 
are relatively simple and the structure of odd mass nuclei can be understood 
in a first step by coupling a proton or a neutron to this core-state (e-e nuclei). 
Therefore, here in this section we first deal with these theories which are 
suitable for the doscription of e-e nuclei, and secondly we discuss odd-mass 
nucleio 
6.3.1 Theory for e-e Se isotopes 
So far considerable success was obtained for the description of e-e nuclei 
in this region by the following theoretical calculations, 
- Boson expansion with a phenomenological Hamiltonian /Li75/ (for 76se) 
- Dynamic deformation theory /Ku78,Re79/ 
- Pairing Vibration coupled to the basis of dressed n-quasiparticle state 
/Sa78,Sa79/ 
- Pairing vibration coupled to the basis of Boson expansion theory (BET) 
/We81/ (for Ge-isotopes) 
The first calculation by Lie et.al. does not include the term of pairing 
· 72 d 7 4 l . Th d l v1bration and it was not applied to the Ge an Se nuc e1. e secon ca cu-
lation by Kumar has explained the experimental B(E2)'s and observed level 
scheme fairly well as reviewed by Vergnes /Ve79/. Because in this calculation 
the 0~ states in Ge-isotopes are essentialy the s-vibrational states, the 
results of (p,t) and (t,p) reactions are hard to explain in this theory. 
Further in the frame work of the dynamic deformation theory the nuclear shape 
of the ground state in 74se and 76se is expected to be oblate. If we assume 
that the shape orthe zt state is not so different from the ground state or. 
the negative quadrapole moment of the zr state in the even mass Se-isotopes 
/Le77/ does not favour oblate shape. 
Thus considering the result of (p,t) and (t,p) experiments, the theories 
which include pairing vibrations (third and fourth calculation), would be the 
best suited for the nuclei in this regiono The calculations of Sakata et al. 
/Sa79/ and Weeks /We81/ have been able to reproduce the electromagnetic pro-
perties of Se and Ge nuclei, respectively. 
The pairing vibration can occur when there is an orbital with high spin lying 
above the valence orbital with low spin. In a spherical potential the pairing 
force is proportional to 2j+1, where j is the spin of relevant particle orbital, 
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<22 G •.-0 .0 0 0 0 eq. 6. 3 JMJHpairJj2 
2 
where G containes the value of the radial integral (see for ex. /Bo75/,p.642). 
Thus in the case of 72Ge and 74se the g912 neutron pair has more pairing energy 
than the p112 neutronpair or other neutron pairs (see Fig.l.l). 
In the real calculation, the o+ state of pairing vibration is strongly coupled 
to the 0+ two phonon state /Sa78,Sa79/, thus the 0~ state is lowered in energy. 
This picture leads to the conclusion that the enhancement of the (p,t) and (t,p) 
reactions for the low-lying 0~ state is well described by the large admixture 
of the (g912 )j=O configuration in this state. Rester et al. /ReBO/ have 
reported s~ch evidence in the studies of 74 , 76se(p,t) reactions. 
Recently the theoretical frame work, which takes into account the pairing 
reaction, has been outlined by Suzuki et al. /SuSl/. Though the results of 
numerical calculations vJill appear later, their theory should be quite effective 
fortheGe and Se nuclei. 
Besides these theoretical calculations, a considerable success in describing the 
level sequence of 76se has .been shown using IBAl (Interacting Boson approxima-
tion) /Ve82/, and further its associated IBFA (Interacting Boson Fermion 
approximation) has reproduced the negative parity state of 77se fairly well. 
It is interesting to see whether these calculation can explain the experimen-
tal electromagnetic properties of each level. However, because the IBA dose 
not include the term of pairing vibration, it would be difficult to reproduce 
the results of (p,t) and (t,p) reactions. Another code based on IBA2, which 
makes a distinction between the proton bosons and neutron bosons, has failed to 
produce the lower-lying 0~ state in 76 se /MaSO/, or it may be ju~t a difference 
in the values of parameters. 
6.3.2 Theory for odd mass Se-isotopes 
As has been pointed out through this work, the most difficult thing to 
handle in odd mass Ge, Se and Kr nuclei are the low-lying positive parity states 
5/2+ and 7/2+ arising from the (vg9{2)n configuration. Compared to the positive 
parity states the negative parity states are explained fairly well by various 
theoretical calculations, wllich will be referred to in the following. Even the 
simplest core-particle coupling model seems to work satisfactorily well for 
negative parity states /De61/ (see also /Ve82/). Thus we concentrate our atten-
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tion on the low-lyi.ng pos.iti.ve parHy states 5L2* and 7/2+. 
The two positive parity states 5/2+ and 7/2+ showdifferent characters, which is 
clear in the systematics of level energies (Fig. 6.3). 
MeV 
~ 
---;;2+ 
J/zt.5J2+ 
Ex 
Fig. 6.3 
Systematics of some low-lying 
+ + + levels (5/2 1, 7/2 1, 9/2 1 and 
1/2l) in Se-isotopes. 
As mentioned in 6.2.2, the low-lying 7/2+ state can be obtained by coupling a 
g912-quasiparticle to one phonon state J~=2, n=l (or this phonon state is 
obtained from two quasiparticles, thus implying (9912 )3). 
The energy-splitting ~E after coupling a g912-quasiparticle to the one phonon 
state is given by (see /Bo75/ p.541) 
~E(j,I) 
+ (2j+l} c 
+ 4u2(j)v2(j) ) 
2E(j) +1iw 
4u2(j)v2(j) )) 
2E (j) - 'fiw 
eq. 6.4 
h(j,j2) : matrix element including the radial integral 
u(j),v(j) : occupation and non-occupation amplitude 
~w : phonon energy 
E(j) quasi-particle energy 
j : g912 neutron in this case 
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Adopting j=9/2 in this case, the values of the 6j-symbols for various final spins 
I from 9/2+®2+(5/2+,7/2+,9/2+,11/2+,13/2+) are shown below. 
f 2 9/2 9/21 
2 9/2 13/2 - 0.009091 
{ 2 9/2 9/2 } 
2 9/2 11/2 = - 0.048485 c 9/2 9/2l 
2 9/2 9/2 - 0.065152 
{ 2 9/2 9/2 J 
2 9/2 7/2 = 0.057576 
[ 2 9/2 9/2} 
2 9/2 5/2 = - 0.016667 
Table 6,2 6j-symbols for g912 €)2+ multiplets. Values are from /Sc68/. 
Because the 6j symbols have different sign for the 7/2+ state, the special 
lowering of the 7/2+ state is understood by the second term multiplied by the 
6j symbol in eq.6.4 (when u(j)~v(j)). The lowering of the 7/2+ state provided 
by the Alaga model (three-particle (hole) cluster + core Vibration model ,see 
for example /Pa73b/) is essentially caused by this different sign of the 6j 
symbol for the j-1 state. 
The electromagnetic properties are quite sensitive to a small admixture of 
various wave functions. Further the B(E2) or B(M1) values of the 9/2+ -+7/2+ 
transition are not well measured, and the magnetic dipole and electric 
quadrupole moments of the 9/2+ and 7/2+ states arestill not well known. There-
fore, it is rather hard to determine which teoretical calculation can re-
produce the level properties most reasonably. 
The 5/2+ state is not fully lowered to the ground state within a picture of 
particle phonon coupling or of microscopic treatment using three quasi-particles 
/Ku75/. Arecent calculation including up to five quasiparticle states could 
only predict that the 5/2+ state of the one quasiparticle two phonon multiplets 
becomes the lowest among these multiplets /Na80/. 
On the other hand, the theories which assume a stable deformed core including 
the Coriolis interaction (with attenuation) was performed by Heller et al. 
/He74,He75/, and could bring down the 5/2+ state to the ground state in the 
75 
case of Se. An apparent serious difficulty in their calculation is that 
the deformation parameter ß is positive (0.2-0.3) for 75se, 79se, 84se and 
most of the other nuclei in this region, but negative (-0.28) for 77se. 
Further they could not lower the 7/2+ state sufficiently in the case of 75se. 
A similar calculation was also done by Sandersan /Sa73/, who could explain the 
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(d,t) spectroscopic strength fairly well, though he could not lower the 512+ 
state sufficiently. The 512+ state has a main component of the (422~ orbital 
in the calculation of Sanderson, and the (440~ orbital in the case of Heller 
et al .. Bothofthese calculations were not able to reproduce the large quad-
rupole moment (1.0 barn IFu761) of the 512+ ground state in 75se, and the mag-
netic moment for this level given by Heller et al.(-1.447,#N) is not in good 
agreement with the experimental val ue (fL = 0.67±0.04flN ICa741). 
A calculation based on the tri-axial rotor model was performed by Larsson et al. 
lla781. They could predict the 5/2+ ground state and also the low-lying 
712+ state, by adopting an attenuation of the Coriolis term. The electro-
magnetic properties of the low-lying positive parity state are again not 
satisfactorily reproduced. 
It is another question, whether it is appropriate to assume a stably deformed 
core, when the core states are well described within a picture of a nearly 
spherical nulear shape as described in the previous section. When we adopt 
+ a picture of a deformed core, the 02 state of the e-e core can be thought to 
be caused by the s-vibration, which leads again to the problern of the large 
(p,t) and (t,p) cross sections for the o; states around N=40. 
Consequently, by now there is no theory which works satisfactorily well for 
the nuclei around the neutron number 40. However, we should recall that the 
lowering of the o; states in the e-e nuclei and the lowering of the 512+ states 
in the odd mass nuclei are coincident (§ 6.2.5 and the next section), which im-
plies a close relation between the o; and 512+ states. 
6.4 A possible correlation between the o; state in the e-e Se nuclei 
and the 5/2+ state in the odd mass Se-nuclei 
The coincidence of occurrence of the low-lying o; and 5/2+ states has been poin-
ted out by Kuriyama et al .1Ku751. However, since that time the quantity of the 
experimental data has largely increased. In this section we would therefore 
like to show clear evidence of correlation between the o; states in the e-e 
Se nuclei and the 5/2+ states in the odd mass Se nuclei. 
In Fig.6.4 are drawn the energies of the o; states in the e-e Se nuclei, and 
the energy differences between the lowest (possible) 5/2+ states and the 912+ 
s ta te s ' i 0 e . EX ( 5 I 2 r)- EX ( 9 I 2 r) . 
MeV 
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0. 
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72 7~ 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 
mass number of Se-isotopes 
Fig. 6.4 
Systematics of the low-lying 
o; state in even Se nuclei 
and 5/2+ state in odd-A 
Se isotopes (see text). 
The occurrence of the o; (5/2+) state is most prominent for n=40 (41). It is 
obvious that the level energy of the 5/2+ in the odd mass nuclei is clearly 
correlated with the o; level of the core states~ but not so distinctly with the 
2~ state, Further~ the level energies of the 2~ states are nearly constant. 
This fact can be understood since the occurrence of the low-lying 5/2+ state 
is not so closely related with the nuclear deformation~ because the location 
of the 2~ states can be assumed to be a good measure for the nuclear defor-
mation as pointed out by Sakai /Sa67/. 
A similar correlation between the low-lying o; and 5/2+ states can be seen also 
in the Ge-isotopes (N = 40). Kr-isotopes (N = 40) and the nuclei around A=100 
(Z = 40). Since the lowering of the o; state in the Ge and Se isotope is 
nicely explained by the pairing vibration /We81~Se78/, the lowering of the 
5/2+ state may be somehow related to the pairing vibration, 
There are several ways to obtain the 5/2+ state, i.e. 
- 1 phonon ® g912 
- 2 phonon ® g912 
- 1 phonon ® g912 0 pai ring Vibration 
- higher lying d512 
- d512 ® pairing vibration 
etc. 
It is interesting to know~ how these states are correlated and whether these 
states can lower the 5/2+ states. It is desirable to extend the theoretical 
frame work of e-e nuclei proposed by Weeks et al, /We81/ or by Suzuki et al. 
/Su81/ to the odd mass nuclei. 
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7. Concl usion 
In the present work the low spin states have been studied of 75 •76 •77se 
in order to obtain the information complementary to the high spin states 
studied by other research groups. Use was made of the (n,y) reaction 
because of its non-selectivity. 
The high-energy (n,y) spectra were measured for 75 •77se bothat Jülich 
and at Grenoble, where in addition the 75se(n,y) reaction was observed 
due to consecutive neutron capture in the high neutron flux. 
With the curved crystal spectrometers at Grenoble the low-energy y-ray 
spectra were measured with very high resolution, energy accuracy and a 
1 arge dynami c ra nge, so that a 1 so very weak 1 i nes were seen. For the 
stronger transitionsalso conversion-electron data were obtained with 
the high resolution ß-spectrometer. 
The information resulting from the analysis of the measured spectra is 
the following: 
Complete low spin level schemes in the low-energy regions of 75se, 
76
se, 
77
se, 
78
se and 75As with very accurate level energies. 
V t t . . f 755 765 775 d - ery accura e neutron separa 1on energ1es or e, e, e an 
78
se. The neutron binding energy for 76se has been measured for 
the firsttime due to consecutive neutron capture. The value of 
11154.2 ± 0.2 keV is clearly less than the adopted /Wa77/ energy 
of 11161.7 ± 2.2 keV, casting doubts on 0Ec( 75se) or Qs( 76As). 
- The cross section forthermal neutron capture by the ß··unstable 
75
se (~112 = 120 days) was found tobe~ 300 b . This number 
is of interest for astrophysics especially in connection with the 
question of the "origin of the elementS 11 • 
- Because of the use of PbSe targets intense Pb X-rays were observed 
and the natural widths were measured for all practically accessible 
K X-ray lines. The observed widths were compared with semiempilical 
and purely theoretical values. Apparent slight discrepancies require 
further study. 
The spectra of high-energy y-transitions show significant differences 
regarding the reaction mechanisms. A strong positive correlation is 
observed of the primary 74 se(n,y) intensities and 76se(d,p) spectro-
scopic strengths, but the correlation for 76 se(n,y) and 76se(d,p) is 
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absent or slightly negative. This result is not yet understood. 
Furthermore, two E2 primary transitions were found both in the 74se(n,y) 
reaction and in the 75se(n,y) process. The observation of such E2 tran-
sitions is rare. In fact only 24 primary E2 transitions were seen before 
in the whole nuclear chart, two of them in 73Ge(n,y). The strength of the 
E2 transitions in 75 •76se are somewhat more than but not inconsistent 
with the expected average. 
The emphasis of the present work was the structure of the low-lying 
levels in 75 •76 •77 se. Through the very detailed and accurate (n,y) 
data several ambiguities could be removed in the previously known 
level schemes, and for several levels new spin and parity assignments 
could be made. The systematics of low-lying levels in the Se isotopes 
revealed clear evidence for a correlation of the lowering of the 
ot -levels in the even Se isotopes and the 5/2+ states in the odd-A 
seleniums. Such a correlation is also seen in the Ge and Kr isotopes 
and it may even exist in nuclei with A ~ 100. Therfore, the under-
standing of the lowering of the 0~ states appears to be the key to 
understand the 5/2+ states which so far have escaped theoretical 
explanation. Comparison of the level schemes with various models 
show that at present there is no theory that can explain well the 
low-lying level structures of the Se isotopes. It seems that these 
isotopes are mainly vibrational in character as far as low spin states 
are concerned. The most promising interpretation of the lowering 
of the 0~ states may be pairing vibration. Probably a more detailed 
interpretation of the low-lying level structures of the Se isotopes 
has to await microscopic calculations in this nuclear region. 
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